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Abstract
We consider separately the Gribov-Zwanziger approach to global gauge fixing and gauge 
invariant dynamical mass operators in QCD. The Gribov-Zwanziger study focuses on 
the possible implications for colour confinement of gluons by studying the gap equation 
and Faddeev-Popov ghost propagator in the presence of massive quarks, and comparing 
the result with the Kugo-Ojima confinement criterion. This is done to two loop order 
in the MS scheme. In the dynamical mass operator study, we consider an approxi­
mation to the (non-local) gauge invariant mass operator -4^ nin. The non-local aproxi- 
mation F^\(DT) - l}ab F h^  is also gauge invariant and may be cast into local form and 
incorporated into a renormalizable action. Using the local renormalizable action, we 
calculate the anomalous dimension for the mass operatore to three loop order. Whilst 
each subject is discussed separately, the issues of gauge fixing and mass generation 
in a non-Abelian gauge theory include many similarities, in particular the occurrence 
of a non-locality. Tackling this issue in each area appears to proceed in a relatively 
straightforward manner using standard techniques. However, the resulting local theo­
ries are complicated by the inclusion of additional parameters which include Bose and 
Grassmann fields, mass objects and couplings. This makes it very difficult to derive an 
effective action using, for example, the local composite operator formalism, application 
of which is also known to introduce additional complexities.
Original work presented in this thesis is published in 
F.R. Ford & J.A. Gracey, J. Phys. A 42 (2009), 325402.
F.R. Ford & J.A. Gracey, Phys. Lett. B674 (2009), 232.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
When Yang-Mills theory, [1],[2], was shown to be renormalizable, even after symme­
try breaking, [3],[4],[5], a quantum theoretical interpretation of particle interactions, 
using a path integral approach to gauge theories, became a genuine possibility. The 
difficulties that were overcome are conveniently introduced by noting that, in principle, 
the path integral of Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism is undefined because of the 
gauge degree of freedom. Since the path integral measure T>A and the action S are 
both gauge invariant, this means that functionally integrating over VA  will eventually 
over-count the degrees of freedom of the theory. The problem is that of selecting a 
single “slice” from the gauge orbit in order to avoid infinite over-counting, the gauge 
fixing problem. Inserting a delta function into the functional integration DA  changes 
the measure of integration. In order to achieve this in an unambiguous manner, we 
must select a specific gauge configuration by inserting a delta function into the path 
integral using an expression which is formally equal to the number 1. This is the well 
known Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing procedure, [2], that introduces quite naturally the 
extra term, identified by Richard Feynman [6], necessary to solve the unitarity issues 
associated with a naive quantization of Yang-Mills theory.
The theoretical breakthrough was required to explain the discovery of three identi­
cal sets of lepton pairs, corresponding to the electron, muon, and r  particles and their 
corresponding neutrino partners. It is used to describe the Weinberg-Salam model, 
[7],[8], a curious amalgam of the weak, Yang-Mills type SU(2), and electromagnetic, 
Maxwell type U (l), interactions. The complete action consists of three different pieces; 
a gauge part, a fermionic part, and a scalar Higgs sector included to induce symmetry 
breaking. After symmetry breaking, the SU(2) and U (l) gauge fields recombine and 
emerge as the physical photon field, a neutral massive vector particle and a charged 
doublet of vector particles. The Weinberg-Salam model is capable of describing pro­
cesses such as lepton decay to the lowest order. Quantization of the Weinberg-Salam 
model is complicated by the seemingly impossible task of simultaneously retaining the
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features of unitarity and renormalizability in a spontaneously broken gauge theory with 
massive propagators. To show that spontaneously broken gauge theories can be both 
unitary and renormalizable, it is necessary to appeal to a special type of gauge R ,^ [5], 
in which it is possible to interpolate between two sets of propagators. In particular a 
gauge fixing term proportional to a is inserted into the Lagrangian such that in the 
limit a —> 0 the theory is described by a propagator that is 0(l/k2) in the ultraviolet 
limit, this results in good power counting behaviour in Feynman graphs, and so the 
theory appears to be renormalizable but not unitary. In the limit a —> oo the theory 
is described by a propagator that behaves as a constant in the ultraviolet limit, which 
is disastrous from the perspective of renormalizability, but, from the S matrix point of 
view the theory is unitary. Although the Green’s functions of the theory are dependent 
on a, we know that the S matrix is not and so in some sense it is possible to consider 
that the quantized Weinberg-Salam theory is both renormalizable and unitary.
Hadrons are bound states of strongly interacting particles and are present in ordi­
nary matter in the form of protons and neutrons. In 1947 new types of hadrons not 
present in ordinary matter were discovered in cosmic ray experiments and by the early 
1960’s several dozens of different types of hadrons were known to exist from resonances 
found in scattering experiments. A new theoretical framework was required to interpret 
this multitude of states. The quark model grew out of a realization by Gell-Mann et 
al, [9], that all of the recently observed hadrons could be simply interpreted as bound 
states of just three fundamental spin-£ particles and their antiparticles. The triplet 
of particles transformed in the fundamental representation 3 of SU(3). The simple 
quark model assumes that only three types of quark bound states are allowed. These 
are, the baryons which have half-integer spin and are assumed to be bound states of 
three quarks (3q); the anti-baryons, which are there antiparticles and are assumed to 
be bound states of three anti-quarks (3<j); and the mesons, which have integer spin and 
are assumed to be bound states of a quark and an anti-quark (qq). The original three 
quarks have been expanded to six quarks: up, down, strange, charm, bottom and top. 
The global symmetry group SU(Ay) for Nj quarks is now called the “flavour” symme­
try. Although the quark model enjoyed great success bringing order to the chaos of the 
hundreds of resonances found in scattering experiments, the questions remained: why 
were the quarks not observed experimentally? Were they real, or were they just a useful 
mathematical device? Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the leading candidate for 
a theory capable of answering these questions. QCD describes the strong interaction 
in terms of a Yang-Mills gauge field carrying an SU(3) “colour” force where the quarks 
carry two indices, the flavour index, a global symmetry which is not gauged, and the 
colour index participating in the local gauge symmetry. From the perspective of QCD, 
the flavour index is relegated to a minor role with respect to the colour force which is 
responsible for binding the quarks together.
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The great success of QCD as a theoretical description of the strong interaction came 
in the form of the renormalization group equations (RGE’s), [10],[11]. By imposing 
deceptively simple constraints on the renormalized vertex functions of a renormalizable 
field theory, RGE’s are capable of yielding non-trivial consequences, most notably the 
property of asymptotic freedom, [12],[13]. The simple constraints are formulated in 
terms of the observation that the physical content of the theory cannot depend on the 
subtraction point p which has only been introduced as a purely mathematical device 
for use in the regularization and renormalization process. That is, if the subtraction 
point fi is changed, other parameters such as the masses and the coupling constants, 
must also change in order to compensate for this effect. The significant breakthrough 
was the discovery that the high energy behaviour seen at the SLAC experiments could 
be explained by the property of asymptotic freedom identified in non-Abelian gauge 
theory using RGE’s. A change in subtraction point p (energy) and the resulting change 
in parameter is associated with the scaling phenomena observed in the deep inelastic 
scattering experiments performed at SLAC. The simplest explanation of scaling is given 
by Feynman’s parton model, where the proton is considered to consist of point like 
constituents. The success of the parton model in explaining the scaling behaviour 
observed at SLAC led to confusion. If the proton was a bound state of some mysterious 
force, then presumably nonperturbative effects were dominant. However, the parton 
model indicated that, at high energies, the partons (e.g. quarks) could be considered 
to act like free point particles. Apparently, nonperturbative effects could somehow be 
neglected, and we could assume that quarks were free to roam inside the proton. This 
is precisely the picture of asymptotic freedom in the ultraviolet sector predicted by the 
RGE’s of QCD.
In spite of being the single candidate for a theory of the strong interactions, QCD 
fails to reproduce many of the essential low energy features of the hadron world, such as 
the spectrum of low lying hadron states. Perturbation theory is only effective in the high 
energy, asymptotically free, region where we can use the renormalization group equa­
tions to make comparisons between theory and experimental data. Consideration of 
nonperturbative effects in quantum field theory is notoriously difficult. Methods include 
Dyson Schwinger equation (DSE) methods, [14],[15], and Wilson’s lattice gauge theory, 
[16]. Lattice gauge theory in particular provides compelling evidence in support of the 
confinement picture which explains why quarks are not observed in isolation. In princi­
ple, if the potential between two quarks is proportional to the distance between them, 
then two quarks can never be separated. Lattice gauge theory provides a vivid descrip­
tion of colour confinement in terms of local gauge invariance. Local gauge invariance 
dictates that coloured, and hence gauge variant, quark states are always accompanied 
by a ‘string’ of gluons to form a colour singlet locally at any space point. Formulation 
of a quantum field theory in continuous space-time requires the introduction of a gauge
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fixing term and a corresponding Faddeev-Popov ghost. The essence of local gauge in­
variance describing the classical theory is inherited by the quantum theory in the form 
of the global (BRST) invariance identified by Becchi, Rouet and Stora, [17], and Tyutin, 
[18]. Kugo and Ojima were able to devise a condition for colour confinement in a con­
tinuous quantum filed theory by showing that physical, gauge invariant (BRST singlet), 
particles are also colour singlet, [19]. This condition stems from using a well defined 
BRST-exact expression to define the colour charge Qa, and, in the Landau gauge, it 
is possible to explore the Kugo-Ojima criterion in terms of the Faddeev-Popov ghost 
2-point function. The propagator of the Faddeev-Popov ghost is not fundamental but 
has a dipole behaviour at low momenta. This feature, referred to as ghost enhancement, 
is not present explicitly when perturbative results obtained using the Faddeev-Popov 
gauge fixed QCD Lagrangian are extrapolated to the infrared sector. Gribov pointed 
out that in Yang-Mills theory, the covariant gauge condition typically employed by Fad- 
deev and Popov to fix the gauge in the non-Abelian Lagrangian contains an ambiguity. 
Whilst Faddeev and Popov succeeded in correctly implementing a choice of gauge into 
the Yang-Mills Lagrangian, a further issue remained in the fact that expressions used 
to isolate this choice were inadequate for a non-Abelian gauge theory. The ambigu­
ity results from the occurrence of zeros in the Faddeev-Popov operator, either side of 
which it is possible for different gauge configurations to satisfy the same naive gauge 
fixing condition. In a local region, the neighbourhood of the origin of configuration 
space, where perturbation theory is valid, there is no such ambiguity and perturbative 
calculations using the Faddeev-Popov gauge fixed Lagrangian are adequate to describe 
ultraviolet behaviour. However, to fix the gauge properly, globally, the issue of Gribov 
copies must be addressed when constructing the path integral for the theory. Gribov 
succeeded in doing this by restricting the domain of integration in the path integral to 
the region of configuration space contained within the first Gribov horizon, [20]. This 
is defined by the region, containing the origin, in which the Faddeev-Popov operator 
is strictly positive. Consequently, the domain of integration in the path integral is re­
stricted, and a natural mass parameter, 7, called the Gribov mass emerges. The Gribov 
mass is not an independent parameter of Yang-Mills theory, it is nonperturbative and 
satisfies a gap equation. The gap equation derives from restriction of the domain of 
integration in the path integral to the region contained within the horizon fl, using 
the no pole condition. The no pole condition refers specifically to the Faddeev-Popov 
(FP) ghost propagator, where of course, the FP ghost is the device used to promote the 
determinant of the FP operator into the exponent. The expression no pole stems from 
the requirement that this propagator should have no singularity (pole) other than at 
vanishing momentum. When the no pole condition, restriction to the region contained 
within the first Gribov horizon, is implemented on the one loop correction to the gluon 
propagator, it turns out to display exactly the behaviour described by the Kugo-Ojima
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confinement criteria, a dipole behaviour at vanishing momentum commonly referred to 
as enhancement.
Following the work of Gribov, a method for restricting the domain of functional 
integration to the region contained within the first Gribov horizon suitable for use in 
a more general treatment of gauge theories was developed by Zwanziger, [21]. The 
original work considered in the first part of this thesis derives from using this solution, 
which has come to be known as the Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian, to calculate the two 
loop gap equation incorporating an arbitrary quark mass in the MS renormalization 
scheme and investigate the implications for Faddeev-Popov ghost enhancement. As we 
shall see, the form of the standard gluon propagator which emerges from implementing 
the restriction to the Gribov region includes a complex width. If we are to perform 
meaningful calculations using the Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian, it is important that 
the complex nature of the gluon propagator, used during the integration process, is 
not still present in the final answer. Fortuitously, this actually proves to be a useful, 
additional, safety check on the correctness of the calculations. The original work con­
sidered here builds on existing loop studies, the new feature of the formal calculation 
we do is that it includes a real mass scale and a complex width. As such, dealing with 
the complex nature of the gluon propagator presents special difficulties that were not 
present in previous loop calculations carried out using this model.
The appearance of a complex width in the Gribov type gluon propagator described 
above, leads naturally to the question of mass in a non-Abelian gauge theory. In 
particular we consider that instead of the usual method for generating spontaneous 
symmetry breaking by introducing an elementary scalar field, symmetry breaking is in 
fact the result of a dynamically generated condensate of two vector particles. Indeed, 
pioneering work in methods of spontaneous symmetry breaking, [22], stressed that its 
origins might well be dynamical. The difficulties associated with building a realistic field 
theory with dynamical symmetry breaking are primarily concerned with the issue of 
preserving renormalizability. An additional complication arises when we are considering 
a theory with asymptotic freedom, such as QCD. Since the primary reason QCD is 
the leading candidate for accurately describing the strong interaction is that it has 
the property of asymptotic freedom, incorporating a dynamical symmetry breaking 
mechanism which destroyed this property would result in a massive theory that is no 
longer fit for purpose.
The second part of the thesis looks at possible scenarios for the dynamical gener­
ation of a gluon mass and how they can be incorporated into the QCD Lagrangian 
using a composite operator with general form (A“ )2. The motivation for this work is 
related to a formalism developed for use with a two-dimensional fermion field theory 
with asymptotic freedom, the Gross-Neveu model, [23]. In particular, if a physically 
meaningful (A“ )2 type operator is to be incorporated into QCD this is most likely to
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be achieved using the local composite operator (LCO) formalism used to derive renor- 
malizability and identify a non-zero vacuum expectation value for the linjj condensate 
considered in the Gross-Neveu model. The original work presented in the second part 
of the thesis is concerned with identifying the three loop anomalous dimension for a 
particular, gauge invariant mass operator candidate, F^u[(D2)~1]abFj>lu. It is hoped 
that using the LCO formalism, it will be possible to derive a two loop effective action 
for this operator, where due to the additional complications associated with renormal­
ization in the presence of a composite field, the three loop anomalous dimension will 
be required to calculate a two loop vacuum expectation value.
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Chapter 2
Gribov Copies and Gribov 
Horizons
2.1 Copies and horizons
Since the work of Gribov, [20], it has been well known that the freedom to perform gauge 
transformations leads to ambiguities in the path integral formulation of a non-Abelian 
quantum field theory. Faddeev and Popov realized a perturbative interpretation of 
non-Abelian quantum field theory, [2]. Restricting the generating functional to a con­
sideration of fields that satisfy a particular linear covariant gauge fixing condition, it 
is possible to use the path integral formalism to produce Green’s functions that give 
meaningful results in the ultraviolet sector. In effect what Faddeev and Popov achieved 
was a systematic procedure for selecting a single representative vector potential A“ sat­
isfying a particular gauge condition, say c^A“ =  0, the Landau gauge, such that at 
short distances there are no potentials A“ related to A“ by a gauge transformation,
A m -*■ Am =  vldpU +  u*Aflu =  Afj, +  u\dfj,u +  [AM, u]) , (2.1)
with the same divergence. The gauge transformation, (2.1), is defined using the con­
nection, An, related to the vector potential through the relationship,
\ ( x ) =  A“ (x )ra , (2.2)
where, r a, is the generator of some Lie algebra,
[t°, t6] = i f abcTc . (2.3)
Also, u is an element of the gauge group such that, infinitesimally, u =  e*"*1’*’ . The 
Faddeev-Popov quantization formula for Euclidean Yang-Mills theory, in the Landau
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gauge, is given by
Z  =  X  j VAil5(dA) [det e~ &  I dixF^ F^  . (2.4)
Using the measure (2.4), it is possible to fix the ultraviolet sector of Yang-Mills theory 
in the Landau gauge so that only physically in-equivalent gauge fields are considered. 
Here, and in what follows, M  is an overall normalization factor. The Yang-Mills cou­
pling is denoted by g, the invariant action is defined using the Yang-Mills field strength 
tensor and the factor A4ab(A) is the Faddeev-Popov operator where, in the con­
ventions of [24], adopted for the purposes of highlighting the ambiguity,
F°aJ =  dtlA l - d vA l A f ahcAhilAl , (2.5)
and
M ab{A) =  « )  =  ( d ^  -  f ^ A l )  . (2.6)
This convention was chosen so that the Faddeev-Popov operator A4ab(A), given in 
terms of a vector potential Ac , can be represented using a colour singlet operator 
Ai(A), given in terms of the connection A^ in the commutator expression,
M (A)u  =  -¿^ (c^ u  +  [A^,u]) (2.7)
Defining the Faddeev-Popov operator in this way is particularly useful when introducing 
the concept of a Gribov copy.
In general, it is not true that two gauge fields Afi and A^ related by a gauge 
transformation (2.1) cannot satisfy the same gauge condition d^A^ =  d^A^ =  f ,  where 
/  may be equal to 0 or represent a different constraint. The remaining part of this 
section reviews a detailed consideration of this statement given in [24], In the Landau 
gauge, the statement that two physically equivalent fields can satisfy an identical gauge 
fixing constraint is given by the expression,
dp(u\dpu +  [A ,^ it])) =  0 , (2.8)
where, recalling that dtiAtl =  0, we see that any solutions to the equation
d ^ d ^ u  +  u ^ d ^ u  +  d ^ A ^ u  +  u'A^d^u =  0 , (2.9)
destroy the Landau gauge fixing procedure of Faddeev and Popov. By considering 
infinitesimal gauge transformations, u — 1 +  <7, where a =  iuaTa. and ct «  1, the 
equation for Landau gauge pathology, (2.9), is given by,
d2a -  (d ^ A n  +  A^d^a) =  d^d^a + [A^a]) =  0 . (2-10)
By interpreting the colour singlet Faddeev-Popov operator
M  = - d ti(dfl-+ [A fl,-}) , (2.11)
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as a kind of Schrodinger equation where the connection, A plays the role of a po­
tential and det(Af) enters into the Faddeev-Popov quantization formula, (2.4), Gribov 
demonstrated that the impossibility of a globally correct gauge fixing procedure for a 
non-Abelian quantum field theory was closely related to the possibility of generating 
Gribov copies. The simplest example of a condition for the occurrence of a Gribov 
copy is given by an infinitesimal gauge transformation on a large valued potential A^ 
producing a zero energy solution, e =  0, in the Schrodinger equation interpretation of 
the Faddeev-Popov operator,
-d^d^x/j +  [A^-ip]) =  e(A)ip . (2.12)
For small values of the potential AM, (2.12) is solvable for positive values of e only. More 
precisely, denoting by ei(A), 62(A), 63(A), • • •, the eigenvalues corresponding to a given 
field configuration A^, one has that, for small A^, all e,(A) are positive. This is pre­
cisely the situation for the ultraviolet sector of Quantum Chrodynamics (QCD) where, 
because of a property known as asymptotic freedom, [12],[13], Faddeev and Popov were 
able to produce an accurate formulation of a perturbative non-Abelian quantum field 
theory. For a sufficiently large value of the potential AM, outside of the ultraviolet sector 
of QCD where the constituent fields are not asymptotically free, we obtain a vanish­
ing eigenvalue, eo.i(A) =  0. As the field increases further the Schrodinger equation 
interpretation produces negative energy solutions, bound states of the Faddeev-Popov 
operator. If we continue along a gauge orbit of A^ in function space via a gauge transfor­
mation (2.1) we observe a second vanishing eigenvalue eo,2(A). Using the Schrodinger 
equation interpretation Gribov divided the functional space of the fields AM into re­
gions Co, Ci, C2, ■ ■ •, Cn supporting n bound states, negative eigenvalues e_i,n(A), of 
the Faddeev-Popov operator, illustrated schematically in Fig(2.1). The regions are sep­
arated by lines ¿1, h A3, ■ • ■, ln on which the Faddeev-Popov operator has zero energy 
solutions. Inside the region Co, the operator only supports positive eigenvalues, and 
the line l\ enclosing this region is called the first Gribov horizon.
In order to proceed, it is necessary to demonstrate the existence of a normalizable 
zero energy mode of the Faddeev-Popov operator, say x, for a field A* which lies on 
a boundary/horizon ln and obeys the Coulomb gauge condition d,Aj =  0. This is 
achieved in a concrete manner using the gauge group SU(2) in three dimensions, [25], 
[26]. Secure in the knowledge that there exists a normalizable zero mode, x, of the 
Faddeev-Popov operator for a field Al satisfying the Coulomb gauge condition on the 
boundary l\ we assume that there does exist a solution valid in four dimensions and 
return to a consideration of Euclidean Yang-Mills theory in four space-time dimensions. 
Using a zero mode of the Faddeev-Popov operator it is possible to demonstrate how an 
infinitesimal gauge transformation on a field AM, inside the region Co and close to the 
boundaxy/horizon Zi, can lead to the possibility of producing a Gribov copy A^, inside
9
Figure 2.1: The Gribov Horizons
the region C\ also close to the horizon Zi, that satisfies a gauge condition identical to 
Ap. The initial field has two components,
Afj, =  Cp + aM , (2.13)
where CM is a transverse field, on the Gribov horizon Zi, such that there exists a 
normalizeable zero mode of the Faddeev-Popov operator given by,
dtl(dll<p0 +  [C^4>o}) =  0 , (2.14)
and op is a perturbation. By definition, the field Ap belongs to the region Cq. Using the 
standard perturbation theory of quantum mechanics, it is possible to show that, if A fl, 
close to Zi, is located in Co, e(a) >  0, there is an equivalent field, A  ^ — A^ +  D^(C)<Pq, 
close to Zi, which is located in Ci, with eigenvalue e(a) =  — e(a) <  0. A detailed 
consideration of this statement, [24], is included in Appendix A. Also, that derivation 
can be generalized to fields close to any horizon ln.
2.2 Elimination of copies by restriction to the first horizon
The analysis of the previous section suggests that one way to eliminate the existence 
of Gribov copies is to restrict the domain of integration in the path integral to a 
consideration of the region Co only, where the Faddeev-Popov determinant is positive 
definite. We represent this by adding a further restriction to the partition function Z ,
2 =  M J VAfiVcVcS{dA)e-(SYM+fd4xsad^ bcb'>V(C0)
=  Af j  VAllô(dA)e-SYMdet{-d li(d)iôab -  / a6cA^))V(C0) , (2.15)
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where the new factor V(Co) symbolizes the idea of a restriction in the domain of func­
tional integration to the region Cq. The possibility of a meaningful interpretation of 
this factor is investigated by considering a result for the connected two-point ghost 
function (ca(x)cb(y)).
{ca(x)cb(y)} = M  J VAflVcVc6(dA)^(x)cb(y )e -{SYM+f dixëad^ bcb)V(C0)
=  A fJ v A ^ (d A )e ~ SY^ det{-d llDtl)[(dllDli) - 1]^ V (C o ) ,  (2.16) 
When V(Cq) =  1 the perturbative connected two-point ghost function is given by,
(2.17)
where A is an ultraviolet cut off. We can see from the expression for Q(k) in (2.17) 
that the perturbative result for the connected ghost two-point function contains two 
singularities, k\ and /c2, located at, k\ — 0 and k2 =  A2exp(—487r2/ l l g 2Cyt). For 
k2 < k%, Q(k) becomes complex indicating that the Faddeev-Popov operator has ceased 
to be a positive definite quantity and that we have left the region Cq in function space. 
The presence of the factor V(Co) in the partition function is intended to restrict the 
domain of the functional measure by requiring that the connected ghost two-point 
function has no singularities for non vanishing k. That is, including the factor V(Co) 
in the functional measure removes the singularity at &2-
To recap, the region C q is defined as the set of all transverse connections A  ^ for 
which the Faddeev-Popov operator does not allow zero modes,
Cq £ {A^, dA — 0, —d  ^(d  ^ • +  [A •]) > 0} . (2.18)
As such, within this region the Faddeev-Popov operator remains a positively defined 
quantity and is invertible, an essential property that can be seen from the second ex­
pression for the connected ghost two-point function (2.17). To proceed with a charac­
terization of the factor V(Co), G{k\ A) is denoted by the colour singlet Fourier transform 
of [-d^dp  -  f abcA l)]-\
G (k ;A )= J 2
Sab
. . " F T
-1
(2.19)
where, for the colour index a,
1 < a < Na , (2.20)
with the requirement that Q(k] A) has no poles for non vanishing momenta k. The 
expression for the connected, colour singlet, ghost two-point function is given by
£ 5ab{ca(x)ca(y)}ab Na ~ 1
=  AT J VA^VcDc5{dA) (? {x)ca(y) (SvM+J d W  ,PfA)
N i -  1
k
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(2.21)= AT J  VAil5{dA)e-SYMg{x,y-A) ,
where the gauge field A“ is a classical external field. Using Wick’s theorem it is possible 
to evaluate (c°(x)cb(y)) to second order in perturbation theory, [24], The full detail of 
the calculation is included in Appendix A, where it is shown that
G(k;A) 1 1k2 (1 — a(k, A )) ’ (2.22)
with
a(k, A) N a  1 r  d 4q ( k  -  q ) ^  
N 2 - l k 2 J  (2tr)4 (q -  k )2 A K -q)A l(q )  • (2.23)
2.3 The no pole condition
Still following the analysis of [24], it is possible to establish the no pole condition for 
the 2-point ghost function. From (2.22) it follows that the no pole at non vanishing 
momentum k can be simply stated as
a(k, A) <  1 . (2.24)
Further simplification is possible by observing that, in the Landau gauge,
oIIa ¡4 (2.25)
From
% ^ { - q ) A l ( q )  =  g „A £ (-g )A “ (g) =  0 , (2.26)
we can set
A X - q ) A l ( q ) = u > { A ) ( 6 ^ - ^  . 
Contracting both sides with in four dimensions, gives
(2.27)
" (A )  =  \Al{q)Aax{-q )  . (2.28)
Putting this simplification into the pole regulator gives,
(j(k,A) — 3 j y 2 _ j  £2 » (2.29)
where,
lfw{k) (2.30)
Now, as we will see 
a(k, A) decreases as
shortly, the quantity (A^(q)A^(—q)) decreases with q2, so that 
k2 increases. Hence, as the no pole condition it is possible to use
<r(0, A) <  1 , (2.31)
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where
• « W H j ■
The last expression follows by setting
w<>> = =  J f,
and contracting both sides with 5 v^, in four dimensions, leading to
J  -  !/< & ?< *“ *<-«» ■
Putting this into the expression for cr(0, A),
a(0,A) = 1 NA kfJ kj/ , 
3 TV? -  1
1 Na
3 7 V j - l 3
1 Na f  dAq 1
4 ^ | - J (27t) 4 q2
( A S ( « ) ^ ( - g))
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
2.4 An expression for V(C'o)
According to [20], the expression for the factor V(Co) which implements the no pole 
condition (2.22) in the path integral may be taken as
V(Co) =  0 (1 - ct(O,A)) , (2.36)
where 6(x) is the step function
e{x) = 1 if x >  0 0 if x <  0
For the partition function Z  we have
Z = A f  J VAfJ,S(dA)e~SYMdet(-dflDtl)e(l -  <r(0, A)) . (2.37)
Using the integral representation for the step function
/ ¿oo+e U/5
- (2.38)
-oo+e 27Tip
leads to a useful expression
Z  = H I  ^ p ' DAA d A ) e P{1- a{0’A))e - SYMd e t ( - d M  , (2.39)
which is suitable for analyzing the gluon propagator. This is considered in the next 
section.
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2.5 The gluon propagator in the Landau gauge
In order to calculate the propagator, it is necessary to retain only the quadratic terms 
in (2.39), that is,
Zquad =  M  iJ  2tt
1
x exp - À  /  -  dvA l ?  d*x(dßAl) (2.40)V i  ^  2g2
where it is understood that the limit a —> 0 must be taken at the end in order to recover 
the Landau gauge where ct(0, A) is defined. Moving to momentum space we get
Zquad =  A f/  ^ j jV A e x p  - ~ 2  Y ,  (V<W + -  i) QnQ^ j X ( - Q )
x exp(/3) exp 
f dße@
= AI -—— VAexxi
J 2m ß  •
where
n at> _ 2X (1  ^P W  111 \-  u <W + L 1J Wv + N2 _ 1 2 y „2<W J 5
Applying the standard formula
Zquad = N I  2mU3 (dCtQ^ )
ab
• 1/2
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
Gribov was not successful in producing a rigorous characterization of the functional 
space V(Co). As such, some of the manipulations in the following lines may appear 
crude. Prom
(d e tQ ^ ) 1/2 =  exp - j l n ( d e t Q ^ ) ]
=  exp 3 na V - ,  f
f 5 M -  i ? to|v
we obtain,
Z«uad =  Af J  ^-.Z f(ß)
with,
f (ß)  =  ß -  l n ( / 3 ) - § ( ^ Ì - l ) E l n  U
ßNAg2 1 1 
N Ì - 1 2 V  q2
Expression (2.45) can be evaluated at the saddle point
Zquad ,
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
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where do is determined by the minimum condition
/'(/%) - 0
so that 1 3 NAg2
E
i
ni  , ft)NAg2 l  g y t  ^vTTi 2V
=  0 .
do 4 V
Taking the thermodynamic limit, that is when the volume V  tends to infinity,
7 =
PoNAg2 1 I 
N% -  1 2 v lv —
gives the following gap equation for the parameter 7
3NAg2 f  dAq 1/ -1 ,
(2.48)
(2.49)
(2.50)
(2.51)
(27t)4 q4 +  74
where the term 1/do has been neglected in the thermodynamic limit. We can see from 
(2.51) that the parameter 7 is specifically defined by an expression which includes the 
Yang-Mills coupling constant. The parameter 7 has the dimension of mass and using
/"'* d qq3r dqq 1 ÎÎ4 [ h dqqa 1 /
J  (27t)4 q4 +  7 4 (27t) 4 J o q4 +  7 4 167T2 ^ 7 2
(2.52)
where O4 =  27r2 is the four-dimensional solid angle and A is the ultraviolet cutoff, 
finally
72 - A2 exp
647i
jaw . ■ (2'53)
To obtain the gluon propagator we return to the expression (2.41) which is now evalu­
ated at the saddle point value do
-'quad - * 7
dfie0
27TZ/3
VA  exp 2^  J
with
Q ~ ((«* + 5»v + l ) q ^ ] S ab .
(2.54)
(2.55)
The Landau gauge gluon propagator is obtained in the usual manner by evaluating the 
inverse of and taking the limit a —> 0. A straightforward calculation gives
< ( ? )  =  K ( « K ( - ? ) )  =  i_  tab q 2 ( 'v4 1g4 +  74 \  ^ 9 '
For g2 »  72, we recover the usual perturbative behaviour
< ( g ) L limit) q* \ r q* J
(2.56)
(2.57)I (ultraviolet li it)
For q2 <  72, the infrared region, the Landau gauge gluon propagator is strongly sup­
pressed.
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2.6 The ghost propagator in the Landau gauge
For the ghost propagator we have, in terms of the no pole condition,
1 1G(k;A)
where, in the Landau gauge,
a(k, A) =
k2 1 — a(k, A) ’
Na 1 r d4 g (k -  q)ßkv
N 2 - I k 2 J  (2tt)4 {k -  g)2 '"<*
(2.58)
n
ja(AaJ-q)A*v(q))
NAkßkv f  d4g 1 q2 ( z gMg„'
-  J  (2tt .........fc2 7r)4 (k — q)2 q4 +  74 g2 (2.59)
The infrared behavior, k «  0, of (1 — a(k)) is examined by making use of the gap 
equation (2.51) and of
[  A  1 ( s QfiQv\ 3 r f  d\ 
J  (27r)4 g4 + 74 V ^ q2 7 " W  (27r( tt)4 g4 +  74
It follows that
> f  d q 1
(2tt)4 g4 +  t4
Thus, for (1 — <r(fc)), we obtain 
■ < - • « >  -
(2.60)
(2.61)
2 kßky j  A  (k2 -  2fcg) 1 ^_______ q^ q>
k2 J (27r)4 (A: -  g)2 94 +  74 1 °^  92
where
=
A  (k2 -2kq )  1 /
( <V«/ -
-)
W tO
QpQv
„2
(2.62)
(2tt)4 ( f c - g ) 2 g4 +  74 ■ (2’63)
From this expression one sees that Vfll,(k) is convergent and non singular at fc — 0. In 
fact
?V (0 )  -  0 -
from which it follows that, for k ~  0,
Vßv{k) fc_ 0 za k? J d4q 1 1 qßq A
Since
(27r)4 g2 g4 +  74 V ^  92 )
f  d4q 1 1 /  g ^ N  3 r f  A  1 1
J (27r)4 g2 ?4 +  74 VV  32 J “  4 <W  (27r)4 g2 g4 +  74
q
(2.64)
(2.65)
i 3 S24 f  j  
^ T r ) 4 /  V  +  74 _i_ ~4
r 3 ÎI4 7T 1 
=  V 8 ( ^ 2 ^
=  5,/Ü/
_3___1_
128tt 72 ’ (2.66)
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which gives
V^(k)iu'Vx')k-*a k2d,[IV128tt72 '
Therefore
128tt 72
and, for the infrared behavior of the ghost propagator
128tt72 1m fc—0 3NAg2 k4
(2.67)
(2.68)
(2.69)
One sees thus that, while the gauge propagator is suppressed in the infrared, the ghost 
propagator is enhanced at k «  0, being indeed more singular than 1/k2.
2.7 Gribov problem
In this chapter, we have shown that fixing the divergence of the potential in non­
Abelian gauge theories does not, globally, fix its gauge. The task of improving the 
Faddeev-Popov quantization procedure is reduced to imposing the additional limitation 
in the functional measure that the integration range in the space of non-Abelian fields 
is restricted to those for which the eigenvalues of the Faddeev-Popov determinant are 
strictly positive. The additional constraint is not significant in the ultraviolet sector, the 
property of asymptotic freedom is not affected. In order to simplify the mathematics, all 
analysis is done in four dimensional Euclidean space-time, this makes it more difficult 
to understand the physical content. Despite this limitation, the general statement, 
(2.15), that integration should only be performed over physically in-equivalent fields 
holds, regardless of the nature of the space. For Yang-Mills theory, we observe a gluon 
propagator suppressed in the infrared region, and a ghost propagator which is enhanced. 
An enhanced ghost propagator is consistent with the Kugo-Ojima confinement criterion 
for colour charged particles to decouple from the physical spectrum, [19]. The analysis 
of the preceding pages is taken from a comprehensive review, [24], describing, faithfully 
and in more detail, the calculations of Gribov. That is, the work described in this 
chapter is a detailed study of Gribov’s original formulation of a Gribov copy, and 
subsequent calculations leading to modified infrared propagators for the gluon and 
ghost fields. In the next chapter, we will consider the significant contribution made 
by Zwanziger and then use it to do calculations in following chapters. Implementing 
a restriction to the region contained within the first Gribov horizon of more practical 
use, it is necessary to consider/formulate the Gribov problem in a very different way, 
as we will see. However, it should be understood that the aims of the next chapter are 
closely related to what is described here.
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Chapter 3
The Gribov-Zwanziger 
Lagrangian
3.1 Practical interpretation of the Gribov horizon
Following the work of Gribov, [20], Zwanziger embarked upon the task of identifying 
a practical interpretation of the Gribov region Co, described in terms of two criteria. 
These are, the Landau gauge condition
9 ^  =  0 , (3.1)
and positivity of the Faddeev-Popov operator
M (A) =  -  (d2 -  A ^ )  > 0  . (3.2)
Also, since the work of Gribov, the region contained within the first Gribov horizon, the 
principal region Co has come to be known as ft, and the boundary of the horizon itself 
is often referred to as <9ft. As such, the conditions (3.1) and (3.2) may be combined to 
define a succinct definition of the principal Gribov region using,
ft =  {AftldfiA/j, =  0 and -  d^D^A) >  0} . (3.3)
In analogy with the original formulation, the work of Zwanziger necessarily involves two 
parts. The first is to identify some important properties that describe, or are satisfied 
by, the region ft. The second is to use these properties to restrict consideration of gauge 
theories to the region contained within <9ft. Unlike the original work of Gribov, it is 
not contained in a single paper, reflecting the broader scope and practical importance 
of this formulation.
Beginning with a description of ft, three initial properties were established [27],
1. ft is convex
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2. Every gauge orbit intersects il
3. fi is bounded in all directions.
The properties are derived by making reference to a fixed background potential A 
satisfying the condition that
D^{A)ujb ^ d iluja - f abcAlujc =  0 , (3.4)
where, D is the covaxiant derivative and uj represents an infinitesimal gauge transfor­
mation, has no solutions w / 0 .  Using A, the strong gauge constraint (3.3), for the 
region QA is defined such that
D ( A ) ( A - A )  =  0
—D(A)D{A) >  0 Vw  . (3.5)
The variable a =  A — A  represents a quantum fluctuation on a classical background. 
We now review each property separately.
1. The fact that the region ftA is convex, is proved by defining the operator
H{a) =  —D(A)D(A) =  - D 2{A) -  glD{A) , (3.6)
linear in a, such that
(tA H(a)uj) =  q(lo^ H (ai)uj} +  (1 — a){uA H(a2)u) (3-7)
where
a — aai +  (1 — a)a 2
0 < a <  1 , (3.8)
from (3.5), the right hand side of (3.7) is positive for all w. If ai and 02 are in flA, 
a is also in this region is convex. The interior of consists of those points 
a in a hyperplane D{A)a =  0 such that H{a) is a positive definite operator.
2. That every gauge orbit intersects the region VlA is determined by making reference 
to the generalized chiral action
SAa(u) = ~~ Jd4xti (A“ -  A„Y
=  — J  d4rtr (^¿ApU + -u^d^u -  A^  . (3.9)
If u is replaced by ueu, where ui is an element of the Lie algebra, then to second 
order in u>
SAA(ue“ ) =  SAA( u ) - 2 j d ixuaD°b(A)[Au - A ) b
+ J d4xD ^ (A u)ubD^(A)cjc +  0 (u 3) . (3.10)
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The points along the orbit Au through A  at which the action is stationary 
are precisely the points of intersection of the orbit Au with the hyperplane 
D{A){AU — A) = 0 .  Also, at a minimum of SAA(u), the Hermitian quadratic 
form —D(A)D(AU) is positive, so that every minimum of SAA(u) occurs when Au 
is in flA. As such, every gauge orbit must intersect ilA.
3. Finally, too establish that the region ClA is bounded in every direction, consider 
a non zero fluctuation a satisfying, D(A)a =  0. For some positive hoi Hoa is on 
the boundary dilA, and fj,a lies inside or outside of the region according to, [28],
0 <  h < no
[i > Ho ■ (3-11)
The eigenvalue A* (pa) of
H(jta) =  - D 2{A) -  fiaD(A) , (3.12)
are continuous in /r, and as we have seen, for /j =  0 the least eigenvalue Ao(0) is 
positive. Hence, for sufficiently small Xo(pa) is strictly positive and /¿a is in 
Since this region is convex, demonstrating that for sufficiently large positive 
H, Ha lies outside flA will show the existence of a boundary in all directions. For 
this purpose, it is necessary to construct a gauge transformation uja(x) such that
{uAH {im)w) <  0 , (3.13)
for sufficiently large /i. Choosing a point xq such that abu{xo) A 0 defined in a 
region O small enough that at least one component of ab(x) does not change sign 
in this neighbourhood. Now, let d>(x) be a smooth function in O, such that
J d4x\4>(x)\2 =  1 (3.14)
These requirements are sufficient to ensure that
K  =  J d4x 4>\x)al(x)<p(x) A 0 ■ (3.15)
Now, defining a unit vector k„, such that nc =  kvbl A 0, we choose
Uja(x) =  e~kx<t>{x)ua , (3.16)
where, k =  ck and c is a free parameter, and ua is a constant normalized colour 
vector, tAu =  1. The expectation value {uA{—aD{A))u}) is given by
M{a) =  ictAaf abcnbuc — ((<fiu) a^D(A)<f>u) , (3.17)
where the matrix (E • n )ac =  i f abcnc is Hermitian and has at least one non­
vanishing eigenvalue A. Choosing u to be the corresponding eigenvector
M(a) =  Ac -  aD{A)4>u) . (3.18)
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For c sufficiently large and opposite in sign to A (3.17) is seen to be negative. 
Moreover, because M(a) is linear in a,
{w*[H{na)u) — — D2(A))uj) + ¡iM(a) , (3.19)
and so, for sufficiently large positive ¡j,
( jH (na)w )  <  0 , (3.20)
establishing a boundary for 4 in all directions.
3.2 Infinite dimensional ellipsoid
It is possible to impose definite boundaries on the region fl, by considering a gauge field 
AZ'x) on a Euclidean base manifold which is a periodic box of edge L. parametrized 
using coordinates which vary in the interval 0 <  < L. The gauge field A^(x) is
expanded in a Fourier series, [29]:
A f a )  =  ^a^(fc)exp(fA :x) , (3.21)
V ~ k
where inside the box,
_  2t
^  ~  L ’
so that runs over all integers, and
k ^ i k )  =  0 ,
(3.22)
(3.23)
transversality is assumed throughout. The gluon propagator is expressed in terms of 
the Fourier coefficients by
G%(x) =  ^ X ^ ( fc)exP (ikx) , (3.24)
v k
where
9%{k) =  (ab^ k )a l ( -k ) )  . (3.25)
As in [20] a convenient definition of (3.2) is that the lowest eigenvalue Ao(a), regarded 
as a function of the Fourier coefficients a£(fc), be positive:
Ao(a) > 0 . (3.26)
Applying this constraint, it is possible to explore some simple bounds on the region fl 
using degenerate perturbation theory through the definition
M { A ) = M 0 +  M 1{A) =  -c i2 +  Aiidtl , (3.27)
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such that
M u  =  M qu +  M\u =  X(a)u , (3.28)
where,
(Mou)(k) — k2u(k)
(Miu)(k) =  — 7^172 £  aß(k ~ Q)<lßu(Q) (3.29)
Using (3.29), it is possible to derive a matrix M, with eigenvalues \n,2{a), given to 
second order in perturbation theory, in terms of the Fourier components a£(fc). In­
stead of calculating the boundary of the region Q2 directly it is instructive to derive a 
transparently simple bound on it in terms the sum of the eigenvalues of M , given by
trAf =  2dCA m V  f 1 -  E
 ^ \  k,n,b
CA\abn(k)\2 
dNAk2V (3.30)
where d is the space-time dimension, and CA is the quadratic Casimir operator in the 
adjoint representation and NA is the dimension of the adjoint representation. Since 122 
is defined by the condition that the lowest eigenvalue of M(a) must be positive, all 
points a in iU also satisfy the weaker condition that trM(a) be positive. It follows that 
all points a in Cl2 satisfy
aRn(k)2 +  QJn(fc)2£
k,n,b dNA k2V
< 1
where,
“nW =  ahRn(k) +  iabin(k)
(3.31)
(3.32)
Exploring this weaker condition has made it possible to show that 122 is contained 
within an infinite dimensional real ellipsoid, E, with principal axes that are aligned 
along the real and imaginary parts of the a* (fc), with semi-major axes,
(3.33)
Importantly, the ellipsoid E  is bounded in all directions and this bound is proportional 
to |A;|. It is reasonable to expect that a bound on a(k) satisfying a stronger condition will 
scale with |fc| in a similar or stronger manner such that the low momenta components 
of the gauge field A will be strongly suppressed as a consequence.
Using the weaker condition has made it possible to derive a transparently simple 
upper bound on the region i2, defined in terms of an infinite dimensional ellipsoid
K ( k )  |2£ = £
k.n.b ck2V
(3.34)
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This simple interpretation, derived in terms of the eigenvalues of the Faddeev-Popov 
operator A4(A) to second order in perturbation theory, implies that low momenta 
components of the gauge field A  are suppressed by a restriction to the region contained 
within the Gribov horizon.
3.3 A Gribov region suitable for use in gauge theories
Having developed a simple interpretation in terms of the ellipsoid E, it is necessary 
to develop a device for implementing this restriction in terms of a functional measure 
appropriate for use with gauge theories, [30]. Using perturbation theory again, it is 
stipulated that positivity of the Faddeev-Popov operator M.{A) can be reduced to 
positivity of the 2<INa x 2cINa matrix
K — fcg-Po +  /Cl +  Kr , (3.35)
where the perturbation is performed around the first non-trivial eigenspace of
M o ^ - c i 2 , (3.36)
belonging to the eigenvalue Ao =  (2tt/L)2. The corresponding eigenvectors are labeled 
\ko, b), where b is a colour index, and the components of the matrix k, (3.35), are given 
by,
Po =  £ > 0,&)(fc0,&|
kg,b
Kl = ~ V E /  Adxf ab°A»
k2 r
kr =  y  J &dx&dyAli(x )M ~1{x,y, A)Au(y) , (3.37)
where the term kr results from the whole perturbation series being summed according 
to oo
• (3.38)
n=2
As before, it is necessary to replace the condition that the least eigenvalue of the 
matrix k(A) be positive by the weaker condition that tr/t(A) is positive and the oblig­
atory warning: The correct Gribov region may be smaller than the one we find here, in 
which case the impact on the physics derived using this formalism will be less drastic 
than that implied by a restriction to the correct Gribov region. The weaker condition 
leads to an explicit expression with a simple volume dependence, [30],
tTK(A) -  k$2dNA -  k%4CAQ[A] . (3.39)
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In his original derivation, Zwanziger chooses to normalize the functional Q[A] with a 
factor C^1, such that
Q[A) ~2Ö~V I d<ixdV r \An(x)M ‘ (^ y ;  A )A„(y)] (3.40)2CAV
It is now possible to turn to a consideration of the correct measure for a non-Abelian 
gauge theory incorporating the factor 0(A[A]) which restricts the domain of integration 
to the region contained within the Gribov horizon. Replacing #(A[A]) by 0(tr«;[A]), the 
correct measure is given by, [30],
dHe =  VA5(dilAll) exp (^~~2 Sd j  det{M[A])9 -  ^Q[A]^j , (3.41)
where
c —
dNA
2CAg2 (3.42)
In the lowest order M. =  Ado =  — <92, and the shape of the Gribov horizon coincides 
precisely with the infinite dimensional ellipsoid E  that was considered in a first approx­
imation.
In order to proceed, it is necessary to examine the properties of the infinite dimen­
sional ellipsoid, E  (3.34), more closely using a simplified model, where
E0 =  — Y s W V f p i k 2) =  c .V K
Now, making a change of variable from a(k) to
yk =  a(k)p1/2(k2) .
(3.43)
(3.44)
means that the ellipsoid Eq — c in A-space is mapped into the sphere in y-spacc given 
by
y2 =  Y . y l  =  Vc ■ (3-45)
k
An integral over y extends over the volume of the ball in y-space which is bounded at 
the radius r — (y2)1/2 = R =  (Vc)1/2. Now let the functional integral be regularized by 
a cut-off in momentum space, so that the dimension of A-space or y-space is the finite 
but large number N. In a Euclidean space of dimension N, the volume element in the 
radial variable r =  (y2)1/ 2 is rAr-1dr, and as N  grows without limit, the volume of the 
ball of radius R, becomes concentrated at its surface, the sphere of radius R. Thus, in 
the lowest order, it is correct to replace 9(c — g~2Q[A]) by 5(c — g~2Q[A\), leading to 
a consideration of the measure,
dpc =  dA<5(<9MAM) exp det(A4[A])d -  ^ Q [A ]^  . (3.46)
Higher order effects are considered as perturbations of this lowest order shape.
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In analogy with, and in the language of, statistical mechanics, we proceed by as­
suming equivalence of the micro-canonical and canonical ensembles for this measure, 
so that the ¿-function may in turn be replaced by the corresponding Boltzmann factor,
dßc =  VA5(dßAß) exp (5d +  75i[A]) det(A4[A]) (3.47)
Here Si =  VQ[A] is given by
Si =  j  ^ x d ^ [ A ^ ) M - \ x , y - , A ) M y ) \  . (3.48)
Using (3.42), the value of the thermodynamic parameter 7 is determined by the condi­
tion
0 - * )  = ? « )  • <3-49> 
where the expectation value refers to the Faddeev-Popov measure and (3.49) is analo­
gous to the Gribov gap equation, [20], (2.51). Here also, the thermodynamic parameter 
7 and the coupling constant g are clearly related, [30]. By translational invariance, c(7) 
may be written
c(7 ) =  ~ 2g ~ 2 J « ^ M x)M-Hx. *A)M0))  ■ (350)
This condition provides an absolute normalization for the gauge field A. It expresses 
the fact that the measure is supported on the Gribov horizon.
To see the significance of the new non-local term Si in the action (3.47), consider a 
point A  inside the Gribov region SI where the eigenvalues of M[A\ are all positive. As 
A  approaches the boundary of SI, the lowest eigenvalue A [A] of A4[A] approaches zero. 
Because A i~l appears in Si, the probability is suppressed by a factor
(  const. \
“ “ t i l )  ' ( ’
The new term dominates the dynamics in the infrared region. In particular, it strongly 
suppresses the gluon propagator in the infrared so that the tree level propagator van­
ishes like k2 as k —> 0.
The action implementing the restriction to the Gribov region is cast into a local 
form using a generalization of the well known formulae
J dydy*exp(—y* Ay) =  detA (3.52)
J dydy*exp(—y*Ay +  rfy  +  y*rf) — detAexp(77*A_1r?) . (3.53)
The localized action is given by, [30],
exp (detM ) dNA/2 J V<t>V4>ex.p / ddx
--fabc(àuAbu 0ac »¿y
(3.54)
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In this local action, <p(^ {x ) and 4>° {^x) are complex Bose fields. In analogy with the 
Faddeev-Popov prescription, the determinant is incorporated into the exponent by 
introducing additional, anti-commuting, ghost fields
(detM )dNA/2 =  J v u V u icx p /  ddxujabM bcujac (3.55)
The complete measure, expressing the restriction of Yang-Mills theory fixed in the 
Landau gauge to the region contained within the first Gribov horizon and using local 
field parameters, [31],[21], is given by
d/x7 =  VADcDcDd)'D(pT>uj'Dijj exp ( (3.56)
where
= Sy m  + So + J  d4x ( tabcAajbc TabcAajJ)c\ dNA7J  2 g2
- / d4a +  ababa +  ba8 ^  +  +  < ^ ( D ^ m)
-  Cjabdv{DvL o X  -  g fabcdvw ?{D vc)b<l>\
ab
i lc
+  7H f abcAa^  -  r abc W)] (3.57)
The local classical action (3.57) describes a Yang-Mills theory, fixed in the Landau 
gauge using the Faddeev-Popov method, subject to the additional constraint that all 
eigenvalues of the Faddeev-Popov operator are greater than or equal to zero, that is
[M (A)]ab =  - d M  >  0 (3.58)
The auxiliary field ba, the Lagrange multiplier, is used to derive the linear covariant 
gauge fixing. It is included in the action for use in the BRST analysis of renormaliz- 
ability in the Landau gauge where a  is set equal to zero. In the next chapter, the term 
oc a  will be reintroduced for the purposes of deriving propagators.
In addition to the usual parameters of Yang-Mills theory the action (3.57) includes 
the the additional localizing fields <p^} and {a;“6,a)“6}, each pair are spin-1 and 
carry two colour indices in which each pair is antisymmetric. The former are commuting 
Bose fields whilst the latter describe anti-commuting Grassmann variables. The new 
Bose fields are introduced to implement the Gribov restriction in a local way, (3.54), 
and the new Grassmann quantities are necessary to accommodate the determinant 
generated by this process. The Gribov parameter 7, which has the dimension of mass, 
may be regarded as a statistical mechanical parameter, and is defined using the non­
local gap equation
(3.59)
The formula (3.59) defines the horizon condition. It is analogous to Gribov’s no-pole 
condition, [20], which was derived using the Faddeev-Popov ghost two-point function 
and inserted into the expression for the gluon 2-point function to express the restriction 
of the functional measure to the region contained within the first Gribov horizon.
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3.4 Renormalization
We have shown above, that it is possible to express the restriction of a gauge theory 
to the region contained within the Gribov horizon using the local action S-r This 
immediately raises the question of renormalizability: does a quantum theory, derived 
using the classical action (3.57), contain any new divergences or anomalies not present 
in Yang-Mills theory, and if so, are they renormalizable? Considering that part of the 
action S7 which implements the horizon function
‘-’horizon =  72 -  f abcA f f i )  , (3.60)
and recalling that 7 has the dimension of mass, the action (3.57) may be regarded as a 
massive field theory, where the mass term is expressed using the composite fields that 
are mixed in (A “ , 0 ^ , Following the procedure of [32], by introducing variable 
sources for the composite fields it is possible to express the correlation functions of 
a massive theory in terms of the correlation functions of a massless theory, where 
fubcj^a^bc aric[ jabcj^a^bc describe mass insertions. Turning attention to the massless 
theory
[71=0 — S y m  T  S o
=  J d4x | \ f *vF*v +  b ^ A *  +  +  $?dv(D v4>lt)ab
-  u“bdu( D ^ ) ab -  g f abcdvQa; ( D uc)b^ \  , (3.61)
except for the last term, the Faddeev-Popov ghost increasing vertex, the new parameters 
in the action (3.61) are given using the expressions generated by a localization procedure 
suitable for use with gauge theories. The extra term is defined by a translation of the 
variable lj,
¡J —> u +  A f-1 gdDc(f> , (3.62)
keeping Q fixed. The presence of this additional term means that the massless theory, 
fixed in the Landau gauge, is left invariant by the following nilpotent BRST transfor­
mations
sA l =  - ( D ^ r
sca =  ba
sca -  - g f abccbcc z
sba =  0
s4>f =  sw? =  0
=  s $  =  0 ,
-- 0 . (3.63)
The horizon function (3.60), or mass insertion, violates the BRST invariance of the 
local massless action (3.61). It is introduced into the BRST conserving theory using
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suitably chosen local sources where the original action S7 is recovered when the sources 
attain their physical values.
In addition to BRST invariance, the Landau gauge fixed massless action (3.61) 
displays a global U (f) symmetry, /  =  4(7Vf -  1), with respect to the composite index 
i =  (/b b) =  1, • • •, / ,  of the additional fields {<£jf, u>°b, By setting
< . < }  =  ( C  , (3.64)
the massless action now reads,
177", |7—i
=° = / d-1x
(3.65)
(3.66)
+  bad^A* +
-  ^ d v {D vU i)a -  g f abcdvu^(Dvc f  <pf\ .
J
The U (f) invariance is expressed using the Ward identity
UijSy\1=0 - 0 ,
where
Uii = f  d4x ( +  u t J -  -  Qa— 1 . (3 67)J J \  ' 6<p* ’ Slu’J *60?) [ >
In order to prove renormalizability for the massless action, it is useful to define an 
additional quantum number Qf for the auxiliary fields using the diagonal operator,
Q f  =  Uu-
Proving renormalizability for a theory with mass insertions derives from using the 
technique of local sources, [32], Following this, in [21], the composite fields are coupled 
to external sources, {U™, V.f\ 717“ , 7V“1}, in the complete action
S7 =  / d4*  | \ f ; uF«u +  bad^A* +  7?dtlDflca +
-  -  g fabcd^u)f(Dlic)b4>^
+ M ? ( D ^ ) a ~ Uf(Dliui)a+ g f°b°U*(Dltc)bti 
+ N ^ D ^ a  +  V f i D ^ Y  -  g fabcV^i(Dlic)bQi
+ j ja i  ju-aili* m j •
The sources have BRST transformations,
(3.68)
sU“1 =  M “  
sV.f =  N fu £i
sMY  =  0h1
* K  =  o , (3.69)
given this, it is possible to express the complete action, (3.68), now denoted by E, using
S = J dix\ F^
+ s I  d4x ( - e d ^ D ^  +  u fd ^ D ^ iY  +  U f i D ^ Y  +  V f iD ^ i Y  +  c / jV “ )
+ J  d4x ( - K ^ c Y  +  \ g fabcLac~ bc°
(3.70)
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where in the last line, as is customary [32], non-linear BRST transformations in (3.63) 
are also coupled to external sources RT“ and La. Due to the nilpotency of the BRST 
transform, s2 =  0, it is straightforward to see that the complete action £  is BRST 
invariant. When the sources attain their physical values,
N $  =  u £  =  0
A i#  =  - v £  =  7\ , S ab . (3.71)
Quantum numbers for all the fields and sources, Faddeev-Popov ghost number and Qf 
charge, together with the dimension are detailed in Table 3.1.
K ca ca ba % < K L M N U V
dimension l 0 2 2 1 l l l 4 2 2 2 2 2
ghost number 0 1 -1 0 0 0 l -l -1 -2 0 1 -1 0
Qf charge 0 0 0 0 1 -l l -l 0 0 -1 1 -1 0
Table 3.1: Quantum numbers for Gribov-Zwanziger parameters.
The values in Table 3.1 play an important role in the renormalization criteria for the 
model. The classical action £ , (3.70), constructed in a manifestly BRST invariant way, 
displays a rich algebraic structure, [21],[34], In particular, the following symmetries are 
important for proving renormalizability, [34].
1. The Slavnov-Taylor identity
S (£ ) =  0 , (3.72)
where
5 (E ) I 4 (  JE ST ST ST ST a ST X \SK“ SÂ“ +  5La 5c° +  b 6ca +  S<p?
ST at*  ---------l 7\Tat------
SUH1 » JV“1
(3.73)
and the algebraic renormalization process will utilize the linearized version of this 
identity
Be
f  ST S ST S ST S ST S 
[ SK“ 8Â* +  S M S K j +  ¿Z “ 6& +  Sca SLaV M M  M P
+  tv“*——
su™ M jv ;?*
. (3.74)
2. In the Landau gauge, the integrated ghost equation of motion [35], leads to the 
Ward identity,
gaT =  Aa , (3.75)
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where
9“  =  / d ‘ * ¿ + 9 / *
J- 0 . jh O . -b 0
+  ^ t4 t +  î/,W 0tl 6N* M
and
3. The Ward identity
Aa = J  d4x g fabc (KpAp -  Lbcc j^
.F E  =  0 ,
where
^ = ! i i x { ^ +^ +u'
,  5
"  Äff“ /H- /
(3.76)
(3.77)
(3.78)
(3.79)
The question of renormalizability is considered by first identifying the most general 
counterterm Ea , compatible with the algebraic structure of the model, in particular the 
identities (3.72), (3.75) and (3.78). Then, renormalizability is proved by showing that 
the symmetries considered hold to all orders in perturbation theory, that is, they are 
not anomalous. According to the quantum action principle (QAP), [36],[37],[38], Ea  is 
given by the most general integrated local functional of dimension four with vanishing 
ghost and Qf charge, compatible with the symmetry content of the model, and must 
also satisfy the identities
SEa  
Sba =  0 , (3.80)
the (Landau) gauge condition, and
a SE& i ¿Ea 
ß 6K“ “r ¿c« =  0 , (3.81)
the antighost equation. Using (3.80) and (3.81), it was proven, [21], that Ea  is in fact 
a functional of only
S a [A,c,K ,L ,M ,N ,U ,V ]  ,
where
K  = K  +  +  g f abc( u b;  + + g f ^ v f u ,*
M “  =  M f  +  duft
N™ = N «  +  d ^
U™ = U f +  dpQt
yai =  +  . (3.82)
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The most general allowed counterterm satisfying the linearized Slavnov-Taylor identity 
Be , is found to be, [34],
=  a o J t fx F ^ F ^
+Be I  d4x +  a2Laca +  a3U™V™) , (3.83)
where ao-01,^2 and a3 are constants. Exploiting the symmetry (3.75) gives
o2 =  0 , (3.84)
and the symmetry (3.78) implies, [34],
ai =  -0 3  . (3.85)
Using only the symmetries (3.72), (3.75) and (3.78), it is possible to show that the 
classical action £ , (3.70), has two divergences
UA -  aQJ  t fx F ^ F ^
+ ai Be J  d4x (k ;A *  -  , (3.86)
which can be absorbed through two independent multiplicative renormalization con­
stants, in complete agreement with ordinary Yang-Mills theory in the Landau gauge 
[33]. Remarkably, Zwanziger’s local action, implementing the restriction of Yang-Mills 
theory to the region contained within dCl, generates no new divergences or anomalies.
After exploiting the BRST invariance of the massless classical action to establish 
renormalizability for the model, the issue of specific divergences is tackled using the 
recursive counterterm construction procedure outlined in [33]. The model has been 
constructed in such a way that the renormalization properties for the objects of ordinary 
Yang-Mills theory are not affected. For the additional fields the
recursive procedure gives the relations, [21],
Z<j> — Zu> =  Zc — (Zj\Zg) 4/ 2 , (3.87)
where the fields undergo a multiplicative renormalization,
<  =  4 /2<  =  4 /2< o
J^r =  Z U ^ 0 Q?r =  Z%2Q f0 , (3.88)
in which, o and r denote bare and renormalized quantities respectively, 
the Gribov parameter
7 _ f a
Similarly, for 
(3.89)
where
TV — Z -f'jo . (3.90)
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In this chapter, we have given a brief overview of the Gribov-Zwanziger action. This 
began with a review of the properties that describe or are satisfied by the region Cl, given 
using rather formal reasoning, followed by a perturbative analysis that is more in depth 
than the original by Gribov. Finally, a massive local action is identified and shown to 
be renormalizable by treating the mass operator as an insertion. Having the correct 
form of the local renormalizable action, it is now possible to use the full massive theory 
to perform loop calculations and, in particular, investigate the implications for the 
gluon propagator beyond tree level and subject the Faddeev-Popov ghost propagator 
to a more formal study in perturbation theory.
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Chapter 4
MS scheme renormalization
4.1 The Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian and the MS scheme
To recap, the improved gauge fixing procedure of Gribov is expressed by Zwanziger in 
terms of a local renormalizable Lagrangian, here also incorporating quarks to extend 
the pure Yang-Mills theory to a consideration of QCD, is given by
c G Z  =  -  ¿ ( M S )2 -  W 1 +
+4>?dv{ -  ^ d u {D v^ ) ab -  g r hcdv^ ( D vc)b<plc
-  f abcA f f i )  -  , (4.1)
where, in addition to the usual Faddeev-Popov ghosts, {c°, c“ }, of the canonical gauge 
fixing procedure, Zwanziger ghosts, { (jffi, 4>f‘b} (commuting), and, {uj^ b,u) b^} (anti­
commuting) are also present. The remaining fields are the gluon, A°, and a massless 
quark/anti-quark pair {ipr I Indices lie in the ranges,
1 < a < Na 
1 < i <  Nf
1 < /  <  Nf  , (4.2)
where N f and Na are the respective dimensions of the fundamental and adjoint repre­
sentations of an unspecified semi-simple Lie group and Nf denotes the number of quark 
flavours. The Yang-Mills field strength tensor F^v, is given by
=  d»Al -  dvA l +  g f abcA lA cv , (4.3)
where, for completeness, we note that g is the Yang-Mills coupling constant. The 
covariant derivatives are given by
D „ca =  d^ca -  g fabcAb^cc
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D ^ 1 =  d ^ u  +  9 T a A “ ipi I
{ D ^ v)ab =  d ^ - g f acdAc^ f  , (4.4)
where, f abc axe the structure constants and r a are the generators for the gauge group. 
Although we will only be concerned with the Landau gauge limit, a  =  0, as with 
all types of Yang-Mills/QCD Landau gauge studies, the gauge parameter, a, must be 
included for the purposes of deriving propagators.
The Feynman rules for the vertices may be read off directly from the Lagrangian. 
The modified behaviour of the tree level gluon propagator stems from the presence of the 
mixed A“ 0bc terms and the propagators for all fields involved in mixing require special 
attention. The derivation of the propagators comprising fields in the set {A “ , </>“h}
is achieved by considering terms of (4.1) quadratic in these fields. Transforming into 
momentum space that part of the Lagrangian quadratic in members of this set,
nGZ
quad -\ W ~ P )
2 / 1 M lP tyii/ -  ( 1 -  -  )  p»P"
- j = r CK { - p ) A l { P) -  i / < ( - p ) < ( p )  , (4.5)
and writing in matrix form with respect to the basis j  ' , 0“bj
djuad =  lK <-1>)• >)) X ”“ *  (  )  . (4.6)
gives a matrix X a6cd that can be used to derive propagators for the mixing fields 
{A% , 0"b}, [40],[41], Referring to the quadratic part of the momentum space La­
grangian (4.5), it is easy to see that
X abcd =  (  ~àac [p2V»v -  ( i  -  5 )  P»Pu\ + l 2f acdVtiu \
V ~ l 2f cabr i^  —p25ac5bdritiv )  '
(4.7)
The tree-level propagators are derived by inverting the matrix X.abcd although the 
presence of Lorentz and colour tensor structures mean that it is not possible to invert 
X abcd using the standard formula
a b \ _  1 (  d —b
c d J [ad — be] —c a
The inversion is achieved by making reference to a unit matrix with the appropriate 
tensor structure,
X X _l -  (  ^aÎ>7^ "  0 ^  /A Q\
X X  "  ^ 0 5ac6b% v J ■ (4 ’9)
The procedure is not unlike that for obtaining the propagator for the gauge field in 
Quantum Electrodynamics or Quantum Chromodynamics, see, for example, [42]. Un­
like the derivation for a single gauge field, the presence of four free colour indices in the
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{0 “b, <pa"} channel admits the possibility of several different tensor structures. Deriving 
mixed propagators in this way does involve numerous tensor manipulations, after a 
little algebra we arrive at the inverted matrix,
(X aocd)-i _
where
A
B
C
D
-Sabp2 *V (p ) +
A B 
C D
aL^jp)
(4.10)
[(p2)2 +  C U 74] [(p2)2 +  olCa~14\ .
f abc7 2 [___ P^(P)  , otL^Jp)
V2
jabc^l
[(p2)2 +  CU74] [(p2)2 +  aCA474]
______ Pfivip) , aL^uip)
V2 L[(P2)2 +  CaI 4} ^ [(P2)2 +  olCa ! 4\ . 
SacSbd fabefcde^i r p  (p)
PZ
- V /  + p2 +
aL^ip)
. [(p2)2 +  C'^74] [(p2)2 +  aC'A74]
The Lorentz structures are given using expressions
P^(P) =  - Pfj>Pv T ( \ _L'Ilv\P) ~  0 ’
(4.11)
(4.12)p  ^ 1 p-1
to describe transverse and longitudinal parts respectively, also, the explicit factors 
include the quadratic Casimir operator of the adjoint representation Ca , where
j?acd jbcd   Cj\ 8°^ (4.13)
Propagators for the mixing fields, including an explicit a dependence, may now be read 
off directly from (X abcd)-1 . Taking the Landau gauge limit a — 0, we obtain
(A“ ( p K ( —p)> =  - 5 abp■abjl PAP)
[(p2)2 +  C a I 4}
(Aa(v)(t>bc(—v)) =  —  ^  ^ Pyy(p)
( " (P )0 I/(  P)) s/2  [(p2)2 +  C a I 4]
f abc 72 P A P )
y/2  [(p2)2 +  C a I 4}< ^ (p )0 * (-p )>  =
labs^Jcd- sacsbd( < ( P ) ^ ( - P ) >  =  2 -» W  + jabe jcde^A Pfiu (p) (4.14)p2 [(p2)2 +  Ca74] '
The Feynman rules for the remaining propagators may be read off directly from the 
Lagrangian,
(ca(p)cb(-p ))
(’>plI(p)'<PjJ(-p))
K b(p)u^(-p )>
§ab
p2
p2
SaeSbdvIJU,
p2 (4.15)
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We conclude this section by noting that for large momenta associated with the ultravi­
olet sector of Euclidean Yang-Mills theory it is reasonable to consider that p2 3> 72. As 
such the gauge field propagator approaches that of the ordinary Euclidean Yang-Mills 
propagator
( A » 4 ( - P ) >  =  -  , (4.16)
and the theory has effectively de-coupled from the additional fields used to implement 
the Gribov horizon condition. All of the familiar properties of ultraviolet QCD, for 
example asymptotic freedom, are unaltered.
Having derived all of the Feynman rules for the Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian it is 
possible to begin considering what implications the additional fields and mixing terms 
have for the infrared dynamics of Euclidean Yang-Mills theory. Applying the Euler- 
Lagrange equation for the field </>“6 to (4.1)
a c
d(f)
results in an expression for the field
d dc
dxß d(dß4>) 
(¡>f given by,
=  0 ,
ab _ T  fabc 1 
y/2J dvD„
Ac
(4.17)
(4.18)
Using equation (4.18) it is possible to reproduce Zwanziger’s formulation of the Gribov 
gap equation, [30],
/  Ad
y v
l
dvDvK )
dNA
CAg2
(4.19)
in terms of the local expression,
fabc/ a a ufic\   dNAj 2 (4.20)
Having established the Feynman rule for the mixed propagator (A“ (p)<^c(— p)), (4.14), 
it is now straightforward to compute the local gap equation (4.20) by closing the mixed 
A “ c/£c propagator using the metric tensor r]^ to produce a vacuum bubble describing 
the vacuum expectation value (vev) of The vev is calculated using dimensional
regularization
ddk f abcq2 1
(2n)d ^2 W Y  + Ca^ } kjw )  •
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where, rewriting the propagator with Gribov structure using partial fractions
(
[(p2)2 +  CU74] 2iCAl 2 \ [p2 ~ W C aI 2} [p2 +  W C aI 2)
(4.22)
it is elementary to evaluate (4.21) using master integrals. The values for the master 
integrals are simple to calculate, in d =  4 — 2e, they are
/ ddk 1 _ iV C a !2 (_1(27r)d [fc2 +  i\ /C J4 7 2] (47r)2 V c ï 1 '- -  -  1 +  ^-ln(CU74) ) +  0(e) (4.23)
and its complex conjugate, leading to the explicit, divergent, result
/ ddk f abc72 (1 -  d)
f abc-y 2
(27r)d y/2 [{k2)2 +  C,j474] (47t)2 \y/2e \/2 2\/2( i + 75 '  ¿71ln<c-4l4)) + ° (e) '
(4.24)
The usual factor of 47re- ,^ where 7 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, is absorbed into 
the regularization parameter p2, such that
In O t74\
1 =  In(CA74) •
(4.25)
Divergences are removed using minimal subtraction (MS). Renormalization constants 
within the MS-scheme are independent of dimensionful parameters such as mass or 
momenta. They have the common structure,
z(a ) — 1 +  y '
.>;(") (a)
(4.26)
n=l
where a — g2/16ir2 and g is the strong coupling constant of Yang-Mills theory. The 
explicit form of the constants (4.26) are obtained by multiplicative renormalization of 
specific Green’s functions according to the prescription
rr(ar) = Z(ar)T0(a0) , (4-27)
where, a subscript r denotes a renormalized Green’s function or quantity and, similarly, 
a subscript o a bare (unrenormalized) object. Renormalization of the Gribov-Zwanziger 
Lagrangian to a specific loop order within the minimal subtraction scheme is achieved 
by identifying a number of renormalization constants, with a structure (4.26), which 
combine to remove infinities that occur in solutions to the Green’s functions derived 
using dimensional regularization. This amounts to the identification of a suitable renor­
malization constant for each field and coupling appearing in (4.1). These are,
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As discussed in chapter 3, using the recursive counterterm construction technique [33] 
it was shown in [21] that, remarkably, the Zwanziger ghost fields are renormalized by 
the same multiplicative factor as the Faddeev-Popov ghosts,
Zr. Zÿ — —
ZgV ZA
(4.29)
Also, in our conventions, the Gribov parameter 7 is renormalized using the constant
Z7 =  {ZAZc)~llA , (4.30)
hence, no new independent renormalization factors have been introduced using the 
Gribov-Zwanziger formalism. For completeness, we note that the gluon, quark, Faddeev- 
Popov ghost and Yang-Mills coupling renormalization constants are identical to those 
of ordinary QCD.
4.2 One loop gap equation and ghost enhancement
The Gribov gap equation defines the coupling 7, calculating this in terms of the vev of 
the mixed propagator and referring back to this term in the Lagrangian
2
T  rabc a a jjbc
W  ’
it is instructive to consider the gap equation as a Green’s function that defines 7. 
Multiplying the expression (4.24) by Z1 and using the relation (4.20) gives the one 
loop MS renormalized gap equation,
a +  0 (a2) . (4.31)
Having established the correct form of the one loop gap equation in the MS renormal­
ization scheme, we turn our attention to the infrared behaviour of the Faddeev-Popov 
ghost two-point function. By expressing the Faddeev-Popov (FP) ghost propagator in 
the form
Xab
(432)
it is possible to compare the behaviour of the Faddeev-Popov ghost propagator in the 
limit p2 —> 0 with the Kugo-Ojima confinement criterion, where a full BRST analysis 
of QCD predicts that
1 +  u(0) =  0 , (4.33)
is a necessary condition for colour confinement in the Landau gauge, [19]. Here, u(p2), 
represents radiative corrections to the tree level propagator. In terms of the Landau 
gauge Feynman rules (4.14), the one loop correction to the FP ghost propagator is
1 =  CA
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given by the expression
ddk Sabp^(p — k)u k2P^(k)
, (2n)d (k - p )2 [(fc2)2 +  CU74]p p-k p
Prom (4.34), it is easy to see that, at one loop order
ddk (k ■ p)2 — k2p22u(p2) =  J
Using the identity
kp
(2n)d (k -  p)2[(k2)2 +  CA74]
-(k2 + p 2 -  ( k - p ) 2) ,
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
and some elementary manipulations of the type (4.22), the one loop ghost correction 
(4.35) reduces to a sum of integrals of the form (4.23), and 
1
Ik (k --  p)2[k2 +  W C aI 2]
1 ( l , n — ( 2 , ■ rpr  2\ , W C aI 2 , (  W C aI 2 \\ ,
“  ( -  +  2 -  ‘n (p +  ^  lp ( +  U/C1 -,2 I ) +
together with its complex conjugate, where
+
(4.37)
L-J ddk(2ir)d '
The exact expression for the one loop ghost correction is given by
(4.38)
p2u(p2) (  3 5 3 — , 3 ,  /  (p2)2 \\
+
p2g2
(47r)2
92 (3 r ~  2 . - i f  '/CÂ7
(i>2) V 1 , -1 (  V c ^ r
(4tr)2 V 4 v ^ l7 2 V P2
(p2)2 \\
p2( 47t) 2 2ï L|,l|\1 + c ^ îj j+0(i) (4.39)
Expanding in p2 using the relations
-(■*S) ■ S*»1"-- ( m  -
n
v'Ca) 2
+  o ( (p 2)2) (4.40)
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and removing divergences using the M§ scheme leads to the finite expression
u(p2) =  CA (|ln(CU74) ~  § )  a +  P2 *^¡¡2 a +  (P2)2g~Ia +  ° ( (P 2)3) . (4-41)
in the limit e —> 0. Neglecting terms in p2 and observing the gap equation (4.31) we 
note that the Kugo-Ojima criterion is satisfied at one-loop.
4.3 One loop corrections for the mixing fields
This section includes a review of one loop corrections to all the propagators comprised of 
the fields, 6 E {A “ , 4>^}, calculated in [41]. Importantly, this work investigates one
loop corrections to the gluon propagator to see if the zero momentum vanishing property 
of the tree level Gribov type propagator persists to higher orders in perturbation theory. 
Before turning attention to the one loop corrections to the mixed field propagators, it 
is instructive to describe the usual procedure for determining loop corrections to a 
field not involved in 2-point mixing. That is, calculating the corrections to the 2- 
point function and inverting the resulting expression which is then truncated at the 
appropriate order in the coupling constant. Exactly what was demonstrated above for 
the Faddeev-Popov ghost propagator. For the fields involved in 2-point mixing it is first 
necessary to calculate all of the 2-point function one loop corrections. Those four objects 
comprise a 2 x 2 matrix of one loop corrections analogous to the tree level Feynman 
rules of the matrix (4.7) read off directly using the quadratic part of the Lagrangian, 
(4.5). As with the tree level propagators, the one loop corrections to the 2-point mixing 
propagators are calculated by inverting the matrix of one loop corrections and making 
reference to an identity matrix with the appropriate tensor structure. An additional 
complication when inverting the one loop corrections stems from the need to account 
for the group theory structure of the 4 $ $ ?  2-point function correctly. The gluon and 
mixed 2-point functions have the same structure as the Lagrangian term. As each 
field carries two colour indices, the one loop correction to the 2-point function requires 
four index objects denoted by the set {a,b,c,d}. A suitable basis of independent rank 
four objects describing all possible one loop corrections that may be generated by this 
set is given by
^j^ac^bd ^ad^bc ^ab^cd ja c e  jbde ja b e  jc d e  ^abcd j (4.42)
where
(4.43)
is the totally symmetric trace tensor and and (r^)bc — —i f abc is the adjoint representa­
tion representation of the colour group generators, [74]. Additional technical difficulty 
in computing the one loop corrections to the mixing fields make it preferable to work in 
the Landau gauge throughout, a  =  0, and factor out the common transverse projection
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operator P^v. At one loop, the Landau gauge matrix of 2-point functions, with respect 
to the basis, is given by
f  p2Sac _|_^ ,2 p c d  \
V - i 2f cab —p25ac5bd J
(  X<5ac jj jacd
1 M pab Q §ac§bd _j_ y y  jrace jbde _|_ jabe jcde
\
+  Sdabcd J a +  0 (a 2) .
(4.44)
The quantities X , U, M, Q, W , R and S represent the one loop corrections such that
X5ab (AaJ p )A l(-p )) (4.45)
=  (A“ {p)<Plc(-p )) (4.46)
M f abc =  {A aJp)4>ic( -p ) ) (4.47)
fiacfibd pp' jrace jbde _|_ jabe jcde _|_ g^abcd
=  ( K b( p ) € d( - P)) ■
p -p
As such, up to one loop, the Landau gauge propagators take the form
(
p~
W 7+cIX\
x
Scp ____X ____Kp^ + ca^ f<Z>Q
\ [(P2)2+CU74]
(  A5cp
(4.48)
fPcd _ ^ 6cPSdq +  _ y _ ^ f odrfPQr j
 C f™  \ . 2 (4 491
l E fP cd Qficp $ < k J  fcpe fd q e-\ -K  fcde f Pqe +  Ldcdpq +  (a  J ( • )+  
\
where we have included the propagators from the previous section and the quantities 
A, C, E , G, J, K  and L will depend on the one loop corrections defined in (4.44). 
Given these forms it is straightforward to check that
1
A =  —
[(p2)2 +  CA14]2
x [(p2)2X  -  CAj 2p2U -  Ca i V M  +  CA14 (Q +  CAR +  \CAW)]
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c
1
E
G
K
[(P2)2 +  CA^\2 
1
[(p2)2 +  Ca1a}2
Q
“ W  ’ J
[y2P2x  -  c a1am  +  (p2f u  -  7V  (Q + c a r  +  ¿ c w ) ]  
[7y x  -  C jr fU  +  (p2)2M  -  7y  (Q +  CaR + \CAW)\
w  T _  s  
-  (p2)2 ’ ~  ~  w
-  p ) 2  +  c A l4]2 b 4 x  +  +  (p2)2iî  -  74 (Q +  ¿C^TV)]
+  (p2)2[(p2)2 +  Ca74] ^  +  4^-5°)
by ensuring that the O(a) term of the product of (4.44) and (4.49) vanishes.
4.4 Evaluation
Feynman diagrams describing the one loop corrections to each 2-point function are 
generated using the Qgraf package [43]. The complete set of Feynman rules described 
by the interaction Lagrangian (4.1) is fed into the Qgraf package purely in terms 
of occurrences of all the specific propagators and interaction vertices. No additional 
information about the nature of the propagators, beyond the commutation relations 
obeyed by the fields, or interaction vertices is necessary for the package to generate all 
the correct Feynman diagrams for a given Green’s function at the desired loop order. 
For the gluon and <p“b corrections there axe eight and two diagrams respectively and 
there are two diagrams for each of the mixed 2-point functions. A total of fourteen 
diagrams contribute to the two point correction matrix (4.44). The main purpose of 
the calculation is that of examining the p2 —> 0 limit of the propagators to see if the 
vanishing property of the tree level gluon propagator is stable against radiative correc­
tions. The calculation proceeds by evaluating resulting integrals exactly as functions 
of p2 using a master integral of the form
hip, m2, m2\a, ¡3) = rJk [k2 + m2]a [(A: -  p)2 +  m2]&
where the mass arguments take any combination of values in the set
(4.51)
m2 G {0,iy/CAj 2,-iy/ C Ai 2} . (4.52)
Individual Feynman diagrams are reduced to a sum of graphs that are fully described 
by a cofactor of a (5.6) type integral using a computer algorithm written in the symbolic 
manipulation language Form, [44]. The computer algorithm takes Qgraf output and 
furnishes each diagram with explicit details of the propagator and vertex Feynman 
rules using the appropriate Lorentz and colour indices. The next step organizes all of 
the group theory factors associated with a one loop calculation. Propagators with a
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Gribov structure are written as a product of standard propagators
1 1
(4.53)
[(?2)2 +  CU74] [q2 +  W C Al 2][q2 ~ W C aI 2} ’
and then individual Feynman diagrams are converted into a sum of graphs with the 
desired structure using a systematic operation of identities with the general form
m
[q2 +  m2] [q2 +  m2]
(4.54)
2
for generic m2 in the set described above. Finally the algorithm combines results for 
all the diagrams contributing to a given 2-point correction into a single expression and 
multiplies the result by the appropriate renormalization constant. It is worth noting 
that in any final expression we derive the answer must be real, given that the initial 
integrals are real. This provides a useful internal check on the computation. Whilst the 
type of master integral, Ii(p,m 2,ni2 ', 1,1), has been studied and exploited many times 
we note that the key difference here is the presence of the complex mass. However, 
in the exact evaluation of our integrals we note that we use the formal results for 
Ii(p, m2, 1,1) with real m2 before analytically continuing to the values ±1\/Ca72
we are interested in when the masses are non-zero. For completeness we note that the 
results for the two central integrals we use are, expanded to the finite parts,
h(p, iy/CA12, i\[C~A72; 1,1)
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x tan - l V2 1 + I6CU74
+ i 1 + 16CU74\
(.P2)2 )
(p2)2
- 1/2
) - > '
- 1 / 2 -
-  1 1 /16C ^742 n (p2)2
“ 2 ln
— In + 0 (6)
(4.55)
and its conjugate, and
/ l l p . i V c W ,  - ¡v /C U l2i 1,1) =  i  +  2 -  b 2 -  j V ^ f l  ln i - v ^
e 2pz
_  b 2 +  h VCa i 2} ln (  —i\/Ca j2
2 p 2 V <■*
^E^ZEEHtan-1 v/[4CA74 -  (b2)2
+  O(c) .
When one of the masses m2 is zero, we use the result
f __________ 1__________  _  1
Jk k2[(k -  p )2 +  i^/CAl2} e +
[p2 +  i\fCAl 2}
P2
(4.56)
i\[C~Al2
ln [p2 +  iy/CAl 2) 
iVC Al2
+  0{e)
(4.57)
1
2P
and its conjugate. As one might expect, given the rather involved form of the master 
integrals (4.55) and (4.56), the exact form of each 2-point correction is rather involved 
and serves no purpose in describing the zero momentum behaviour of the one loop 
correction to the gluon propagator. The limit p2 —► 0 is investigated by expanding 
in powers of p2, that part of the 2-point corrections resulting from integrals including 
at least one massive propagator. Massless Feynman integrals have a predetermined 
momentum dependence (p2)r where T is the dimension of the integral, for example,
ik k > {k -p )*  =-e{1+<2~ E^2))) + °(£) ' (4'58)
Massless integrals are present in this calculation resulting either from propagators with 
a massless element or being generated by one of the operations (4.54) used in the 
algorithm. The presence of such integrals mean that, in general, one loop corrections 
to the 2-point functions are not given by a simple Taylor expansion in p2 and will include
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transcendental functions with an external momentum dependence. The p2 expansion 
for each 2-point function is given by
< ^ ( - p K ( p ) >  =_ tab p2 +
( ( 1 5  / y v  163 (C A14
(^ 3 2  n )  +  192 n (  /x4
263
144
+
577r \/Ca72^
(AaJ - p ) ^ ( p ) )  =  f
(•K b(-P)4>id(p)> =  *ac*bd
64 p2 j
+  O ((p2)2)
1 +
I Ca +
( 20
5 k(5 ))Wb:'a +  0 (a2)
abc 3l7T y /C a p 2
192 72
1 -  ! | -  f  In8 8
0 (a 2) 72 +  C»((p2)2)
C^74\
P T
+ ^ f acef bdep2a +  YAf abef cdep2a +  +  0 (a 2)
+  O ((p2)2) (4.59)
which determine X , M, U. Q, W, R and S, [41]. Prom (4.59) it is possible to deduce 
several interesting properties of the p2 —► 0 limit. First, it is clear that at one loop the 
gluon propagator, (4.50), vanishes as the momentum vanishes. This is because when 
one substitutes the explicit values for X , M, U, Q, W, R and S from (4.59) into the 
expression for A in (4.50) then one finds, [41],
A =
p- 3 l n / ^ 7 4\ _  215
e r f  * 384
a + O ((p2)2) +  0 (a 2) . (4.60)
a
4.5 Two loop gap equation and ghost enhancement
Continuing with the review of MS loop results for the Gribov-Zwanziger scenario, one 
loop corrections to the gap equation and Faddeev-Popov ghost propagator have been 
extended to two loop order using massless quarks in [40]. Part of the original work 
that will be presented here extends the analysis of [40] to include a consideration of 
massive quarks. The extended work is closely related to the original study and so the 
massless case is described in some detail first. The appropriate two loop corrections 
are generated using the Qgraf package, 19 diagrams contributing to the two loop 
extension for the vacuum expectation value (4.21), and 25 diagrams for the two loop 
ghost correction analogous to (4.34). Starting with the two loop gap equation, diagrams 
generated by the Qgraf package are furnished with all of the appropriate Feynman 
rules for the Lagrangian (4.1) and treated with a computer algorithm written in the 
symbolic manipulation language Form, using identities with general form (4.54) and 
tensor reduction formulae such as,
I
Jk
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Vuv f {k 2)kpkv =
J fc
[  f (k 2)k2 =  dE =► 
Jk
-  =
/  f ik 2) ^  =
J k
(4.61)
and the extension to four or more indices. Contractions between two different loop 
momenta are treated using the identity
kl =  ^(/c2 +  l2 — (k — l)2) , (4.62)
reducing all the components of the generated Feynman diagrams to numerator products 
with dot-products of single loop momenta k or Z only, and denominator products of the 
massless and Gribov type propagators,
prz? = (4 )"
prPi =
\9<
(
/
1
w +  W C aI 2
prm " — ( 1U2-  î%/CU72 (4.63)
where
qi € {k ,l,k  -  1} (4.64)
In the computer algorithm, single loop momenta dot products are treated as inverse 
massless propagators, (1/Zc2) -1 and (1/Z2) -1 . This is done so that corrections described 
by the list of Feynman diagrams may be calculated using the minimum number of well 
known integral solutions. Having isolated all incidences of the loop momenta generated 
by the Feynman rules for the two loop corrections and restricted them to a limited set 
of expressions given in terms of the propagator types (4.63), it is possible to combine 
products of them into expressions I2 , with general form
I2 =  in t 2 (a l , a 2 ,a 3 ;b l ,b 2 ,b 3 ;c l , c2 ,c3 ) . (4.65)
In this notation, the arguments in a refer to massless propagators, b positive Gribov 
width, c negative Gribov width and the indices 1, 2 and 3 refer to the momenta k,l 
and (k — l) respectively, for example,
- L
int2(1,0,0;0,2,0;0,0,1)
1
k2[l2 +  WCAl 2?[(k  -  z)2 -  W C a i2] (4.66)
By employing a marker system, it is possible to perform simultaneously, elementary 
algebraic manipulations, on restricted groups of the integral functions I2■ A systematic
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treatment reduces each diagram to an expression given in terms of scalar two loop 
master integrals with a simple form,
1
, r» o . oTTFTo . .Jkl
h(rnl,m l,m l,a ,b,c) =
 [k2 +  m2]a[l2 +  m%\k[(k — l)2 + m3i i m - w
where the mass arguments take any combination of values
?lc (4.67)
m (4.68)
and the complete calculation is described by a set where the powers a, b and c take a 
value 0, 1 or 2.
Having described the procedure used to bring the two loop corrections to the gap 
equation into a manageable form, it is instructive to examine exactly what has been 
achieved up to this point. This is best done by looking at the Form output describing 
the full two loop corrected gap equation treated using the computer algebra routine 
described above, before the integral values are put in.
gap =
+ ggr~2*Ca * (
- 5/8
+ 3/8*lnbar(gribr~4*Ca)
)
+ ggr ~4*ep~-2*Ca’'2 * (
+ 235/256
)
+ ggr~4*ep~-2*Tf*Ca*Nf * (
-  1/2
)
+ ggr~4*ep~-l*Ca*2 * (
+ 339/256
- 235/256*lnbar (gribr''4*Ca)
)
+ ggr~4*ep'-l*Tf*Ca*Nf * (
-  1/2
+ l/2*lnbar(gribr~4*Ca)
)
+ ggr~4*ep'-l*Ca~2* (
+ 35/768
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+ 235/256*z2
+ 23/768*lnbar(gribr~4*Ca)
+ 95/512*lnbar(gribr'4*Ca)~2
- 1251/4096*int2(0,0,0,0,0,0,2,1,1) 
+ 15/512*int2(0,0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0)
+ 15 /512*in t2 (0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 )
- 1251/4096*int2(0,0,0,2,1,1,0,0,0) 
+ 9/128*int2(0,0,1,2,0,0,0,1,0)
+ 9/128*int2(l,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,2)
- 103/1024*int2(l,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2)
- 103/1024*int2(1,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0)
+ 5/64*int2(2,0,0,0,l,0,0,0,l)
- 5/256*int2(2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
- 5/256*int2(2,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0)
)
+ ggr~2*Ca'2*pi~2 * (
- 543/2048
)
+ ggr~4*Tf*Ca*Nf * (
+ 1/24
- l/2*z2
- l/12*lnbar(gribr'4*Ca)
- l/8*lnbar(gribr~4*Ca)~2
+ l/4*int2(1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2)
+ l/4*int2(l,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0)
)
+ ggr~4*Tf*Ca*Nf*pi‘2 * (
+ 1/8
)
+ ggr~4*gribr~4*Ca~3 * (
+ 1/I024*int2(2,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,2)
+ 1/I024*int2(2,2,0,0,0,2,0,0,0)
)
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+ g g r '4 *g rib r '-2 *C a  * (
+ 405/4096*(C a)* (1 /2 )* in t2 (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,1 )
+ 391/2048*(C a ) '( 1 /2 )* in t2 (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0 )
-  391/2048*(C a)' ( 1 / 2 ) * in t2 (0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 )
-  405/4096*(C a)' ( 1 / 2 ) * in t2 (0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 )
+ 103/1024*(Ca)'(l/2)*int2(l,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
- 103/1024*(Ca)'(1/2)*int2(l,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0)
)
+ ggr '4 *g rib r '-2 *T f*N f * (
-  1 /4 * (C a)' ( 1 / 2 ) * in t 2 ( l ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 )
+ 1 /4 * (C a)' ( 1 / 2 ) * in t2 (1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 )
)
+ g g r '4 *g rib r '2 *C a '2  * (
+ 5 /128*(C a)' ( 1 / 2 ) * in t2 (0 ,0 ,2 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,0 )
-  5 /128*(C a)' ( 1 / 2 ) * in t2 (0 ,0 ,2 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 )
-  5 /512*(C a ) '( 1 /2 )* in t2 (2 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 )
+ 5/512*(Ca)'(1/2)*int2(2,1,0,0,0,2,0,0,0)
+ 3/1024*(Ca)'(1/2)*int2(2,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
-  3 /1024*(C a)' ( 1 / 2 ) * in t2 (2 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 )
)
+ 1
; (4-69)
In the notation of the computer output, the renormalized Yang-Mills coupling constant 
is denoted by ggr, and the renormalized Gribov parameter by g rib r . The symbols, 
Ca,Tf and Nf, denote respectively, the quadratic Casimir operator in the adjoint rep­
resentation, the trace of generators in the fundamental representation,
CT fIbF)ii =  5ohTF , (4.70)
and the number of quark flavours. The explicit form of the two loop gap equation is 
calculated by directing the output (4.69) to an extensive library of two loop massive 
integrals, see, for example [46],[47],[48], stored electronically in a Form module. The 
two loop correction to the Gribov gap equation, using massless quarks, was calculated 
to be [40],
1
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+
22275
4096
29 _ . . 65 ,S2 H------- C (2)-------In128SV ’ 48
35
128
2
+
411
1024
%/5C(2) -
1317tt2
4096
+  CATFNf 1  -<P)+sta
1
8 (4.71)
where £(2) is the Riemann-Zeta function with argument 2, and S2 — *^pCl2 ( f ), where 
CI2 is Clausen’s function which is discussed shortly. Two loop corrections to the ghost 
propagator axe calculated using a similar process. The propagator type master integrals
J2(p,m21,m l,m l,a ,b ,c) , (4.72)
where p refers to the external momentum, are derived using a vacuum bubble expansion 
in which the p dependent propagators are expanded recursively using the relation
1 1 , 2 kp -  p2________
[(fc — p)2 +  m2] [k2 +  to2] [k2 +  to2] [(& -  p)2 +  to2]
The bubble expansion is truncated at the desired order in the external momentum such 
that
J2 (p,rnl,m l,m l,a,b,c) oc / ( p 2) /2(m?, mj, mj, a, b, c) . (4.74)
After evaluating the 25 diagrams that describe the two loop correction to the Faddeev- 
Popov ghost propagator in the Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian, the two-loop vacuum 
bubble expansion is compared with the gap equation and was found to coincide exactly,
[40]. As such, ghost enhancement is demonstrated explicitly at two loop order in the 
MS scheme.
4.6 Two loop study with massive quarks
Extending the two loop study of the Gribov gap equation and ghost enhancement 
to include the possibility of arbitrarily massive quarks, it is necessary to study the 
available solutions to two loop massive integrals. Solution methods described in the 
literature are all derived using real mass arguments. Standard propagators generated 
by the Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian are defined by a complex width, not a real mass. 
An important and useful check on all of the calculations performed here is that all of 
the objects considered, namely corrections to 2-point functions or vacuum expectation 
values, must be given in terms of real quantities, in spite of the fact that we appeal to 
an imaginary width in the calculation process. When calculating Feynman diagrams
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including a complex width only, with no real mass present, it is possible to describe a 
complex width by an arbitrary real mass parameter and, at the end of the calculation, 
perform an analytical continuation such as,
m2 +WCa 72
-iV C Al 2 ■ (4.75)
Including the possibility of an arbitrary quark mass means that one of the diagrams used 
to evaluate the two loop corrections to the mixed propagator vacuum expectation value 
and ghost propagator includes both complex widths and a real mass. In this case we 
must recognize that the Gribov type propagators are complex during the integration 
process. In order to evaluate these we make use of an elegant solution, [46], to the 
integral
/ 2(m?, m|, m|, 1,1, 1) =  [/c2 + m 2][/2 +  m2][(fc_ ;)2  +  rn2] ’ (4'?6)
where
(4n)AI2(x ,y ,z , 1,1,1) = 3c r ~2 Ll
1
-  2 [^2 — 6Li
c 1
~2& “ 7
+£0z, y, z) +  c (7 +  C(2)) +  (y + Z -  x) ln(y)ln(z) 
+  (z +  x -  y) ln(z)ln(y) +  (y + x -  z) ln(y)ln(x)]
(4.77)
The elements of (4.77) are defined by the formulae
Li — xln (x) +  y\a (y) +  zln (z) 
c =  x +  y +  z
a — ^ [a:2 +  y2 +  z2 — 2xy — 2xz — 2yzj
1/2
(4.78)
The value a2 =  0, describes a cone in x, y, z space with apex at the origin. The integral 
is defined using two different regions, inside the cone, a2 < 0, such that
£{x,y,z) =  8b L(9X) +  L(0y) +  L(9Z) — — In 2
where, b2 =  —a2, and L(f) is Lobachevskij’s function
L(t) =  — dx ln (cosx ) .
Jo
Also,
9X — tan- l
c — 2x
2b
(4.79)
(4.80)
(4.81)
The second solution is valid for the region outside the cone, a2 >  0, such that
£{x,y ,z) =  8a[M (0z) +  M ( ^ ) - M ( - ^ ) ]  , (4.82)
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where
M (t)
<fix
d(p In (sinh(<?i>))
coth 1
c — 2x 
2 a (4.83)
Applying this formula to the Gribov type propagators, it is instructive to consider the 
possibility of using both solutions to evaluate the integral
h {iV cAi 2, i\fcAi 2, iVCAl2, 1,1,1)
Iki [k2 + i^/CAl 2W  + W C a72][(fc -  02 + W Ca 12\
(4.84)
It is possible to evaluate this integral by appealing to an arbitrary real mass parameter 
m, and then perform an analytical continuation, m —► i /^Ca^2, at the end. That is, we 
begin by applying the first solution to the integral
I2(m2 m ,m \ i , u )  =  /Jki [k2 +  m2][l2 +  m2][(k — l)2 +  m
1
(4.85)
where
such that
h im 2, m2,m 2, 1,1,1)
a
c
3m4 
4~ 
3m2 , (4.86)
1
2e* 
1 ' 
2
^3m2  ^ — -  m2 — 3m2ln
3m2 (in (m 2^  — 18m2ln (m 2^  £ (m 2,m 2,m 2'j 
+  3m2 (7 +  C(2)) +  3m2 (E ( m 2) ) 2] . (4.87)
According to the prescription, for a2 < 0,
£(m2, m2, m2) 
b
em
8 b 3L(0m) -  ^  In 2 ,
\/3 m2 
2
ta”" (ti)
7T
6 ‘
(4.88)
A convenient solution to Lobachevskij’s function is given in terms of Clausen’s integral,
[49],
L (0 m )
L(r)
rvm
— I dx ln ((cosx ))
Jo
“ CI2 (tt 2t ) +  t In 2 , (4.89)
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where
C12(0) =  -  [  In 
Jo
21 sin [ t dtp. (4.90)
Applying this to our formula and using the notation of, [48],
2 2 2' -  9™-£(m2,m 2,m 2) =  — 6\/3m2Cl2 ( - .
=  -4\ /3m 2Cl2 (  J ')  =  — 27m2S2 ,
w /
(4.91)
where s2 =  ^ p C l2 ( £ ), giving for our arbitrary mass parameter integral 
J2(m2,m 2,m 2, 1,1,1) =  -  ~  (3m2)  -   ^ Q m 2 -  3m2ln (m 2) j
— i  3m2 l^n ^m2^  — 18m2ln (m 2) — 27m2S2
+  3m2 (7 +  £(2)) +  3m2 (in (m 2) ) (4.92)
If we evaluate
h { W c Ai 2, i V c h 2, iV c ^ i2, i, i, i)
ikl
1 (4.93)
[A;2 +  ¿v/Ca72][J2 +  ¿\/C!472][(fc -  0 2 +  WCaI 2] ’
directly, not appealing to an arbitrary real mass parameter, from (4.78) we see that 
o2 > 0, and according to the prescription we are directed towards the second equation 
(4.82) which permits a solution, [50], given in terms of the dilogarithm, [51],
M(u) — — [  d01n (sinh(0)) 
Jo
=  u ln(2) -  y  +  Li2(l) +  Li2(—1) -  Li2(e-U) -  Li2( - e- “ ) ,
C(2)=  wln(2) — +  2 ■Li2(e -“ ) - L i 2( - e - u) , (4.94)
where the dilogarithm is defined by
Li2(z) =  -  T  ln^  ~ X^dx . (4.95)
«/O x
The properties of the dilogarithm with complex argument are well known, this solution 
is particularly useful when considering the case where we must include the complex 
structure of the Gribov type propagators explicitly. When we come to do this, we will 
find that the complex arguments derived in terms of a real arbitrary quark mass and 
an imaginary Gribov width are given by complicated expressions. As such, manipula­
tions carried out on dilogarithms given by complicated function arguments are quite 
difficult to follow. The underlying simplicity of the identity operations for the complex 
dilogarithm are obscured when we come to evaluate them. Given this, we take the 
opportunity to introduce the dilogarithm of complex argument by evaluating (4.93)
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using (4.94) and showing that the final result is identical to an analytic continuation of 
the solution (4.92). Applying the formula (4.77) directly to integral (4.93), we obtain
h iW C a 'J2, I'/QaI 2, i\ZCAj2, 1,1,1) =  —^ 2  (3f\/^472)
~ e ( ^ v ^ 72 -  3it /^ 472ln (iy/CAl2)^  
^3zv/Q 72 (in ( ¿ v ^ T 2) )
-  18iv/Q 7 2ln ( iy/CAj 2)
+  £ [i\fCja2 CaI 2.W C a i 2')
+  3iN/ ^ 72 (7 +  C(2))
+  3 iv/ C)i72 (in (¿N/C J472) ) 2j  ,(4 .96 )
where clearly the two solutions only differ by the £ term. To show that this yields a 
result identical to an analytic continuation m2 —> zi/C a72 of (4.92), we use
i { i ^ A l 2,1'JCaI 2.i^ C A l2) =  8 o [2 M (i)-M (s )] , (4.97)
where,
a = V3v^ 7 2
c =  3z\/Ca72 
-l /  *t — coth (  i \
I v / s )
, _1 /  l \s =  — coth —= .
W s J
Defining the inverse hyperbolic co-tangent using the logarithmic identity
coth *(2) =  -In 2 +  1
2 - 1
we obtain a simple solution for s and t given by angles in the complex plane,
-1  — iV 3) — ^ In 2
-1  +  iV 3) — i  In 2
¿ ln
i +  \/3 1
i -  Vs 2
\ ln
i — \/3 i
i +  \/3 " 2
(4.98)
(4.99)
i , -  tan f - f ) i 7TZ
2 v - 1 ; 3
i
-  tan ( ^ ) 27rz
2 K -1) 3 ’
(4.100)
where it is necessary to trace out the angles in a clockwise direction to arrive at the 
desired result, which produces the negative signs. Putting these values into the solution 
(4.94)
M (f) =  fln(2) — ^  +  ^  - L i 2 (exp ( y ) )  ~  Li2 ( - e x p  ( y ^ j
M (s) =  sln(2) -  y  +  y y  -  Li2 (exp -  1*2 exp ,
(4.101)
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provides an opportunity to begin applying the dilogarithm formulae to functions de­
scribed in terms of a simple complex angle. Using the identity, [51],
Li2(x) +  Li2( - x )  =  -L i2(x2) , (4.102)
we obtain
t2 C( 2Ì
M(t) =  t l n ( 2 ) - -  +  ^ i -Li2
s2 uf 21 1
M(s) -  Sl n ( 2 ) - y  +  ^ - - L i 2
exp
exp
m
/ Airi \) (4.103)
expressions for M(t) and M(s) given in terms of elementary functions and a dilogarithm 
of complex argument which separates into real and imaginary parts according to the 
formula, [51],
I
1 f T ln(l -  2xcosf? +  x2)
dx r arctan
y sind
x Jo
The real part describes a dilogarithm defined using two variables
1 [ r ln(l — 2xcos0 +  x2)
1 — y cos 6
f
Ü2 M i — / , -dx
^  . (4.104)y
(4.105)
The imaginary part is defined using known functions
/ arctan y sin(6>).1 — ycos(9) dy ,—  =  w In sin(a;)sin(u> +  9)
— [  [ln(sin(ç!>)) -  ln(sin(</> +  0))] dcf>
Jo
=  w ln ( r ) + ic i2(2u;) +  i c i 2(20)
-  i c i 2(2u; +  29) ,
where
Applying the formula (4.104),
tan a; =
r sin Ö 
1 — r cos 9
(4.106)
(4.107)
M (t) =  t\ n {2 ) - t~  +  &
wtln(l) +  -C l2(2a;t) +  -C l2(20t) — -C l2(2ixt +  2 9t)
M(s) =  s l n ( 2 ) - ~  +  ^ - Ì L i 2 f l , ^
ws ln(l) +  -C l2(2a;s) +  -C l2(20s) — -C l2(2tus +  2 9S) , (4.108)
where
8t =
2ir
Y
7T
Lût — —1 6
e , =  —
3
Ü7T
Lûs = 6
(4.109)
y
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Putting these values into the expressions gives,
M(t) t2 , <(2) 1<ln(2) - - +  2 -  ; l u  ( i.
i ' " (1) ^ c .2 ( 0  + i c l2 ( f ) - l c , ( | ) ]
M (S) =  Sl n ( 2 ) - d  +  i M - i Li2 ( l , h )
llTT
_6_
. . 1 , / l b r \  1 , / 8 tt\ 1 , / 1 9 tt\
In 1 + 2° 2 ( l " )  + 2° 2 ( T )  ~ 2Ch ("TJ. .(4.110)
These equations are greatly simplified by the following formulae obeyed by the diloga­
rithm and Clausen’s function
1
Li2(l. 0) =
Cl2(2mr ±  0) =  Cl2(±6>) =  ±C 12(0) 
C12(tt +  0) =  — Cl2(7r — 9) , (4.111)
leading to
M(t)
M(s)
*1“ (2) ~ J  +
sln(2) — — +
C(2) 7T2 i
2 +  36 2
C(2) 7r2 t
2 +  36 2
|  to d , +  |cl2 ( I ) '
The explicit value of the Riemann-Zeta function with argument 2 is given by
_2
C(2) =
(4.112)
(4.113)
leading to further simplifications
7T7 1
M(t) =  - y ln(2) +  - - - C l 2 f)
, , , . 27TZ 7T i , /  7T \
M(s) =  +  Y  +  3 C 2 ( 3 )  •
Putting these values for M (f) and M(s) back into our equation for £ 
C(*\/Ca72> W C aI 2, i\[CAl 2) =  8a [2M(t) -  M(s)]
(4.114)
a = v/3 7 0 4 7 2 (4.115)
gives, finally
e ( i v /^ 7 2,*v/ Q 7 2,iv / C472) =  —4 / 3 f v / ^ 7 2Cl2 =  - 2 7 iy / C tfs2 .
(4.116)
Applying the analytical continuation m2 —> iy/CAj 2 to (4.91), we see that
£(m2, m2, m2) -> £(iJCA'y2,iyJCA'y2,isfCA'-j2), (4.117)
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and the two different solution methods give an identical result.
In this chapter, we have reviewed results for the mixed field propagators, {M“ , , 4$ } ,
and seen explicitly at one loop in the MS scheme that the massive Gribov-Zwanziger 
action is renormalizable and does not introduce any additional divergences into Yang- 
Mills theory or indeed QCD, fixed in the Landau gauge, [41]. We have also given a 
review of two loop results for the gap equation and Faddeev-Popov ghost propaga­
tor including a brief consideration of the two-loop integral solutions used to evaluate 
them, [40]. In the next chapter, that two-loop study is extended to a consideration 
which includes the possibility of an arbitrary non-zero quark mass using a dilogarithm 
solution.
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Chapter 5
Two Loop Mass Gap Equation 
With Massive Quarks
5.1 Integrals with massive quarks
Clearly in the real world quarks are not massless but massive. Therefore, to have a 
more realistic understanding of the Gribov situation it seems appropriate to include an 
arbitrary quark mass in the two loop MS gap equation and then see if the solution is 
consistent with the established behaviour of the ghost propagator at zero momentum. 
Diagrammatically, quarks appear for the first time at two loops in both calculations 
and, in both cases, quarks axe present in just one diagram. Despite appearing in only 
one diagram, consideration of a massive quark greatly complicates the form taken by 
the final solution for the two loop gap equation.
We begin our consideration by defining the massive quark propagator to be
• <5->)
Due to the difficulties associated with evaluating the integrals with massive quarks, 
we choose to evaluate that diagram separately. This simply requires including the 
additional propagators
(5.2)
into the analysis outlined in the last chapter using (4.63) and (4.65). Proceeding in this 
way means that it is necessary to reconsider the tensor reduction formula (4.54) and 
define the integrals in the computer algebra modules with respect to a basis of twelve 
propagators, such that
I2 = Ìnt2(al1a2,a3;bl,b2,b3;cl>c2,c3;dl,d2,d3) , (5-3)
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where the arguments in d refer to the standard propagators with an arbitrary real quark 
mass (5.2). Whilst this looks complicated, it is necessary to capture all of the possible 
propagator combinations using a single expression. When we come to evaluate I2, we 
will see that, as before, it is given by the standard two loop vacuum integrals
I2(mj,ni2 ,m l,a,b, c) [  _________________ 1_________________
Jki [k2 +  m2\a[(k — l)2 +  rn%\b\l2 +  m§]c ’ (5.4)
where now,
m? e  {0 ,W C a12, - iV C Al 2 ,rn2q} . (5.5)
Implementing the modified tensor reduction module produces a result containing four
new integrals described in terms of massive quark propagators,
™ 2 1 1 1  \ — [   ^ _
- v . . . , , . . . , , . . - ,  J k l [ k2 + m 2}
m 2 »-./TTV,2 1 1 1 \ f
[(k -  I)2 +  m 2j 
1
[l2 +  ¿x/CUt2]
J k l \k2 + m 2 ] [ ( f c _ 0 2 +  m 2] 
l->(m2 m2 ? \ /T V y2 1 1 o') — f ^
[/2 -
9 9 Jkl [*2 +  m2] [(fc -  Z)2 +  m 2] [/2 +
12\'ng i'nQi 1V  V/47 / |- „1 1
Jki | fc2 q. m 2j | (A: — Z)2 +  m2j [l2 - i V C U 7 2] 2 *
(5 .6 )
Beginning with the first integral
I2(m~,m2q,iy/GAj 2)
Jhi [fc2 +  m2] _  /)2 +  m2j [72 +  iy/Cj.iq2]
(5.7)
we apply the second solution (4.82) for the integral formula where a2 >  0, such that 
t ( i y / C A l 2 , m 2g , m 2q) = 8 a  ^ M ^ )  -  M ( -^ iv^ 72)] , (5.8)
where
a =  +  4iy/CA'y2m2
c =  i\fCAl 2 +  2m2 .
These values for a and c give the intermediate variables
-\ fU ~ A l2 ~  2im \,-1
72 =  COth
4>m 2 =  coth 1
J C A ^  +  A iV U ll2m-Q.
VCaI 2
_ \JCa 'J4 +  4:iy/CA1 2m i
(5.9)
(5.10)
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which are re-expressed by applying the logarithmic definition
v ^ 2 =
— <i>— 2e i —
V C a 7 2 +  \ jc A l 4 +  4i\/CU72m2
V ^ 7 2 -  ^CU 74 +  4f\/CU72m2
\
v/C a72 -  \Jc A l4 +  4iv/C,A72^ 2
v2m2\[Ca7 2 +  \/c 'v474 +  4i\/C^7: 
Substituting these values into the expressions for the function M (u), (4.94),
C(2)
(5.11)
^4( ‘Pm? ) H—  In2 2
In
> 2
VCA7 2 +  v/C j474 +  4dy/UA72m 2 
\/Ca1 2 -  \JCa74 +  4 i /C ^ 7 2m 2 
\ZC~a72 +  ^ jcAl 4 +  l^\[C~Al2Tn\ 
V & A 7 2 -  \ j c A 7 4 +  4 V C ^ 7 2m 2 
V ^ 7 2 -  \]Ca1 4 +  4 iv /C l72m
ln(2)
\[Ca72 +  \JCa1 4 +  4iVCA7 2ml_
(5.12)
and
0 2 )
2
1
_  2
+  In
v /0 a 7 2 +  J C a I 4 +  4 i v / 0 4 7 2" i 2
In
—Li2
-Li2
.v/Oa72 -  \/c '2474 +  4iOCA72"ig. 
O O o 2 +  yJCAl 4 +  &VCA72 
VCa72 -  \/CU74 +  4iv/0^72 
V c h 2
ln(2)
y /C,A74 +  4?;v/C'A72m2
2m2 jV & A l 2 +  \ ]c A l 4 +  4iv/^A7:
\JCa74 +  4iA/0472m2 -  VO47 
%/Oa 7 2 +  yJCA74 + H V C Al 2m
where we have used the relationship [51],
Li2(x) +  Li2(-a;) ^Li2(x2) .
(5.13)
(5.14)
This leads to the remarkably compact expression,
£(m2, m2, iy/CAj 2) =  4i^JcA74 +  4iy/CAy2m2
k2M In2 4 .
\/0a72 +  \JCA7 4 + 4iy/CA72m 
VO472 -  ^JCA7 A+A i^C 2 l 2m,
+Li2
^ C a74 +  4*00^ 72m2 -  \fCjcj2
\JUa72 +  <JCA 74 +  4zv/OA72m2
(5.15)
2
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h (m 2q!m2q,iy/CAl 2) =  -  (iy/C^a2 +  2m2)
1 / I
giving the integral to the finite part
-  -  (  ip > W C ja 2 +  6m2) -  2m2ln(m2)
-  l y / C A l 2l n ( l ^ C A l 2))
-  m2(ln(m2))2 -  ^iy/CA'y2(ln(iy/C2 'l2))2
+  6m2Inlm2) +  3iy/CA'y2ln(iy/CA'y2)
2 i\J CA74 +  AiyfCAl2m2q
K2’ + 7 In2 4 VCA 1 2 +  \JCA~f4 +  4 iy/C^-,2mt y C Al 2 -  \JC a -)a +  li i \ / C A'y2m
+Li2
\/C.474 +  &yJCA7 2m2q -  y/CA-y2 
yjC/a4 +  4iv/CVy2m2 +  v ^ 4 7 2.
-  +  2m2) (7 +  C(2))
-  \ (2m 2 -  ^ 7 2)  (ïn(m2))2
-  iy/CA'y2ln(mq2)ln(iy/CA'y2) +  0(e) . (5.16)
We verify the validity of this solution by expanding all function arguments about the 
limit mq —> 0 and check using the integral
/ 2(0 ,0 ,m 2) =  f
JklI i k2(k — l)2 [l2 +  m2] ’
which admits a solution derived using elementary methods to give
(5.17)
/ 2(0 ,0 ,m 2) =  - ^ - ^ ( 3 - 2 l n  (m2))
m
7 +  3C(2) +  2 (ln(m2) ) 2 -  61n(m2) ) +  0(e) . (5.18)
Disregarding all terms proportional to m2 l 2{m2 m2 iy/C/47s) reduces to,
h  (m2 m2 iiVCA l2) =  _ î ^ _ î 2 ^ ( 3 _ E (i
- ^ v/^ 4 7 2(Tn(iv/CA72))2 +  3iy/CA-y2ïn(iy/CA'y2)
-  y C h 2 fc(2) +  \ [ ( h W C ^ 72) ) 2
-21n(i\/(7'A72)ln(m2) +  (ln(m2) ) “' +  2Li2
- ^ ( I  +  ( P ) )  +  ^ ( E K  ) f  
-iy/CAj 2ln(mq2)ln(i\/CA'y2) + O(e) ,
VCa72
(5.19)
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where we note that the imaginary dilogarithm vanishes as m2 —► 0 and the remaining 
logarithmic terms in m2 cancel. By making the analytic continuation m2 —► Î\/Ca 1 2, 
we see that our integral is entirely consistent with hi®, 0, WCa ')2) in the limit of zero 
quark mass
J2 (m 2. m2, iy /C 4 7 2) ->  / 2 (0 , 0 , ¿ V ^ 4 7 2) 1 (5.20)
and it is understood that the right hand side is given by (5.18). Next we turn to the 
complex conjugate integral —iy/U^y2) using the formula
f (—iV ^ 4 7 2, to2, to2) =  8a [2M(0m2) -  M (—(¿>_iv/c - 72)] 
where the new variables are now
, .v2m 2a =  y C A ^ - A i y / C h  
c =  2m2 -  is/CÂ'y2 .
This leads to the intermediate variables
yJTTA l 2 -  \JCa 1 4 -  Aiy/C^-f2m2q 
y/ÜÂl2 +  y/CA74 -  4iV ^A l2m2
iVcAy2 =.
e'*™* =
y/C A l2 +  \ JC a 1 a ~  te y /C ^ i2™ 2
\  s[C~A7 2 -  sJ C a I 4 ~  * i V Ü 2 i
and putting these into our solution,
„2
2m2
£ (m 2,m 2, —i\fC Al 2) «  i i^ C Ay4 -  4 iy /C Â l,2m2
(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
[ < ( 2 ) 1 In
2 4 .
yfC~A l2 -  y jC A1 4 -  4.i ^ /C a 1,2m2
VCaI 2 +  \JCa74 -  4 ^ 7:2m2
+Li2
\JCa1 4 -  4iy[CAi 2rn\ +  y/ÜÂl2
_\ jcAl 4 -  4i\fC~Â 2^m2 -  y/tCaI 2
(5.24)
The second integral value is given by the expression 
/ 2(m2,m 2, - i V /C472) =  -  ~  ( 2mq ~ i '/CA'y2)
-  j  Q(6m2 -  3iy/CAl2) -  2m2In(m2)
+  ¿v/0 7 2ln (-*V /^ 4 7 2))
-  m2(ln(m2))2 +  ^ ¿ \ /^ 7 2(ln(-*V'<?A72))" 
+  6m2ln(m2) -  3*v^A 72In(-i\/Co472)
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2iy/CJ474 -  ±iv'CAl 2m2q
f « , 2) +  i In
2 4
V C aI 2 ~ JC aI 4 ~ liVC^T2rn2
VCaI 2 +  sJCa i * -  Ai^CAl 2m2q
+  Li2
\JCa 1 4 -  ^i\fCAi 2m\ +  yJCA-i2 
_\Jc A l4 ~ 4iy/CA~t2m2 -  \/C A'y2_
~ \ { 2ml ~ i ^ A l 2) (7 +  C(2))
-  \ ( 2mg +  *V^A72) (ln(m^))2 
+  i\/CAi 2\n{rnq2)\n(-i\/CA')2) +  0(e) . (5.25)
When we compare the value for l 2(m2 ,m 2, —iy/CAry2) with the result (5.16), it does 
not appear to describe its complex conjugate. Also, there is a potential singularity 
contained within the complex dilogarithm when we attempt to explore the zero quark 
mass limit. To resolve this problem, we turn to the properties of the dilogarithm and 
use the identity, [51],
Li2(—1/x) +  Li2(—x) =  2Li2(—1) -  ^ (ln(x))2 (5.26)
Equating the dilogarithm argument with —1/x,
- 1
x
\ j c A l 4 -  4 i y / C A ~f2m 2 +  / C 472
\Jc jCi4 -  MsfC~Ai 2m2 -  Æ 7 2.
(5.27)
the identity (5.26) yields
Lio
=  -  Li2 
1
~  2
\jCji74 -  4iy/CA~f2m2 +  \iCAj 2 
\JCA1 4 ~ 4iy/CAl 2rn2 -  y/CAq2_ 
\jCAl 4 -  4iy/CA72m2 -  \fC~Ari2 
\JCa 1 4 ~  4 i - J U A l 2m 2 +  \ fC A i 1 _
— C(2)
In
VCÂ72 -  \Jc A l4 ~ 4iV/Cf472ni
,  ,  2
\jc A l4 -  4iy/CA^2m2 +  v/C,472
(5.28)
Putting this formula for the complex dilogarithm back into the evaluated integral gives
h (m 2q,m 2q, - i ^ C An/2) =  -  ^ 2  ( 2mi? “  *v/^ 4 7 2)
-  e ( ^ 6mî ~ ^ CA l2) ~ 2m2ln(m2)
+  iV/C^72ln ( - iv /CJ472))
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-  m2(In(m2))2 +  ^¿%/C^72(ln (-i\ /C ,J472))2 
+  6m2ln(m2') -  ,òì\/Ca1 2^ { - ì \/Ca 1 2)
2¿y Ca74 -  4ÌV7CAl2rn% x+
f « 2) +  - In
2 4 _
Æ 7 2 -  i/C .-n4 -  Aiy/CAl 2m2 
V ^ 4 7 2 +  -  Aiy/U^y,2m2
-, 2
+LÌ2
\JCa1a -  M'JCa^ tu2 -  \T( 472
\JCA1 A -  4 iv /C l72m2 +  \/Ca72
-  i ( 2 m 2 -  zv/CÂ72) ( 7  +  C(2))
-  Ì  ^2m2 +  i\fCAl 2) ( E ( ^ ) ) 2
+  iy/c2 l 2\n(m2)ln(-i\/CArr2) +  0 (e) . (5.29)
Comparing this with the integral value, (5.16), we see that l 2(mq,m q, —Ìi/Paj2) is 
equal to the complex conjugate of l 2(mq,m q,i\/CAj2) as would of course be expected 
given the original form of the two integrals. This represents an important check on a 
correct implementation of the integration procedure and appropriate use of the iden­
tities used to manipulate the dilogarithm. Finally we note that in the zero quark 
mass limit our expression is entirely consistent with (5.18), for analytic continuation
m i\fCAl 2-
A solution to the second pair of integrals in (5.6), given in terms of the first pair is 
straightforward by observing that,
1= Â /7
=  - /  Jkl
p Jq \p* +  m2] Up +  q)2 +  m2] \q2 +  ì-JCaI 2}
W  Ca
I A;2 +  m 2j [ ( k  -  l ) 2 +  m 2 j [l2 +  i y / U Â 7 2] 2
(5.30)
Hence, the second two integrals are defined using the relations
-^ (w 2, m2, iy/QÂl2) 
72(m2, m2, —i\fCAr)2)
We note that
where
Q ^ 2^  =
d_
d i2 
—i \ d  
\fC2 J d j2
dx ln(l — x) 
c>72 x
h{rn2q,m 2q,iy/CAj 2) 
h(rn2 m2 -iy/CA'y2) .  (5.31)
X =
yJCA1 A +  Aiy/CA^m2 -  s/Ca! 2 
yjCAl A +  4zy/CÂ72TO2 +  y/CÂl2
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Given this, we arrive at the value
h {m 2q,m 2q, i v 'CAl 2)
1 1 ( 1
2e2 ~ 7 1 2
+ ln(i\/CU72) )
+  ^  ( in ( iV C AJ 2))  ~ 51n(¿% /CVy2) +  ^  +  + 2 ™
( ln l m g ) ) 2 +  ln (m ^ )ln ( iv /C A 7 2) -  41n (2 )
+
( 2 \/CaJ2 +  4im fj sJCa1 a -  ±W CAl 2m2
\Jc 2a7% +  16v^ 4 274^
0 2 )  1
2 4
In
yJCAl 2 +  1/C474 +  4îv/CÜ72m 
.VCÂ72 -  \]Ca 74 +  4iN/C r472^
+Li2
+41n
\jcA74 + h VCa i 2™,2 -  \JCA12
^ C aI 4 +  W C ÿ ^ m 2 +  \fC~Ai1 _
\fC~Al2 +  1/ CU74 +  4zv/C 472m2
--1 - 22
9
2
9. .
(5.32)
Once again, we check this solution in the limit mq 0 by referring to the integral
/ 2(0,0,m 2) = [ [
Jp J q
1
p 2(p  +  q)2 [q2 +  m2]2 ’
and find that for analytical continuation m2 —> i\fCA'i2
/ 2(0 ,0 ,m 2) =  ~  +  ^  ( l  -  21n(m2))
+ (in(m2))2 -  E(m2) 3C(2)+  2 +  2 +  0 (e) .
(5.33)
(5.34)
the solution J2(0 ,0 ,m 2), obtained using elementary methods, is consistent with the 
expression (5.32) in the limit of vanishing quark mass. Using a similar analysis, the 
integral J2(m2,m 2, —I^ JCaJ2) was shown to be given by the complex conjugate of the 
solution (5.32). This concludes our consideration of the solutions to the integrals (5.6).
5.2 Separation into real and imaginary parts
As discussed in chapter 4, the solution to the gap equation, indeed any quantity we 
are considering using the Gribov-Zwanziger model, must be given by a real quantity, 
regardless of the complex nature of the integrals used during evaluation. In order to 
convert the evaluated integrals (5.6) to a form suitable for use in the gap equation, 
they must be separated into real and imaginary parts, this begins by applying the 
elementary lemma for a complex variable z — a +  ib,
V a ± ib  =  -^= yj\/a2 +  b2 + a ±  —j= \jVa2 + b2 — a , (5.35)
V2 y 2
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where a and b are real. Applying this formula to the complex square roots in our 
integral values
yjCaY  ±  4i'/CA'y2m2q =  +  16Ca 74^  +  Ca74
± ± = ^ c 2A l* +  l&CA l*m\ -  CA14 . (5.36)
Given this we note that the logarithmic terms are separated into real and imaginary 
parts according to the standard formula
ln(a ±  ib) =  ^ ln(a2 +  b2) ±  ¿tan-1 , (5.37)
and recall that the complex dilogarithm is separated according to the formula, [51],
Li2(re*e) =  Li 2(r,0) +  * oj ln(r) +  -C l2(2cu) +  -C l2(20) — -C l2(2tu +  28)
where
tana; —
r sin#
1 — r cos 9
(5.38)
(5.39)
For our complex dilogarithm we obtain 
Li2(re*e)
=  Li2
=  Li2
sJ C a I *  +  A iy/C ya2™2 -  s/ C a J
_ \J Ca74 +  4i>/^A72m2 +  s/CAi
y/C%78 +  I 6 C 4 7 X  -  CA74 +  i ^ C ~ A l2J  j c \ 78 +  16C^74m4 -  Ca 74
^/Cfty8 +  16C474m4 +  Ca74 +  sfty/C h 2 \J y j c f r 8 +  ^ C A l*m*q +  CA74
(5.40)
w here, con vertin g  this into the form  o f  a co m p le x  radia l angle, we n ote  that
r =
\J\]Ca78 +  16CU74m4 -  C474
and
VZy/Cja2 +  y jyjc 2^  +  16Ca74™, +  Ca74
v V W *
(5.41)
tan# =
y^Jc b 8 +  16Ga74w 4 -  Ca74 
The secondary angle ui is calculated using, for example
2Ca 74 1
(5.42)
(tan # )' —
yJC\7 8 +  16C'a 7 4to4 -  CA74 (cos ^
-  1 (5.43)
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such that
cos# =
sin# =
y/C' '^y8 +  16C,474m^ -  CA74 
\ \JCA ^  +  16C.474m  ^+  C474 
\/2-v/^ 4 7 2 (5.44)
8 +  16C474m4 +  Ca t4
where for each function we have used the positive square root. Implementing this into 
the formula for tan lu, we find it is actually identical to the radius, (5.41),
tana; =
\ J +  16CJ474m4 -  CU74
=  T .
V W C aI 2 + \l\jc\~i8 + 16C474m4 + Cat4
(5.45)
Given the rather long winded nature of these expressions we note that in what follows, 
it will often make sense to refer to them simply by name, that is, r, # and lj, where
/
u) =  tan-1
ì/CaI 8 +  16CA74m4 -  C at4 \
v/2\/Ca72 +  \iyJCAl8 +  16C'a74^  +  Ca t4
(5.46)
and
# ~ tan 1 V/2v/Ca72
\j\/Ca 78 +  16Ca 74?ti4 -  Ca t4
(5.47)
)
Given this, we record that for the solution to the integral I2(m2, m2, i\/&Aj2), separated 
into real and imaginary parts, we obtain
l 2(m2,m 2 ,iy/CA72) =  -  ^ 2  (¿\/Ca72 +  2m2)
2e2
-  ^ ( ^ ( 3 f v /C A 7 2 +  6 m 2) -  2 m 2I n ( m 2)
-  iV/CA72ln(fv/CA72))
-  m2(In(m2))2 -  ^iy/C^'f2 (\n(i^C A'f2))2 
+  6m2ln(m2) +  3 iv /C^72ln(iv/C,A72)
-  V 2i\J\Jc\~f8 +  16C474m2 +  Ca t4
^In (y jc\ 78 +  16C474m4 +  Ca t4)C(2) 1
2 4
xln [ y f i j c r f  +  \j\JC2Al8 +  16C474m4 +  C aT4J
21n(2) +  -  ln(v/CAT2) -  hi(m2)
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+2 i tan
¥ '
- l
y8 +  16 CA7 4m4 -  CU7 4
V^V^AT2 +   ^
b iu) j 2 ln(2) +
f\Jc'in8 +  16Ca74™4 +  C a ^ a
jE (C A74) +  ln(m2)
-In ^v/2\/^472 +  ^ i/c ^ T 8 + lQCA7 4m4q +  C474j  
+  ^ C12(2o,) +  ^Cl2(20) -  ^Cl2(2u; +  20)
+  V 2 y  y jc ^ 8 +  16CU74m2 -  CU74
C(2) +  1
2 4
In ( ^ 7 ® +  1 6 C ^ 7 4m4 +  C W )  
In ^ v/ 2 v / C'a 7 2 +  \ J \ J c a ~18 +  1 6 C.47 4m 4 +  C a 7 4 
2 ln (2 ) +  -  ¡H (v/ ^ 7 2) -
+2f tan'
sJ\/Cfo8 + 16CA74m4 -  CA74
V/2v/C^72 +  y\JCA‘y8 +  16CA74m4 +  C474
+Li2(r,0) + iw  12 ln(2) +  ^ÌE(Ca74) +  ^ (m 2)
- I n  ( i / c ^ b 8 +  16CA74m4 +  CA74)
—In r 2 ,A7 + ^C-278 +  16C,A74m4 +  Ca74)
+ ^ C l2(2a>) +  ^Cl2(20) -  ^Cl2(2u> +  20)
-  \(iy/CAl2 +  2m 2)(7 +  C(2))
-  i  ^2m2 -  iy/CAl2) (In(m2))2
-  zv/C'A72ln(mo)Ìn(*V/c '^72) +  ° ( e) • (5.48)
The conjugate is now clearly of a similar form. Separating the remaining integral 
solutions into real and imaginary parts according to an analogous process, we put the 
appropriate form of the solutions to the integrals (5.6) back into the gap equation 
derived using massive quarks, which gives the result
1 - aCA
5 -  -  In rc7 4)i
8 8
2 ( VCATFNf m2q 
a \ 72
. 7T
4 w + 2
4s
X
71
+CT
' 2 [3893 22275 29 . » 65—^  4x
-4 L1536 4096 S 2 + 1 2 8 ^ ^  4 8 ^  A l ^
+ —  (ln(C/i74) ) 2 +  —— V5C(2) -  1317?r2 128 V v A 1  ')  1024 ^  ’  4096
+C ATFNf
AP 1 2 1
— 24 +  21n(2) +  2 ( ln(mg)) “  2Í" ( m« )^ (C,j474)
1 Q_
+ — \n{CA~ii ) -  ln
-ln
\j \ ¡C b S +  16CU74™4 +  c A^
7T2
+  yV Í V c h 2 +  \ ¡  y j c *  7 8 +  1 6 C ¿ 7 4m 4 +  C a t 4 
+ a 2 ^ y j c \ 7 8 +  1 6 C ^ 7 4m 2  +  C U 74
^  ^ (ln(2))2 -  ^ ln(2)íñ(m2) -  J ln(2) ln(CA74)
+  ^ ln (2)E  
+ \ ln(2)E
- g  (ln(m2)) 2 -  ^ E (m 2)ÍH(CA74) -  ( E ( C a 74))'
+ ^ ln(^ q )E
V 2 ^ C a 1 2 +  J  yjC\ 78 +  16C^72m4 +  C ¿74
y/ v /C Í78 +  16CA72m4 +  Ca74
V/2v/ C <472 +  \¡yjc\i*  +  16Ca 74^  +  CU74
+^ln(CA74)ln V 2 v^ 7 2 +  i / V C^ 8 +  16^ 7 4m4 +  C 474
ln / 2  VCÜ72 +  V V C^ 8 +  16C474m4 +  Ca74
+  ^ ln(m2)ln y  \/C,Í 7 8 +  16CU74™4 +  CAr
+  ^ ln(v/^ 7 2)ln \J ^  C\ 78 +  16C.474m4 +  Ca 74
“ i 1"
^/C^78 +  166’a74to4 +  CU74
xln
1
_ 8
^ 2 y / C ~ A l 2 +  \ / y j c \  7 8 +  1 6 C A 7 4m 4  +  C .474
ln \/\jCA78 +  16CJ474m4 +  Ca 7
l o  1 T . . 7T 7T
+  5 ^ -  - j L . 2(r,*) +  jo , +  32
2
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~\~d
\j y/C^78 +  16Ca 74™2 +  Ca74 f VUÏTFNf m*}
\] C\^  +  16C^474mg V V '^T'2 )
X [-C (2) -  2(ln(2))2 -  21n(2jln(m2) -  ln(2)ln(C'j474)
+2 ln(2)Íñ \Í2 \/Ca1 2 +  \j\]'C^78 +  16Ca 74™9 +  Ca 7
+21n(2)ln
1 /— 
2
\j + IGC'A^rn* + Ca74
(ln(m2) ) 2 -  ^Iñ(m2)IK(C',474) -  ^ (ln(CA74))
\/2v /^ 4 7 2 +  y  y/Cjff8 +  16C474to4 +  Ca 74+ln(m 2)ln
+  iln (C ^ 74)ln v/2v /Ca72 +  \]\¡c a 18 +  16Ca74^9 +  Ca74
In 'J^\[CA1 2 +  \j\Jc b & +  16CA74^ q  +  Ca 74
+ln(m 2)ln y \/Ca78 +  16Cyi74mq +  C a74
+  iln (C A 74)ln a78 +  16Ca74^^ +  C a 74
—In 8 +  16C U 74m q +  C a 7 4
x ln  I v/ 2 V /C'a 7 2 + y y ' c b 8 +  16C;a 7 4^  + C a 7 4
In
+a
y  y/C a^8 + 16Ca74" í, +  Ca74
y/ y ^ C ^ 8 +  16C,A74mg +  Ca 74
+  2a;2 — 2 LÍ2 (r, 0) +  7ro; +
y/ ^ 7 8 +  16Ca 7'X
(  (CA)3/2TFNf r
V V2
-  5 (ln(2))2 -  ¿  ln(2)ln(m2) -  \ ln(2)ln(Ca 74)
+  iln (2)ln V/2v/Ca72 +  yV Ca78 +  16CA74m4 +  Ca 74
+  \ ln(2)ln y y j c b 8 +  16Ca74^  +  Ca74 
“  (íñ(m2) ) 2 -  ^Íñ(m2)íñ(C,A74) -  ^  (1ii(Ca74))
+  ^ ln(m2)ln v/ 2 ' / C a 7 2 +  y V C Í 7 8 +  16C,A 7 4m q +  CU 7'
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o
lr -
+  -ln(CA7 )ln V2^/CAJ2 +  J  y/Cffi +  16C474m4 +  CU74
In v V C ¿  72 +  J  ^ C 2a1* +  16 CA^m\  +  C ¿74
+  ^ ln(m^)ln \j\jCA ^  +  16C>i74m4 +  CU74
+  iln(C '^74)ln y \/Ca7S +  16C^74m4 +  CUY
- J E \jc\  78 +  16CJ474m4 +  CU74
xln
1
_  8
V ï -JCaI 2 +  ^ C h * +  16C^74m4 +  C474
+G
\j\JCA1 ñ +  16C'a74™4 +  Cj47' 
y/C ^78 +  16CA74m2 -  CU74 V/^ 2^-A/ )
W J-T- / ttw 7T+  T - - Li2(r ,0 ) +  T  +  - -
-  J  ln(2) -  ^ ln(m9) -  Y0ln(C^ 4)
7T —  
+  8 ln
7T —  
+  8 ln
\j \/C'aT'8 +  16C^74m4 +  CAj
'SÎ'JCaI 2 + J  sjc\  78 +  16CJ474m4 +  C ¿74
+  ^ C12(20) -  yC l2(20 +  2to) +  j C12(2íj)
+
m„
mQ.8 +  I6C474 
7rln(2) +  ^íñ(m^) +  ^ln(CU74)
]lny \ICaH8 +  16C'^74m4 +  CU74
" 5 h 'ñ s / c W  +  y  +  16C.474m4 +  CaY  
- C l 2(20) +  Cl2(20 +  2w) -  C12(2w)]]
+<T
y  +  16C^^4m7 _  c ^74 (  {CA? /2l 2TFNf \
V'CaT8 +  16CJ474m4 <
. bO
I
— ^ Cl2(20) +  j C12(20 +  2w) -  ^C12(2u;) +  ^  ln(2) +  |ln(m*)
^ 74) - ^ \JCa1* +  16C474m4 +  CU7'
74
V zVCaI 2 +  \ i +  16CA74^q +  CU74 +  0 (a3) . (5.49)
Importantly, by inspection, the solution (5.49) for the two loop gap equation incorpo­
rating an arbitrary quark mass calculated in the MS renormalization scheme, is given 
by a real expression so that the first consistency check has been passed. As a further 
check that the calculation has been performed correctly, (5.49) must reduce to the 
previously established two loop gap equation, calculated using massless quarks, in the 
limit ma —> 0. The necessary expansion formula are given by
Am\+  I6C47
_________ 1_________
^/C^78 +  16Q474m4
Ca74 +  8m4 +  0 {m\) 
1 8 _4 
0474 c b 8mq
O K )
47s +  1 6 C A 7 4m 4 +  C a 7 4
Vy c j 78 +  16C474m4 -  C474 
For the logarithmic terms we obtain,
V/2n/ ^ 72 +  -| = = m 4 +  0 (m8q) 
2 y/2 mq +  0 {mq) . (5.50)
In ( J 78 +  16C474m4 +  C474 
in ( V W C aI 2 +  J s j c l ' f  +  I6C474m4 +  CAy
4 =
4 -
l-\n{2 ) + 1-H C a 1 2)
?  ln(2) +  J m (Ca72) •
(5.51)
For the dilogarithm function arguments
leading to
=  ° (m' )
,4
U) t a n
tan
\ V d - i  
- 1 (  VCa i 2 
\
=  0 {m\)
7T
2 ’
U2{r,e)
c\2(2e)
C12{2lj) 
Cl2(20 +  2u)
Li2(0,7r/2) = 0  
C12(tt) =  0 
C12(0) =  0 
Cl2 (7r) =  0 .
(5.52)
(5.53)
Implementing this into the Form computer algebra routine we recover the result
„4'
1 CA
5 3 . 1  CaY
8 “  i S " ? "
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+(5.54)
which is identical to the two loop gap equation derived using massless quarks, as re­
quired. Extending the analysis to the two loop corrections for the Faddeev-Popov ghost 
2-point function again evaluated using massive quark propagators, the two loop cor­
rections coincide exactly with the expression (5.49) and so ghost enhancement with 
massive quarks is established formally at two loops in the MS renormalization scheme.
At the end of this thesis we will describe, briefly, new developments in the infrared 
sector of QCD derived using nonperturbative methods which appear to be inconsistent 
with results obtained using the Gribov-Zwanziger model. In particular, findings for 
the zero momentum behaviour of the gluon and ghost propagators are different from 
those described above. As we saw in chapters 2 and 3, a rigorous identification of the 
principal Gribov region contained within the boundary dfl is a difficult task. Simi­
larly implementing a suitable restriction into the generating functional of QCD is also 
challenging. A treatment restricted to Landau gauge Yang-Mills/QCD is necessary 
to overcome these difficulties. Despite this limitation, a motivation that the Faddeev- 
Popov gauge fixing prescription is to be improved so that only physically distinct gauge 
fields are considered by the functional integral remains valid. If the recent nonpertur­
bative results for the gluon and Faddeev-Popov ghost propagators in the infrared sector 
are found to be correct, the Gribov-Zwanziger model can be modified using a natural 
extension. Modifying the GZ model in this way, preliminary studies show that re­
sults for the gluon and FP ghost propagators are consistent with new nonperturbative 
data. Since the extension involves incorporating a real mass for the localizing fields, 
^ } ,  if preliminary studies for the extended GZ model propagators are to be ex­
panded to a formal loop study like those described here and in chapter 4, a treatment 
using a dilogarithm solution will be necessary. As such, we believe that the techniques 
successfully employed here show that this is a possibility.
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Chapter 6
Gauge Invariant Mass Operators
6.1 Candidate operators
We now turn to the question of a gluon mass in Yang-Mills theory, where, theo­
retical evidence suggests the possibility of a condensate with mass dimension two, 
[52],[53],[54],[55],[56]. In analogy with the preceding section, it is believed that con­
densates may play an important role in the infrared dynamics of Euclidean Yang-Mills 
theories. The remainder of this thesis is concerned with incorporating a suitable mass 
operator into the Euclidean Yang-Mills Lagrangian, with the aim of deriving a physi­
cally meaningful, gauge invariant, effective potential to investigate the possibility that 
a dynamically generated gluon mass in the infrared sector of QCD will reduce the 
vacuum energy of the theory. Much preliminary work incorporating weaker candidate 
operators into the Yang-Mills and QCD Lagrangians has already been done, producing 
encouraging data. We postpone a comprehensive review of that work until the dis­
cussion section of this thesis. A consideration of how mass operators are incorporated 
into non-Abelian gauge theories in such a way that it is possible to perform physically 
meaningful calculations is quite complicated. It is instructive to have a separate look 
at a significant class of mass operators and consider their strengths and weaknesses 
along with any similarities or differences. In this short chapter we give a review of 
mass operators originally presented, also as a review, as part of a larger paper, [58].
The ideal candidate for a physically meaningful mass operator is the gauge invariant 
condensate
^min =  =  m in t r /d V A J A ; , (6.1)
where
A“  =  u^A^u +  , (6.2)
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is the gauge transform for the gluon field AM of non-Abelian gauge theory for an ar­
bitrary semi-simple Lie group, and u is an element of the group. As we shall see, an 
explicit determination of an absolute minimum is a highly non trivial task.
We begin a discussion of mass with an account of non-local gauge invariant Abelian 
mass operators that can be added to the Maxwell action. In the Abelian case all of 
these operators return an identical expression when the classical equations of motion are 
employed; they are classically equivalent. All of the non-local Abelian mass operators 
can be generalized to the non-Abelian case although the feature of classical equivalence 
is no longer true in the non-Abelian case.
The most straightforward way to introduce a gauge invariant mass operator to the 
the Maxwell action is given by the operator,
Oi(A) =  J d ^ A l A l ,
=  m in  J d^xA^A^
=  ^min . (6-3)
where
A„  =  A l  +  A^ , (6.4)
and
Al  =
K  =  dj§ r A’"(6-5>
are the projections into the respective transverse and longitudinal components. In 
the Abelian case the gauge field Afi achieves its minimum when d^A  ^ =  0 and the 
longitudinal component A  ^ =  0. The transverse component A j  is gauge invariant,
6A l =  0 , (6.6)
with
SAfi =  -d fiu; . (6.7)
Note that due to the presence of the term 1 /92 in this operator it is non-local. A second 
invariant mass operator is the Stueckelberg term, [57],
0 2(A) =  J  dax{A^ +  d^ ) 2 , (6.8)
where (f> is a dimensionless scalar field and (6.8) is left invariant by the transformation
SAp =  —d^ uj , 6<p =  ui. (6.9)
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The operator 0 2 (A) can be seen to be identical to the operator 0\ (A) by considering 
the equations of motion of the gauge invariant action
S =  J  d4x ( i j v i > +  -^-(Aji +  dii<t>)2') > (6.10)
where we see that
=* 4 > = - ^ 9 A .d^A^ +  d2(j) =  0 (6.11)
A third Abelian mass operator is given by the non-local expression
« • w — 5 /
dAx F^u g2 i V  . (6.12)
By considering the explicit form of the Abelian field strength tensor it is possible to 
show that
0 3 (A) — — — J dAx(dflAv dvA^) (d^Ay dvA^)
= \ f dSc[Av^ ( d 2Av -  d ^ A j  + a^ ^ a» -  dvd^Av)}
=  I  d*rA „(A „ -  ^ A M) =  J  d*xA lA l . (6.13)
Once again we see that in the Abelian case the non-local operator 0 3 (A) is equal to 
the operator Oi(A). The operator 0 3 (A) has the appealing characteristic that it may 
be cast into a local form through the introduction of suitable additional fields, [58],
J d4x F ^ F ^  -  J d S x ^ B ^ B ^  +  ^ ( F ^ B ^  -  F ^ B ^ ) )  . (6.14)
The localizing fields B^  and B^v are complex and antisymmetric in their Lorentz 
indices and m is a mass parameter. The original form of the non-local operator 0 3 (A) 
is recovered by removing the additional fields using their equations of motion. The 
localized action (6.14) can be added to the usual QED Lagrangian without destroying 
renormalizability.
All of the Abelian mass operators considered above have the feature that they can 
be shown to be classically equivalent. Also, they can all be generalized to the case of 
non-Abelian gauge theory. As before, we begin by considering the operator A ^in, and 
recall that the non-Abelian generalization is given by
Amin =  mintr J  d ^ A “ A“
A“ =  u^AnU +  , (6.15)
where gauge invariance derives from the minimization procedure along the gauge orbit 
of Am. The task of identifying an absolute minimum for the functional tr /d ^ rA “ A" 
provides an immediate indication of the difficulties associated with a generalization 
to non-Abelian gauge theory. The functional possesses many relative minima along a
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given gauge orbit. The difficulties associated with a suitable identification of a gauge 
invariant absolute minimum for the functional tr /  df'xA'^ A'^  and absolute gauge fixing 
in Yang-Mills theory are closely related, [60],[61]. Identification of an absolute minimum 
for this functional derives from a restriction to the fundamental modular region.
The fundamental modular region is denoted by a functional space, contained within 
the Gribov region, where the possibility for the existence of Gribov copies is rigorously 
excluded. If we had an explicit characterization of the fundamental modular region 
practical for use with gauge theories at our disposal, then defining a gauge invariant, 
physically meaningful, gluon mass operator in QCD would, perhaps, follow naturally. 
In chapters 2 and 3, the more modest task of identifying the possibility of a Gribov 
copy using a perturbation around (deformation of) the Landau gauge and subsequent 
implementation of a restriction to the Gribov region suitable for use with Yang-Mills 
theory, which then must be fixed in the Landau gauge, was seen to be difficult enough. 
Although the definition of a Gribov copy, defined in terms of the horizon dfl, that was 
considered there is perfectly correct, it is well known that there are species of Gribov 
copies that can exist within the horizon <9SI, [26]. A description of the fundamental 
modular region analogous to the description of fl which implements the global Landau 
gauge fixing seen in the Gribov-Zwanziger action, is not available.
Now, it is well known that the functional space describing the operator A^lin is 
restricted to that of the fundamental modular region, [60]. Restricting a consideration 
of the fundamental modular region to the more manageable task of identifying an 
absolute minimum for the functional
f A[u] =  tr J d 4xA^A^ , (6.16)
it is possible to make progress, [60]. An identification of relative minima for the func­
tional tr f  d^xA^A" confines the operator to the region contained within the Gribov 
horizon. The relative minima configurations of the functional occur when u =  h in 
(6.15) so that A* is a transverse field, d^A1^ =  0. The field configurations A^ are ex­
pressed as a formal power series in the gauge field A [63], such that h =  h(A), leading 
to the expression
Al  =  (<w  -  > (6-17)
where
4>v =  A„ — ig\^dA, A„J +  -y [^cM , c^^cLl] +  0(A 3) . (6.18)
In addition to expressing relative minima of the field configurations, an important 
property of the expansion A£ is that it is gauge invariant since
5A£ =  0 , SA  ^=  -d^w +  iglA/i,^] . (6.19)
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Given this, the explicit expression for A2mili is given by
A iy min tr j d*x
 ^J d4x[A^(6^ d^dvd2 ) <  -  S i ^ ^ O A - )  ( ± d A * )  Ai\ +  0 ( A ‘ ) ,
(6.20)
where we see that the operator is composed of an infinite number of non-local terms. 
In practice, the infinite non-local sum makes a generic choice of gauge fixing term for 
any Lagrangian including this gauge invariant operator impossible. In order to proceed 
it is necessary to adopt the Landau gauge condition, d^A“ =  0, causing all non-local 
terms (the infinite sum) in (6.20) to disappear, leaving
AL* =  5 /  ; W l  = 0 ■ <6-2I>
Indeed, the operator A^ nin has received a great deal of attention in the Landau gauge, 
see for example [39],[62], via the massive Yang-Mills action
Sm =  /  d 0 (6.22)
where the Lagrange multiplier ba enforces the Landau gauge condition. The massive 
Yang-Mills action (6.22) has been shown to be multiplicatively renormalizable to all 
orders in perturbation theory.
Since the aim is that of identifying a gauge invariant mass operator, for a treatment 
that is not restricted to the Landau gauge, we consider the non-Abelian generalization 
of the non-local operator
J d ^ F ^ F ^  . (6.23)
This is done by replacing the space-time derivative d^  by the covariant derivative Dt, 
such that,
tr J  d*D F ^ F , „  d4i C ;„ [ ( 0 2) ] - 1]“l fJ „  . (6.24)
The operator (6.24) is seen to have a direct relationship to A ^ in via a direct route to a 
globally correct gauge fixing prescription for Euclidean Yang-Mills theory implement­
ing a restriction of the functional space to a consideration of the fundamental modular 
region, rigorously free of Gribov copies, [60],[61]. In this study, the non-Abelian func­
tional A ^in, (6.15), is expressed as a non local expansion in the field strength tensor
^min — ~ 2tr /  ^ X(^PLU/Jy2 ^ 1' +
-  2 * 4 ^ 4  . (6.25)
Unlike the non-local Abelian operator f  d^xF^-^F^, the non-local expansion for the 
globally correct gauge fixing functional A2lún and the operator (6.24) are not classically
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equivalent. The non-Abelian generalization coincides with the first term of the globally 
correct expansion. However, the non-Abelian expansion does contain the appealing 
feature that, each term in the expansion is individually gauge invariant. As in the 
Abelian case it is possible to localize (6.24) through the introduction of localizing 
fields. The localization procedure is not significantly more complicated than for the 
Abelian case, although, as we will see in the next chapter, identification of a suitable 
local action that is stable against radiative corrections (renormalizable) is a rather 
involved process. Given this, the operator (6.24) provides a manageable approximation 
to the non-Abelian functional A2nin, it requires no special treatment of the fundamental 
modular or Gribov regions and can be added to the Yang-Mills Lagrangian without 
destroying renormalizability.
To show that the non-Abelian mass operator (6.15) is in fact given in terms of the 
expansion (6.25), we attempt a detailed consideration of the analysis given in [60], a 
rigorous mathematical proof of the statements made there will not be considered here 
but are detailed in, [61]. Determination of the absolute minimum achieved by the 
functional tr /  d4xA “ A “ is a highly non trivial task. As we have said, the functional 
possesses many relative minima along a given gauge orbit. A series of local minima are 
identified by restricting field configurations to the Gribov region. Field configurations 
confined to the Gribov region are expanded in a perturbative series and the absolute 
minimum is selected by expressing the transversality condition — 0 as a power
series in the gluon field h — h(A), [63]. From this we see clearly how the possibility 
of condensates with a mass dimension and the issue of gauge fixing in a non-Abelian 
theory, are closely related. The operator is considered using the properties of the 
functional f A[u], [60],[61],
f A[u] =  tr J d4xA^A^
— tr J d4x +  -u^d^u'j ^u^A^u +  -u^d^uj . (6.26)
For a given gauge field configuration A^, f A [w] is a functional defined on the gauge 
orbit of Ap. Now, let A  be the space of connections A “ with finite Hilbert norm ||A||, 
such that
||A||2 =  tr J d4xA^A^ =   ^J d4xA“ A“ <  +oo , (6.27)
and let U be the space of local gauge transformations u such that the Hilbert norm 
is also finite
||u^ 9u||2 =  tr J d4x (u^d^uj (u^d^uj <  +oo . (6.28)
For the functional to achieve an absolute minimum on the gauge orbit of A there 
must exist a field configuration, h eU ,  such that
SfA[h] =  0 (6.29)
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62f A[h] >  0 (6.30)
f A[h\ < f A[u\ V u e U  . (6.31)
As such, the operator A^in will be given by
A^in =  mintr f  <?xAlAl =  f A[h] . (6.32)
M  J
To evaluate 5fA[h] and S2f A[h], set
u =  v — he*9“
«t =  wt =  e~i9u3h) , (6.33)
where u is an infinitesimal Hermitian matrix. Expanding to order u>2, A ” and f A[v] are 
evaluated in terms of w and A£, the points on the gauge orbit of AM where the operator 
A2 achieves a series of relative minima,
f A[v) =  f A[h} +  2tr J d4x (ud^A*) -  tr J ^ xu d ^ D ^ A ^ u  +  0 (u3) . (6.34)
Given this,
SfA[h\ =  0 =► =  0 (6.35)
62f A[h] > 0 => - d ^ D ^ A " )  >  0 , (6.36)
defining a set of field configurations that give the relative minima of the functional 
f A[u] and are confined to the Gribov region ft, which may be similarly defined
ft =  { A ^ d ^  =  0 and -  d^D^A) > 0} . (6.37)
By solving the transversality condition c^A^ =  0 as a power series h =  h(A) in AM, 
it is possible to identify an absolute minimum gauge configuration. Starting with
A^ =  h^A^h +  , (6.38)
where
h =  e*9^  =  1 +  ig<t> -  y <P2 +  ° ( ^ 3) > (6.39)
then expanding A* to order <f)2 and imposing the transversality condition
duA'l =  (rfA^h  +  =  0 . (6.40)
Following the method of [63], we then obtain an expression for d2<t> that can be solved 
iteratively for 4> as a power series in A^. The absolute minimum gauge configuration 
Aji is given by
Ah
Ati Av ~ % dA +
+ig d2
^¿>A ,A „
At1' Q2 ®A
+ 2 d2
+  {^ d A ,d .L^ d Ad2 — ’ ^ d2
w - dA
+  0 (A 3) (6.41)
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and this is where we see the inherently non-local nature of the operator A^lin begin to 
emerge. In order to demonstrate gauge invariance, is written using an equivalent 
expression
(6.42)
where
(f>v — Av ig Q2 + i ^ 9 A , d „ ~ d A + 0 ( A 3 (6.43)
Prom this expression it is easy to see that A1* is invariant under infinitesimal gauge 
transformations of the gauge fields in the right hand side of (6.41), order by order in 
the gauge coupling g
5Atl =  -  d^uiA ig[An,w] , (6.44)
where
5<j)v =  - d v ( oj -  i f  
\ A
dA 
d2 +  0 (g2) (6.45)
Returning now to question of Gribov copies and relative minima versus an absolute 
minimum, it is stipulated that by imposing the transversality condition on the pertur­
bative solution for h, [60],
dpA* =  +  - h % h )  =  0 , (6.46)
gives h =  1. That is, A1^ =  A,,, such that
^min =  mintr f  (fixA* A* =  tr i  cPxA^A* . (6.47)\ti/ J J
This is clearly incorrect for any relative minima that might occur due to the existence 
of Gribov copies, since it only holds at the absolute minimum.
Prom the transversality condition it follows that
A2,min tr J (fix A* A*
¿ 2  (<W -
+ 0 (.4 4) . (6.48)
Gauge invariance of the operator makes it possible to express it as a series of gauge 
invariant terms that may be treated individually in the renormalization procedure. 
Rewriting A F n directly in terms of the Yang-Mills field strength tensor F ^ , gives
-K/'(fix ( Fmj/ — Fu„ +  2 i — .F;D 2 D 2 £)2DkFk\, j j 2 DvFvtl
-  2 ^ ^ D2 DkFkv, jy2 F^Fxh )  +  0 ( F 4) , (6.49)
leading to the possibility of considering the more manageable non-local operator
(6.50)O =  tr J t f x F ^ D 2) - ^  ,
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which is of dimension two. Incorporating a local realization of (6.50) into the QCD La- 
grangian and establishing renormalizability using algebraic methods will be the subject 
of the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Localized gauge invariant 
mass operator
7.1 Localization and BRST invariance
We begin with addition of the non local mass operator So to the Yang-Mills action
Sy m  + So
Sy m  =  I J d ^ x F ^ F ^
So =  ~ t J • (7-1)
The non local action is made local using generalizations of the formulae
J dydy* exp{-y*Ay) — detA (7.2)
J dydy* exp(—y*Ay +  rf y +  y*Tj) — detA e x p ^ A -1 /?) . (7.3)
This process proceeds in a manner very similar to the localization procedure used in 
the Gribov-Zwanziger model, there are differences which we will mention briefly, after 
the localization fields have been introduced. This localization procedure introduces 
a pair of complex Bosonic antisymmetric tensor fields in the adjoint representation, 
B“„), leading to the expression, [58],
a~so (  VBVB(detD2)6
J
x exp (\Jd*x B ^ D f D ^ B ^  + ~ J d^x (B — Ë )% ,F ^ .(7.4)
The determinant, (detD2)6, represents the Jacobian arising from the integration over 
the complex bosonic fields and may be accommodated in the exponent using anticom­
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muting antisymmetric tensor field, (G“ „ ,G “ „), via the expression
(detZ)2)6 =  J V G V G exp g  J  dir Gapi/D^bDbcG ^  . (7.5)
The combined local classical action is now given by
Sym +  Sbg +  Sm (7.6)
Sbg =  \ f d4x (B ;vD f D ^ B c^  -  G % D fD bacG%) (7.7)
5m =  T  /  -  B ) ^  . (7.8)
It is useful to look at the two sets of localizing fields together, for the Gribov-Zwanziger 
model, and for the non-local mass operator, {£?“„, Z?“„, G“„, G“ „ } .
We immediately see that the major difference is in the Lorentz and colour indices. The 
double indices for all localizing fields are antisymmetric.
The gauge invariance of the original non-local action is not destroyed by the local­
ization procedure. Indeed, it is straightforward to check that (7.6) is left invariant by 
the gauge transformations
SA% SB% =  g fabcujbBcpv
=  g fabciJbB^p ¿G“ „ =  9f abcu bGcpv
=  g fabccobGcpv , (7.9)
leading to the desired result
S(Sy m  + Sbg + Sm) =  0 • (7-10)
Having identified the local classical action the next task is to find a multiplicatively 
renormalizable quantized action. The field operators BpvFpv and of (7.8) are
treated as composite operators coupled to external sources (Vappu,Vappu) as in the 
Gribov- Zwanziger model, [30]. This process is also considered in detail in [32]. This 
amounts to splitting the action (7.6) into two and considering the composite operators 
as an insertion,
S =  Sy m  +  Sbg + Sm 
=  (Sym +  Sbg) +  5ext (7.11)
Sext =  \J  dHVap^ pF^  - VappuBapFp . (7.12)
The original mass action (7.8) is recovered by identifying the sources (VapplJ, Vappv) 
with a physical value
im ,
Vappv |phys — Vappu Iphys — n i^ap^pv $<n/$pv) (7.13)
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Separating the local action into two pieces it is possible to study the Green function 
renormalization properties of the massless action (Sym +  Sbg) and insert the compos­
ite operators ( ,  Bg v ) into a massless theory. The symmetry content of the 
massless theory will be essential for establishing renormalizability. It is considered by 
gauge fixing in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge, using the Faddeev-Popov method, 
and exploiting the resulting BRST invariance,
S =  SyM +  SsG +  Sgf (7-14)
Sgf =  +  +  . (7.15)
In the gauge fixed theory the transformations (7.9) are replaced by the nilpotent BRST 
transformations,
sAl =  - D l bcb sca =  - f abccacb 2
sB% = g fabccbB ^  +  G“ „ =  g fabc¿É <u
sG% =  g fobccbG lu 80%, =  9 fabccbGl„
sc“ = ba sba =  0
s2 - 0  ,
leaving the gauge fixed action BRST invariant
s(Sym  +  Sbg +  Sgf) =  0 . (7.17)
Using the transformations (7.16) to express Sbg and Sgj  as pure BRST variations and 
remembering that these operators are nilpotent, s2 =  0,
Sbg =  \sj d ^ G ^ D f D ^ B ^
Sgf =  s J d ^ ^ c ^  +  c ^ A ^  , (7.18)
it is easy to see the BRST invariance of the gauge fixed action. In analogy with the 
Gribov-Zwanziger model, the non-local action considered here also displays a global, 
U(f) ,  invariance. Now, the global invariance is used to define the composite index, 
i =  {fi, v},  by setting
f dû n a  /nal x f na 
l 5 — 2
oa
/ii/ » ßv Gaßu } (7.19)
where because these fields are antisymmetric in their Lorentz indices, in four dimen­
sions, /  =  1, ■ ■ ■, 6. Noting this,
Sbg = J  d -  G ^ D ^ G f )  , (7.20)
and invariance is expressed by
QijS =  0 , ( 7.21)
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where
_ -pa
J] SBf +  Gf
S
SG?
J
(7.22)
As in the Gribov-Zwanziger model, it is possible to define a new quantum number, 
Qf =  Qa, where the Qf  charge for each field, together with the Faddeev-Popov ghost 
number and dimension of each field is detailed in Table 7.1.
K ca ca ba Bf Bf Gf Gf
dimension l 0 2 2 1 1 1 1
ghost number 0 1 -1 0 0 0 1 -1
Qf charge 0 0 0 0 1 -1 1 1
Table 7.1: Quantum numbers for local 
operator parameters.
In order to proceed, it is necessary to introduce the source terms, (7.12), in a BRST 
invariant way. This is done using the source term
Saux =  s j d4x [ (V ^ G f  -  +  XItyifiUd2Villv + X2Ul^ d „d aViva
~ C — Vt ^ i / V jcxqUja/?)] ? (7.23)
with
SViflV — i^^ iv 
Stilus — VifjLl/
The parameters, xi> X 2 and (  are left free for renormalization purposes. When the 
sources attain their physical values, on distinct indices, =  Ua^ v^ =  0, and
9 f
Sauxlphys - + Sm -  -  J d4a:Cm4 , (7.25)
the original mass term is recovered along with a constant factor that does not affect 
the behaviour of the model.
Finally, it is necessary to introduce external sources for all quantities with variations 
that are non linear in the fields. That is, products of fields (A“ , ca, B f, B f, Gf, Gf) in 
the BRST transformations (7.16) must be treated as composite operators and therefore, 
in the quantum theory, require additional external sources. The additional field source 
terms are introduced into the complete action expressed in terms of a pure nilpotent 
BRST variation using,
Sext =  s /  d 4x  { -^ A %  +  Laca -  Y?Bf -  Y?Bf +  XfGf  +  XfGf)  , (7 .2 6 )
v — 6
sVtfU/ =  0 . (7.24)
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The complete action E, gauge fixed in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge, is given by
^ — &YM T Sgf T ^BG T Saux + ¿ext
(7.27)
7.2 Algebraic renormalization procedure
The task of producing a localized, gauge fixed and BRST invariant action for the 
non-local mass operator So, described in the previous section proceeded in a manner 
similar to that for the Gribov-Zwanziger action of chapter 3. By definition, the Gribov- 
Zwanziger (GZ) action was fixed in the Landau gauge, the action considered above is 
fixed in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge. The Landau gauge displays finiteness prop­
erties not observed in generic linear or non-linear gauge fixing, [65],[66]. Given this, 
it should be expected that applying the algebraic renormalization procedure to this 
model will not be as straightforward as the algebraic analysis of chapter 3, [34]. We 
recall from chapter 3 that, the algebraic renormalization procedure tests a model’s sta­
bility with respect to radiative corrections by identifying the most general counterterm 
Ea  which satisfies all of the Ward identities of the classical action. The object Ea  is 
an integrated local polynomial in the classical fields and sources and, like the starting 
action, has dimension bounded by four with vanishing ghost number and Qj charge.
Because the model has been constructed in a manifestly BRST invariant way, it 
displays a rich symmetry content, that is, E satisfies a number of Ward identities with 
which Ea  must also be compatible, restricting the most general possibilities for Ea , 
[64],[58]. Perhaps the best way to introduce the additional complications associated 
with this model, generic gauge fixing, is by showing the full detail for the counterterm, 
it was found to be, [58],
£ a  =  a0SYM +  a iJ d 4xA
+  J d 4x ((a i +  a2)(ft“ +  8 ^ ) 9 ^  +  a2g fabc(n “ +
~ a2^ f abcLacbcc +  (2a3 +  aA)Bfd2B f -  (2a3 +  a4)C“d2G?
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-  (fll +  2a3 +  a J g f^ B tid p A l  +  2Ab^ ) B f  
+  (2ai +  2a3 +  aA)g2 f abdf bce § f  A ^ B f
+  (ai +  2 a3 +  aA)g fabcGf(dtlAll +  2AbfidfJ,)G\
-  (20! +  2a3 +  aA)g2 f abdf bceGi A^A^Gi
-  a2g f abcca(Y bB f +  Y>B? -  X fG tc -  X bGf)
+  [(ai +  a3 +  a^)2 dllA^ , +  (2ai +  a3 +  a5 )g /af’cv4 J^4^ | 
x (Oi^Gf +  V i^S f +  Uiilv&1 -  VillvB?)
G°Gb)(B tB d -  G?G?)
\abcd _
- (B fB l
16
+  a7(B “ B f - UinvUin ¡y)
Ui^ i, d~ Ui^ i/ )
T ® nXi{Yifiud^daYiva UifU/3fldaUii/a)') , (7.28)
where a,, i =  1, • ■ - ,11, represent as yet undetermined constants. Unlike the most 
general counterterm for the Landau gauge GZ model, E^ is now given by an expression 
which includes a term with a new invariant rank four tensor coupling \abcd. For a 
starting action that is stable against radiative corrections, the parameters at correspond 
to a multiplicative renormalization of the fields, couplings and sources of the starting 
classical action E. In particular, the term
£ a =  J d4x l ~ ( B ? B b -  G«Gb)(B*B? -  G 'G ?)
+ a7{B«B? -  GfGt)(VllwVllw -  U ^ U ^ )
+  a 8 (^B fG jV i^U jnv  +  G ^ G jU i ^ U j^  +  B ?B jV in v V j^  — G <^ B <-UitluVjtlv
-  G « B p llwVmv +  G“B*Uifil/Vjllu -  l-B «B *V^vVmv +  ±G?G“ UilluUjtiV
-  \B-B]VillvVjtiV +  ¿G Z G J U ^ U j^ )  , (7.29)
in (7.28), which is compatible with all of the Ward identities satisfied by the starting 
action E, cannot be reabsorbed through a renormalization of the fields and couplings of 
that action. The algebraic renormalization procedure has shown that E, (7.27), is not 
stable against radiative corrections and is therefore not the most general local invariant 
action compatible with the Ward identities, [58]. In order to have a starting action that
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is stable against radiative corrections, it is necessary to include an additional term
/ /  \abcddM V. 16
+  A 1 (B?B? -  G?G“)(VitluVillv -  UlilvUiilv)
+  A3 ( S f G ^ O j ^  +  ¿ “ G 'jU ^U j^ +  B?B°ViflvVjflv -  Gj B°Ulfll/Vj3HV
G?B“Vifll/Vjflv +  GfBjUipvVjftv -  -B «B «V hivV3IW +  - G 'G p i ^ U ^V]llV
l-B !B °V iflvVjllv +  \Gat G]UliiVU3iiV (7.30)
and carry out the algebraic renormalization procedure again using the starting action
E =  Sy m  +  Sgf +  Sbg + Sa.ux +Sext +S\  . (7-31)
Using E in the algebraic renormalization analysis alters the form taken by the Ward 
identities, in particular the Slavnov-Taylor identity. Repeating the algebraic analysis 
for the action E produces a second most general allowed counterterm Ea  which can be 
reabsorbed by renormalization of the parameters of the starting action, [58]. After it 
is established that E is stable against radiative corrections, it is shown that when the 
sources, attain their physical value,
3Ai77l . j-,a   /=>a rra \ . A3TU
g K^ pl/^ pi/ p^i/^ pi/J
^abed
1 6
Iphys — J d4x 32 ( r>ci r>a \2 '\^pv “  &pv)
i '' ( r>a r?b r*a *b \ ( d c  nd s~id \
■> Ta~ ~ L*pv^rpv)\r>p(TIlp<T ~ ^pa^po) (7.32)
Also, the algebraic renormalization procedure dictates that the renormalization con­
stants for the localizing fields, G“ „ } ,  are all identical, that is, [58],
Z s  — Zb — Zq — Zq . (7.33)
Finally, the local renormalizable action, where the field sources have been set equal to 
zero, is given by
S =  Sy m  +  Sbs  +  Sm +  S^lphyg +  Sgf 
d4x- /
7,7Tij?a T?a ( ' / d  i5 \a  r?apv“pv 1  ^ \.±J ^Jpv^pv
+ - (B ° „ D ? d £ b ^  -  G ^ D fD fG ^ )
+  (^ b% a +  b ^ A *  +  (fd ^ D fc^  .
3A jm  - g _ /Sa f~<a Rfl \2K&pv&pv ^pv^pv) 1 on \^pv £*pv)8
\  abedA
16
32
( na p>b _  na rfi V r?c _  /qrc 'y'-'pv-^pv ^  pv^ pu ¡K*-'per ^  po J^rpcr'-*po) (7.34)
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As in the case of the Gribov-Zwanziger model, since (7.34) has been derived in a 
manifestly BRST invariant way, the renormalization properties of the ordinary QCD 
objects are unaffected and the usual properties of QCD, such as asymptotic freedom, 
remain intact. The task of the next chapter will be to use (7.34) to do loop calcula­
tions in the MS scheme. The main focus will be that of establishing the three loop 
anomalous dimension for the mass operator. Also we will establish that the usual QCD 
renormalization is unaltered at three loops and furnish the new constants, for the 
localizing fields, G^v, G ^ } ,  derived in the second algebraic renormalization
with their explicit three loop MS values.
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Chapter 8
Three Loop Calculation
8.1 Operator Insertion
We now come to the main new calculation in this thesis, determination of the anomalous 
dimension, to three loop order in the MS scheme, for the gauge invariant mass operator
o  =  ( b ^ - b ^ ) f “v . (8.1)
The calculation extends the one and two loop results presented in [58] and [59] respec­
tively, and proceeds by making reference to the specific Lagrangian
L = -
i 1 \ abed ( jja nb rid /~ib ) ( J
t cG % ) +  T
1 F*’ -1 pu
>c rid 
erp e^rp “
n c  id \ 
^ap^ap )  ? /eV
this Lagrangian stems from the action, (7.34), presented at the end of chapter 7, where 
here, the Lagrange multiplier ba, has been removed, using its equation of motion, and 
the independent mass operators, Ai and A2, have been set equal to zero. In analogy with 
the algebraic renormalization procedures outlined in chapters 3 and 7, and in distinction 
to the loop analysis of chapters 4 and 5, by considering the case when m is equal to zero 
it is possible to regard (8.2) to be a massless Lagrangian and treat the mass operator 
separately as an insertion. The massless Lagrangian describes a gauge theory, fixed 
in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge, which in addition to the usual gluon, quark 
and Faddeev-Popov ghost fields, contains the auxiliary fields, {B ^ , B^v, G“ „, G“ „ } ,  
and a tensor coupling, \abcd. The auxiliary fields are antisymmetric in their Lorentz 
indices {/iv }. By treating the mass operator as a perturbation it is possible to extract 
the anomalous dimension of O using massless fields. Recalling the Lorentz symmetry 
properties of the auxiliary fields, it is straightforward to derive the propagators from
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the massless Lagrangian, such that
(A“ (p)Abu(-p ))
(ca(p )^ (-p ))
(ipip)xp(-p))
5ab
P2 
6ab
p2
f « /  -  (1 -  a)
(B ^ (p )B bp(-p ))
{Glv{p)Gbap{~p))
Turning to the explicit forms taken
<5ai>
=  — 2p2 [‘W 'W  ~ t] 
Sab
~  _  2»2 [<W <^1/P — ^PP^ct] 
by the operator
O =  (B apv- B l v)F « v
=  (B%, ~ Bapv) (dpAav -  dvAap +  9f abcAbpA l) 
=  -  (B ^  -  B ^ )  (2dvAap -  g fahcAbpA l) ,
(8.3)
(8.4)
we choose to investigate the mass anomalous dimension using a modified 2-point func­
tion derived using the first term in (8.4). This is done in momentum space according 
to the prescription,
where
Given this
- 2  [  BaßV{x)dvAaß{x)
Jx
J  ddxC{x) =  J  ddpC(p) , (8.5)
<j>(x) =  [  e~ipx4>(p) . (8.6)
Jp
~M ab J J J ' « ( < z ) 9 „ A » )  e ~ ^ x
~ 25ab J J J q {BUq)HP»)A°(p))
S ah J J  J  [SpPBbM d ,A ap(p) -  8pvBbplJ(q)dpAap(p)\
x e~i(p+q)x
«"*/ I JJx Jp Jq
X [5ßPB bpu(q ){-ip v)Aaß(p) -  5ßI/B bpi/(q ){-ipp)Aaß(p)]
X g-i(p+q)x
Jr Aap{p) [i<5ob {5ßVpp -  8ßPpv)] Bbp(~p) . (8.7)
As such, we calculate the mass anomalous dimension using a modified 2-point function 
with the Feynman rule
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(8.8)
(x>
a,|i b,vp
=  (A“ (p)OBtp( - p ))
=  iSab [S^Pp -  Sppp  ^ .
Feynman rules for the remaining elements of (8.4), required for mass operations oc­
curring inside loops, axe derived in a similar fashion.
8.2 Preliminary treatment of Feynman diagrams
Having outlined the general structure of the calculation, the best way of introducing 
the real nature of the task is by considering the number of Feynman diagrams generated 
by a Lagrangian including five fields and two couplings. Any investigation beyond the 
first loop order requires a treatment using automatic generation of Feynman diagrams, 
and for this we use the Qgraf package, [43]. Qgraf is an algorithm, derived using 
graph theory, for automatic Feynman diagram generation in any perturbative field the­
ory. Graph theory consists of basic structures called pseudographs: these consist of 
a set of nodes (vertices) that are joined by edges (lines). Every pseudograph may be 
represented by an adjacency matrix with entries ay denoting the number of edges i 
joining nodes j. There is a direct equivalence between a pseudograph and the under­
lying topology of a Feynman diagram. Clearly, a Feynman diagram is a more complex 
structure than a pseudograph, and so the Qgraf algorithm includes a process called 
colouring. The colouring process assigns different colours to the edges of a pseudograph 
to distinguish between different fields. A consideration of perturbative quantum field 
theory involves a colouring process that is more complicated than for ordinary graph 
theory. In particular, anti-commuting fields must be described using orientated edges 
to reflect directional charge flow, and we must also recognize that external particles are 
distinguishable so that all external nodes must be labeled. Finally, non trivial symme­
tries will inevitably lead to the generation of equivalent Feynman diagrams during the 
labeling and colouring procedures. It is desirable that a single representative diagram 
is selected from a class of equivalent diagrams, and this requires the introduction of a 
suitable elimination procedure. The Qgraf package implements an elimination proce­
dure by constructing the symmetry group of the underlying pseudograph. Elimination 
criteria are defined using the properties of this group. Given this, it is straightforward 
to generate multi loop Feynman diagrams for a given Lagrangian by submitting all 
incidences of propagating fields, defining them to be commuting or anti commuting,
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and interaction vertices as input for the algorithm. The only additional input required 
for Q g r a f  to generate all the Feynman diagrams for a given Green’s function at a 
specific loop order, is information about the external fields and the loop number. A 
completely fail safe check that Q g r a f  has produced a correct diagramatical interpre­
tation of a Green’s function, for a given Lagrangian, is not possible. When extracting 
the three loop anomalous dimension for the gauge invariant mass operator using the 
Lagrangian (8.2), we note that stringent consistency checks exist. These checks include 
making reference to previously obtained results from the literature at each stage in the 
calculation and also obtaining a finite result for the renormalization group functions of 
the new parameters.
Green’s function One loop Two loop Three loop Total
Aa Ab 5 52 1279 1336
Ca ê 1 8 152 161
1l>l1 1 8 152 161
Ba Bb 1 20 464 485
r^ a fib ^op 1 20 464 485
7 166 5827 6000
A“ O B la 5 131 6917 7053
Total 21 405 15255 15681
Table 8.1. Number of Feynman diagrams for each Green’s function.
It is necessary to renormalize seven Green’s functions to extract the anomalous 
dimension for the gauge invariant mass operator, the complete list, together with the 
number of diagrams associated with each Green’s function at a given loop order, is given 
in Table 8.1. Given the large number of diagrams, as with the generation, evaluation is 
performed automatically using the M incer algorithm, [67]. This algorithm computes 
analytically the one, two and three-loop massless integrals of propagator type, 2-point 
functions. The calculation done here is at the three loop order, for which M incer 
considers separately, fourteen generic topologies, T t, where
T t € {LA ,BE,N O ,BU ,FA, Y l, Y2, Y 3 ,Y 4 ,Y 5 ,0 1 ,0 2 ,0 3 ,0 4 }  . (8.9)
Before submitting the three loop Green’s functions, described using lists of Feynman 
diagrams, as input for the M incer algorithm, we must identify all of the diagrams 
in Table 8.1 with a topology in the set (8.9). Each of the generic topologies in (8.9) 
describe an underlying structure, compatible with a large number of specific three loop 
topologies. A complete list of specific topologies is generated, using Q g r a f , by making
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Ltoy =  (d(f>)2 +  a4>3 +  b(p4 , (8.10)
which contains only those features necessary to generate all of the pseudographs (spe­
cific topologies) contained within the generic M incer set. Using (8.10), three loop 
master diagram lists are generated for 2 and 3-point functions, leading to 49 and 463 
distinct topologies respectively. The 3-point function list is used to describe the vertex 
(A^B^pB^) and also the operator insertion defined using the modified 2-point function 
(A^OB^), where the mass insertion is identified using an external node. To make the 
3-point function list compatible for use with the M incer algorithm, it is necessary 
to nullify the momentum of one external leg. In certain cases, this has the effect of 
leaving a snail graph embedded inside a modified 2-point function, snail graphs give a 
zero contribution in any massless theory, effectively reducing these graphs to a diagram 
with a lower loop order. All lower order diagrams were considered as part of the pre­
vious treatments, [58],[59], and so 53 such examples were identified and labeled as null 
diagrams that the algorithm was instructed to disregard.
The process of identifying all remaining diagrams in the master 2 and 3-point lists 
with a generic topology is best described by making reference to a real master diagram 
and one of the M incer topologies. For aesthetic reasons we choose the Benz topology, 
Fig 8.1, and for simplicity we choose the 3-point master diagram 114, shown graphically
reference to the formal Lagrangian
P2
Figure 8.1: M incer Benz topology
in Fig 8.2, and described below using an exert from the Qgraf output list. There is a 
large amount of freedom concerning what style is adopted for the output in a Qgraf 
list file. For the present task, it is sufficient to describe diagrams completely in terms 
of interaction vertices. Only information about the propagator index is given, where 
two fields with a common argument belong to the same propagator.
list = form ; 
lagfile - 'toy’ ; 
in = phi,phi,phi ;
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Figure 8.2: 3-point master diagram 114
out = ; 
nloop = 3 ;
options = nosnail,notadp,onepi ; 
#[ dl:
#[ dll4:
1
* vx(phi(-1),phi(1),phi(2))
* vx(phi(l),phi(4),phi(3))
* vx(phi(5),phi(6),phi(3))
* vx(phi(-5) ,phi(2) ,phi(7) ,phi(5))
* vx(phi(-3),phi(7),phi(4),phi(6)) 
#] d!14:
#] d463: 
end
The markers #  define the “proper fold” (start and end) of each diagram. All internal 
(loop) momenta in Fig 8.1 are labeled pt and the momentum through the 2-point 
function is labeled by q. All edges, internal lines, in the pseudograph of Fig 8.2 are 
labeled using positive integers, the external lines are labeled using negative integers, odd 
numbers define ingoing momentum and even numbers define outgoing momentum, [43].
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A single glance tells us that by shrinking to a point the line labeled with momentum 
P3 in Fig 8.1, setting p3 =  0, and removing the external line with label - 5  in Fig 8.2 
gives the two diagrams an identical structure. We label the master 3-point diagram 
114 as one specific incidence of a BE type topology and a similar analysis is carried 
out for all of the other master diagrams. We take this opportunity to emphasize that 
diagram 114 was chosen for reasons of simplicity, the identification process illustrated 
using Figs 8.1 and 8.2 is rarely quite so transparent.
Identifying internal edges of pseudographs denoted by positive integers, with the 
corresponding M incer loop momenta pu is carried out individually for all of the master 
topologies using converter files. Converter files are incorporated into a set of algorithms, 
written using the symbolic manipulation language Form , [44], The structure of the 
algorithm is discussed in the next section. The content of the converter files (momentum 
mapping) will also dictate the Lorentz and colour structure for the completed diagrams. 
To complete the description of converting a specific topology into a notation suitable 
for a treatment by the M incer algorithm, we include an example file that will reconcile 
the master diagram 114 with the Benz topology.
^example file dl44 -> be 
id vx(phi(-l),phi(l),phi(2))
= vx(phi(-l),phi(l,-p5),phi(2,pl)); 
id vx(phi(1),phi(4),phi(3))
= vx(phi(l,p5),phi(4,-p4),phi(3,p8)); 
id vx(phi(5),phi(6),phi(3))
= vx(phi(5,p6),phi(6,-p7),phi(3,-p8)); 
id vx(phi(-5),phi(2),phi(7),phi(5))
= vx(phi(-5),phi(2,-pl),phi(7,p2),phi(5,-p6)); 
id vx(phi(-3),phi(7),phi(4),phi(6))
= vx(phi(-3),phi(7,-p2),phi(4,p4),phi(6,p7));
. sort
Using a slightly more sophisticated approach, that does not shed any further light 
on the conversion process and so we choose not to give details here, it is possible to 
program a version of this file suitable for converting all real Feynman diagrams with 
a specific topology identical to the master topology of diagram 114. As such, it is 
possible to furnish all of the real Feynman diagrams of Table 8.1 with 460 labels, 459 
specific three loop 2 and 3-point function master topologies and a null flag instructing 
the algorithm to disregard certain diagrams. The list of three loop Feynman diagrams 
for each Green’s function is edited so that all diagrams are given the appropriate label. 
After labeling, each diagram can be automatically directed to one of 460 converter files.
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8.3 The main program
The next step is construction of the main programs used to create the Feynman dia­
grams for each Green’s function, [67]. The Qgraf output is in the from of a list of basic 
instructions for a diagram. In order to proceed, we must implement those instructions; 
add the complete detail of the Feynman rules for each vertex. Subsequently, diagrams 
are evaluated by applying the appropriate sub routine from the M incer algorithm. 
At this stage of the calculation it is not practical to manipulate a list of Feynman 
diagrams, we must abandon the list format and each diagram must exist in its own 
right. Similarly, manipulating 15,255 diagrams individually is not realistic. A solution 
is made possible using Form, [44], in fact this is the essence of symbolic manipulation. 
The easiest way to explain how the main program uses Qgraf lists to create Feynman 
diagrams is by using an example main program (dograph) file.
*main program
11 ^include declare.h
12 ^include mincer.h
13 #define SHEME "0"
14 G ‘DIA’ =
15 #include gflist.qg# ’DIA’
16 ^include conv‘gt’‘i’.h
17 ^include frlag.h
18 ^include prelimalg.h
19 #call integral(‘gt’)
110 print;
111 .store
112 save f‘DIA’.res;
113 .end
This file is written using FORM.
• line 1: The first task is to include a file in which all functions, variables, vectors 
and indices are declared.
• line 2: Diagrams are evaluated using the M incer algorithm, its contents must 
also be included.
• line 3: Instructs M incer that divergences should be removed using the MS 
scheme.
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• line 4: Defines a “Global” expression DIA, global expression can be stored and 
saved for use in a later program. ‘ DIA1 is left arbitrary using single quotation 
marks.
• line 5: Details of the global expression DIA are found in the appropriate Qgraf 
list file which is also included in such a way that only the proper fold is considered.
• line 6: Directs the diagram instructions towards the converter file appropriate to 
its specific topology (st=gt/i).
• line 7: The diagram is created using the explicit Feynman rules for the Lagrangian 
(8.2) and furnished with the appropriate Lorentz and colour indices.
• line 8: It is convenient, and may save a lot of computer time later, to do a 
preliminary treatment of group theory algebra factors at this stage.
• line 9: Form is instructed to evaluate the diagram using the appropriate M incer 
subroutine (gt).
• line 10: When the diagram reaches its intermediate point, we may want to look 
at it.
Lines 11, 12 and 13, store the diagram, save it, in for example the file fd l l4 .r e s ,  
and terminate the program. Leaving the identity of the global expression in the main 
program open allows us to use the make utility, a long time mainstay of the U nix tool 
set. Turning a list of diagram instructions into a complete set of evaluated diagrams 
stored using individual files requires a second list, details of which are included in a 
makefile, [67]. An example makefile might look like this.
[[makefile
DIAS = fdial.res fdia2.res fdia3.res fdia4.res fdia5.res \ 
fdia6.res fdia7.res fdia8.res fdia9.res fdialO.res \ 
sumgraph.sav: $(DIAS) sumgraph 
form -1 sumgraph 
fdial.res: dograph 
form -d DIA=dial dograph > dial.log
fdialO.res: dograph 
form -d DIA=dialO dograph > dial0.log
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The makefile actually includes two lists. A  list of files, DIAS, and a list of simple 
instructions on how to construct them, refer to the main program, dograph, replacing 
DIA with the desired diagram name/number. The only thing to be done now is to 
give the make command so that all files in the list DIAS are created by accessing the 
main program. The appearance of sumgraph in the makefile is self explanatory, we 
require a third program to recombine the results for the evaluated diagrams back in to 
a Green’s function. The sumgraph file is where the final group theory algebra modules 
are implemented before doing the renormalization, also in this file.
For completeness, it is worthwhile to conclude this section by considering, briefly, 
how the M incer algorithm, [67], evaluates 2-point functions composed of massless 
propagators. This is explained most clearly by making explicit reference to one and 
two loop integrals only. The basic p integral, where p describes the loop momentum 
that is to be integrated over, is shown in Fig. 8.3. The integrand consists of powers, p2 
and (q — p)2, in the denominator, and an an arbitrary number of individual momentum, 
in the numerator. Integration is done in d-dimensional space, where d — 4 — 2e. In 
addition, it is assumed that powers of p2 and (q — p)2 are non-integer and may contain e. 
In particular, this will be the case when two loop integrals are reduced to convolutions
P
Figure 8.3: The basic one loop diagram
of one loop integrals. The general solution for such one loop integrals is known and 
may be summarized using a single formula, [68],
f  d dP Vn(p)
J  (2n)dp2a(q —  p)2P
1 l” /2] f -| /  n \ \ i
—  tf)W -< * -0 £ G(a ,0 ,n,(T)<ri° { ^ ( j )  Pn(p)}|p=i - (8-11)
where □ =  dp^dp^ and G is given in terms of T-functions
r / _. *  _  ^  M  T(a +  ( 3 - a - d ) T ( d / 2 - a  +  n - a ) T ( d / 2 - p  +  a)
G( a , -  (4*) -------------------r W r ( / 3 ) r ( d - a - / 3  +  n)-------------------  ' (812)
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A detailed consideration of the M incer algorithm is included in [68], we simply note 
here that the general solution to a one loop integral is expressed using T-functions. The 
T-function may be expressed using expansion formulae, for example
r ( -n  +  e) ( - 1 ) "ni i  +  ipi(n +  1) + 0 (e) , (8.13)
where
ipi(n +  1) =  1 +  tH ----- +  - - 7 E , (8.14)1  n
and 7e is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. It also obeys a number of recursion relations, 
such as
r (—1 +  e) — J T ~ r (e) • (8-15)
Given this, the authors of M incer, [67], are able to exploit powerful programming 
features included in Form, [44], to produce a reliable and efficient algorithm which is 
able to compute, analytically, a wide range of one loop integrals with general structure 
(8.11). The requirement that we should be able to evaluate, automatically, such a broad 
scope of one loop integrals, stems from the fact that these are, in general, generated 
by convolutions of two and three loop integrals. At two loops there are three distinct 
topologies, T l, T2 and T3. Starting with topology T2, Fig 8.4, we note that this is in 
fact a convolution of two one loop integrals, when the inner integral is evaluated the 
outer line has a power including e. The T3 topology, Fig 8.5, is easier still, it is simply
P3
Figure 8.4: T2 topology
a direct product of two one loop integrals. Unlike T2, the topology T l, Fig 8.6, has 
no trivial sub-graph, and at first sight appears to be an irreducible integral that will 
have to be evaluated using a different method. In fact, there does exist a rather simple 
method, [68],[69], for reducing integrals with topology T l to simpler integrals of type 
T2 and T3. This method relies on the existence of identities, obtained using integration 
by parts within dimensional regularization, and is summarized using the triangle rule, 
Fig 8.7, a non trivial sub-graph of the integral T l. Using the triangle rule, we observe
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Pi P 3
Figure 8.5: T3 topology
Pi P2
Figure 8.6: T1 topology
that a sub integral for the integral with topology T l, is given by 
I(Q0, Pi, ari, 02, a2) =  Jp (p2)a0 [(p +  k)2]01 (fc2)Ql [(p +  k +  q)2}lh [(fc +  q)2}a2 ' (8‘16) 
It is possible to study (8.16) using the integration by parts identity
_______________________ Pt_______________________
(p2)a° [(p +  fc)2]^1 (k2)ai [(p +  k + q)2]@2 [(fc +  q)2]a2
where a little algebra produces the recursion relation
I(ao, Pi, «1, fo , «2) =  [/?i(I(ao -  l,Pi +  1, «1, Pit 0:2) — I(o:oi Pi +  F — F P2, «2))
p2(i{ao — l,P i,a i,P 2 +  1,^2) -  l(ao,P i,ai,P 2 +  1,^2 — 1))] 
/(d -  2a0 -  pi -  P2) . (8.18)
This recursion relation can be used to remove integer powers of a,, when a® is eliminated 
we obtain an integral of type T3, and when ai or «2 is eliminated we get an integral 
of type T2, both convolutions of one loop integrals suitable for evaluation using the 
algorithm. This recursion relation is the cornerstone for a complete treatment of two 
and three loop integrals. Finally, at the end of the calculation, results are converted 
into the standard MS scheme.
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Figure 8.7: The triangle sub-graph
8.4 Group Theory Algebra
Integrating all of the three loop Feynman diagrams describing each Green’s function 
automatically using M incer effectively reduces the remaining task to a consideration 
of group theory factors. The purpose of our calculation is to extract the three loop 
MS renormalization constants for the Lagrangian (8.2). Given this, from here onwards 
we consider only the divergent parts of each Green’s function. A number of packages 
designed to tackle colour group theory factors typical of high loop order calculations are 
available, [70]. Those packages are specifically geared towards treating group theory 
factors commonly occurring in a wide range of calculations described by a QCD/Yang- 
Mills type Lagrangian not containing a quartic tensor coupling \abcd with explicit colour 
structure. As such, we choose not to incorporate them into this calculation and treat 
divergent parts of all Green’s functions using a more restricted set of algorithms. Some 
of the algorithms were developed prior to this work and have been tested against existing 
results in earlier calculations. We also develop new treatments specifically designed to 
tackle factors commonly occurring in different parts of this calculation.
In the absence of a quartic tensor coupling, individual diagrams associated with any 
QCD type calculation at high loop order have a complicated group structure, given in 
terms of the structure constants f abc, coming from the gauge-ghost and gauge self 
couplings, and group generators rj|, from the gauge-quark coupling. The objects f ahc 
and Tfj, are respectively, the group structure constants and, group generators (for the 
representation R), for a semi-simple classical Lie group. In the absence of a tensor 
coupling, the group structure of an individual three loop diagram is given by products 
of these tensor objects including a large number of internal indices. The object of any 
algorithm designed to tackle group theory factors associated with QCD calculations 
at high loop order is to reduce the total sum of divergent contributions to a Green’s 
function into a single expression with the same simple group structure as the tree level 
object, this property follows directly from renormalizability. The final expression is
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given in terms of group invariants, [74]. This is achieved through cancellations between 
tensor products from different diagrams and tensor contractions.
The group generators satisfy a commutation relation given by
[ r a , T b] -  i f a b c T c  , (8.19)
and generators of the adjoint representation are related to the structure constants 
through the expression
( r l ) b c  =  ~ i f a b c  • ( 8 . 2 0 )
The commutation relation (8.19) obeys a Jacobi identity which may be expressed com­
pletely in terms of the group structure constants and is given by,
pmon jm b c  _|_ f^mbn ^amc rm cn xabm _ q ( 8.21)
Tensor contractions are achieved using the quadratic Casimir operator Cr  defined by
('TR TFi)ij — C r 813 , (8.22)
where in the adjoint representation (8.20) we obtain the tensor contraction
facdfbcd =  CAÔab (8 .23 )
Using the Jacobi identity (8.21) and the contraction (8.23) leads to the expression
japq jbpr jcqr =  h j Af abc . (8.24)
Making use of the above relations, products of group generators are contracted using 
expressions with the form
tRtRtRt R — CrtrTr
tr trtr =  (C r ~ 2 Ca)  ' (8.25)
We also make use of the identity
tr( r aR 7 bR )  =  ô a b TR . (8.26)
Not used as part of this calculation but included here for completeness, we note that 
it is sometimes necessary to appeal to a symmetrized trace of group generators where, 
for four generators in the adjoint representation the totally symmetric trace is defined 
using the identity,
¿abed =  I tr (t%T%TZ1a ) • (8.27)
Finally, it is worthwhile to recall the antisymmetric property of the group structure 
constants such that
f abb =  0 . (8.28)
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When a quartic tensor coupling is not present, a suitable combination of the identi­
ties and contractions described above, incorporated into a group theory algorithm, is 
sufficient to reduce the total sum of divergent loop corrections to a Green’s function, 
derived using a renormalizable Lagrangian, to a single expression with the same simple 
group structure as the tree level object.
The coupling \abcd is described by an invariant tensor of rank four in the adjoint 
representation with symmetry constraints,
y abed yedab
\ abed / \ _ ybacd
(8.29)
(8.30)
Invariance is expressed through the identity
Xabai =  u f U b^ U J U f\ pqrs , (8.31)
where Uap is an element of the group in the adjoint representation such that, in the 
infinitesimal case, Uap — exp ^ " ( r ^ p j . Hence, infinitesimally
yabcd =  (Sap +  pap^gbq + p b q ^ c  r +  ^ p cr^ d s  +  p  pdsppqrs +  2)
_  (5aP5b<iScr5d3 -t- 5bq5cr5dsujn f nap + 5ap 5cr 8dsun f nbq
+ s*psbq5dsunf ncr +  SapSbqScrLjnf nds^  Xpqrs +  0{w2)
+  Uinpo-pypbcd. + wnpbqyaqcd +  peryabrd + ^ npdspbcs +  Q(u>2) .-  Aabed
(8.32)
Re-labeling all dummy indices, {p ,q ,r,s} —> m, gives a generalized Jacobi identity,
rmdn \ abemjmanymbed _j_ jmbnyarned _j_ jmcnyabmd _j_ juia yi - o , (8 33)
for the quartic tensor coupling. We also make use of the identities,
a^edeybede _  ^ sjab cdpq \ cdpq ^aedepdee _ a^b \ cdpq \ cpdq
~  na ’ ~ na '' /y (8.34)
which follow from the fact that there is only one rank two invariant tensor in a clas­
sical Lie group. Analogous identities for the extension to the product of three tensor 
couplings, for example
a^edeybpdqycqep   d a^b \ rede \ rvda \ caep
' ' ~  Na
(8.35)
have also been used.
A suitable combination of all the identities and contractions described above, in­
cluding those for the quartic tensor coupling, incorporated into a new group theory 
algorithm, is sufficient to reduce the total sum of divergent loop corrections to the 
Green’s functions, derived using the Lagrangian (8.2), to a single expression with the 
same simple group structure as the tree level object.
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Before applying symmetry operations, it is sensible to begin a new group theory 
algorithm by addressing the inevitable random spread of indices that result from a large 
number of diagrams. Up to two loop order, this was done by making use of the F o r m  
wild-carding technique. Wild-cards are generic objects that are used in patterns and 
can then match a class of objects. For example,
id ff(Al?,A2?,A4?)*lainbda(A3?,A4?,A5?,A2?) =
-ff(A1,A2,A4)*lambda(A3,A2,A5,A4);.
All the indices in this tensor product are described using wild-cards, as such the symme­
try operation described is applied to all structures with this pattern. Pattern matching 
is effective for mapping a class of group structures described using a limited number 
of indices onto a single structure. The expressions considered as part of the three loop 
calculation contain up to nine pairs of indices and are described by a larger number 
of different, more complicated, group structures. A summary of the different tensor 
object combinations and the number of index pairs required to describe the individ­
ual group structures for the three loop corrections to the {B(pvB,p(J) and (AapB bpB^T) 
n-point functions is given in Table 8.2, where the structure constants and the quartic 
tensor coupling are simply denoted by /  and A respectively. Much early effort was
Green’s function Three loop tensor objects Index pairs
B% B*p AAA 5
//A A 6
/ / / / A 7
f f f f f f 8
K  b L  b ^ /AAA 6
/ / /A A 7
/ / / / / A 8
/ / / / / / / 9
Table 8.2 Three loop tensor combinations and number of index pairs
spent trying to extend the wild-carding techniques of the two loop calculation to three 
loop order, with a limited degree of success. Applying wild-carding techniques to small 
sections of larger group structures did map a large number of random index patterns 
onto a relatively small number of common forms. However, mapping this small spread 
of common forms onto a group structure described by a single index pattern required 
additional, extensive, re-labeling processes. When considering the large number of dif­
ferent group structures possible for the combinations of tensor objects described in
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Table 8.2, then one can begin to imagine how inefficient and potentially error prone an 
initial treatment using F o r m  wild-carding techniques was. An additional complicating 
factor was the fact that certain parts of the three loop calculation, group structures 
described by up to six index pairs, were amenable to the wild-carding techniques of 
the two loop calculation. After several unsuccessful attempts to persevere with a naive 
extension of the techniques used in the two loop calculation to group structures de­
scribed by more than six index pairs, it was decided to postpone consideration of such 
group structures until after a wholesale re-labeling process had been carried out. This 
re-labeling process simply involved re-ordering index pairs into, as close as possible, 
ascending order around the external indices, within the symmetry constraints dictated 
by the different combinations of the structure constant f abc, and tensor coupling \abcd. 
After this process was complete, it was possible to use appropriate combinations of the 
symmetry properties described above to reduce a large spread of individual three loop 
group structures describing the Green’s functions to a set of objects given by two loop 
structures.
Having reduced all of the three loop group structures to a smaller set described in 
terms of two loop structures, one might have thought that it would be possible to simply 
re-introduce the code used to evaluate the two loop calculation and arrive at a result. 
Whilst the remaining two loop group structures are indeed less complicated, application 
of the wild-carding techniques remained somewhat problematic because of the random 
way in which the contractions (8.23) and (8.24) remove index pairs from the three 
loop structures. Resulting individual two loop structures did not contain more than six 
index.pairs. However, common two loop group structures described by different random 
spreads of paired indices were still described, collectively, by more than six pairs. This 
limited the effectiveness of the F o r m  wild-carding technique and was also a possible 
source of confusion. Once again, it was decided to carry out a wholesale re-labeling 
process before a consideration of the newly generated two loop group structures. This 
time, the re-labeling process meant ensuring that all common two loop group structures 
were described by the same index pairs. The tensor combinations and number of index 
pairs are given in Table 8.3. In order to get all of the remaining two loop tensor objects 
onto the appropriate set of paired indices requires an extensive marking process. This 
is done by attributing flags to each different index pair, hi,..,hg, and an additional 
flag, g3,..,g6, to identify how many pairs are necessary to fully label a specific tensor 
product at two loops, Table 8.3. For example,
if C count(ff,l) = 3) && ( count(lambda,1) = 1);
multiply g5;
endif;
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Green’s function Two loop tensor objects Index pairs
Da f>b AA 3
/ / A 4
f f f f 5
K è ^ bcp<p /AA 4
/ / / A 5
f f f f f 6
Table 8.3. Two loop tensor combinations and number of index pairs
id ff(?a,Al,?b)*ff(?c,Al,?d)= hl*ff(?a,A1,?b)*ff(?c,A1,?d) ;
id ff(?a,Al,?b)*lambda(?c,Al,?d)= hl*ff(?a,Al,?b)*lambda(?c,Al,?d);
id lambda(?a,A1,?b)»lambda(?c,A1,?d)= hl*lambda(?a,At,?b)*lambda(?c,A1,?d);
i d  f f  ( ? a , A 9 , ? b ) * f f  ( ? c , A 9 , ? d )  =  h 9 * f f  ( ? a , A 9 , ? b ) * f f  ( ? c , A9, ?d)  ; 
i d  f f  ( ? a , A 9 , ? b ) * l a m b d a ( ? c , A 9 , ? d )  =  h 9 * f f  ( ? a , A 9 , ? b ) * l a m b d a ( ? c , A9 , ?d)  ; 
i d  l a m b d a ( ? a , A 9 , ? b ) * l a m b d a ( ? c , A 9 , ? d )  =  h 9 * la m b d a ( ? a , A 9 , ? b ) * la m b d a ( ? c , A 9 , ? d )  ; 
. s o r t
where we have used the symbol (? a ,A l ,? b )  to define an argument field that may 
contain an arbitrary number of arguments. After marking
ya56 y  657
and where necessary, index pairs are systematically re-labeled with a smaller index 
number by making reference to the flags, for example
/C34A3746 =  g5h3hih6h7hgfa68f b78f c3ix 3746 ? (8.36)
if ( count(g5,l) = 1 );
if ( count(h8,l) = 1 && count(hi,1) = 0 );
id ff(?a,A8,?b)*lambda(?c,A8,?d) = hl/h8*ff(?a,Al,?b)*lambda(?c,Al,?d); 
id ff(?a,A8,?b)*ff(?c,A8,?d) = hl/h8*ff(?a,Al,?b)*ff(?c,A1,?d); 
endif;
if ( count(h7,l) = 1 && count(hi,1) = 0 );
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i d  f f ( ? a , A 7 , ? b ) * l a m b d a ( ? c , A 7 , ? d )  =  h l / h 7 * f f ( ? a , A 1 , ? b ) * l a m b d a ( ? c , A1, ? d ) ; 
i d  f f ( ? a , A 7 , ? b ) * f f ( ? c , A 7 , ? d )  =  h l / h 7 * f f ( ? a , A 1 , ? b ) * f f ( ? c , A1 , ? d ) ; 
e n d i f ;
i f  ( c o u n t ( h 6 , l )  =  1 && c o u n t ( h i ,1 )  =  0 ) ;
i d  f f ( ? a , A 6 , ? b ) * l a m b d a ( ? c , A 6 , ? d )  =  h l / h 6 * f f ( ? a , A l , ? b ) * l a m b d a ( ? c , A l , ? d ) ; 
i d  f f ( ? a , A 6 , ? b ) * f f ( ? c , A 6 , ? d )  =  h l / h 6 * f f ( ? a , A 1 , ? b ) * f f ( ? c , A1, ?d)  ; 
e n d i f ;
if ( count(h7,l) = 1 kk count(h5,l) = 0 );
id ff(?a,A7,?b)*lambda(?c,A7,?d) = h5/h7*ff(?a,A5,?b)*lambda(?c,A5,?d); 
id ff(?a,A7,?b)*ff(?c,A7,?d) = h5/h7*ff(?a,A5,?b)*ff(?c,A5,?d); 
endif;
if ( count(h6,l) = 1 kk count(h5,l) = 0 );
id ff(?a,A6,?b)*lambda(?c,A6,?d) = h5/h6*ff(?a,A5,?b)*lambda(?c,A5,?d); 
id ff(?a,A6,?b)*ff(?c,A6,?d) = h5/h6*ff(?a,A5,?b)*ff(?c,A5,?d) ; 
endif;
endif; (8.37)
such that
35h3h4h6h7h8/ a68/ b78/ c34A3746 =  g5hih3h4h6h7f a61f b71f c34 X3746 (8.38)
<75 hi h3 hi he h7/ a61 f b71f c34 A3746 =  35hih2h3h4h6/ a61/ b21/ c34A3246 (8.39)
95h1h2h3h4h6f a*1f b21f c3i\3246 =  35hih2h3/i4h5/ a51/ i,21/ c34A3245 . (8.40)
A similar process is carried out for tensor products described by 3,4 and 6 paired indices 
until all possible groups of two loop tensor objects are given in terms of the appropriate 
minimal set of index pairs. Notice that introducing the flag h\ in the substitution 
(8.37) means that F o r m  does not apply, incorrectly, the further possible substitutions, 
{A7,A6} —► A1 to the tensor object (8.38). The introduction of so many flags to label 
groups of tensor objects does look elaborate, on the page and on the computer screen. 
However, implementing this re-labeling process efficiently requires use of the F o r m  
count statement. The effectiveness of the symbolic manipulation language F o r m , or 
indeed any other programming language, derives from its simplicity. As such, the count
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statement does not search inside function arguments, in this case tensor objects, and 
so all of the flags are necessary. Although it may seem like overkill to take so much 
care over an apparently trivial labeling task, it is worth stressing that an effective 
application of the Jacobi identities, (8.21) and (8.33), necessary to achieve the further 
cancellations and subsequent contractions required to reduce all remaining factors to 
one loop structures, is severely hampered by an unnecessarily large spread of index 
pairs. After the re-labeling task is complete, all of the flags are set equal to 1 and the 
rest of the calculation proceeds in a text book manner.
8.5 Renormalization
In order to extract the divergences associated with the loop corrections to a given n- 
point function, it is necessary to give careful consideration to any correlation function 
with a specific Lorentz tensor structure. In an arbitrary linear covariant gauge, the 
gluon propagator is given by
Sjdb
(A lW A K -p )) =  - - T -  (1 -  a) (8.41)
where the transverse and longitudinal parts must be projected out using a matrix A4tl 
and considered separately. Before extracting the divergences specific to each component 
the matrix AixL is derived by first constructing the matrix
t p(T)
n íU ir ’K í t W  ' ’S í . i W Í H t f l
(T) j ( £ )
M t l  —
where the transverse projection is given by
\
v <lU p )v Z L ( p ) ^ L ( p) K U p)
p2
ImM
PflPv
(£)
and for the longitudinal projection
p W PuPv
(8.42)
(8.43)
(8.44)
The matrix M .t l  is given by the inverse of N t l , whose elements are polynomials of 
the dimension d due to contraction of Lorentz indices. Having derived the appropriate 
form of the matrix M tl , it is used to project out, for example, the transverse piece by 
multiplying the gluon correlation function with the projection
M tlV ™  (p) ,
The explicit form of the matrix is given by
M t l  =
1 1
( d -  1) V 0 (d — 1)
(8.45)
(8.46)0
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For the tensor fields with propagator type
(B ^ (p)B bp(-p ))  =  [< W < W -V W ]  , (8-47)
we adopt a similar method. The most general tensor propagator is separated into 
components 1 and 2 according to the prescription,
«W5 I^cr p^a^ l/p
Z PuPa x PuPp r PMP<7 , r PpPp
Opp p2 '-'pa p2 Ovp T  <W  ^ (8.48)
where antisymmetry causes terms with the general form PpPvPpPa to cancel. This 
approach, where the components, V  and V i2K are now not orthogonal, leads to the 
analogous matrix
Ml2 4(d — l)(d  — 2) (  —2 d )  ’ 8^'49)
for the tensor fields which is used to project out component 1 from the 2-point corre­
lation functions.
The remaining Lorentz structures required for this calculation are given by the mass 
operator insertion, (8.8), and the Feynman rule for the vertex, detailed
below
(8.50)
For the remaining cases, it is not necessary to consider the most general decompo­
sition by deriving a complete matrix. The appropriate, scalar, renormalization factor 
is obtained by multiplying the correlation function by the same Lorentz structure and 
inverse square. That is, for the mass insertion, we multiply the correlation function by 
a factor
[&pvPp ~ fippPv\ l&pvPp ~ $ppPv\ ,Q C1,
(< W ,T -< W P ,)2 _  2 p * (d -l )  ■ ^
The explicit form of the divergences are removed following the procedure of [71]. 
Using this method, Feynman integrals describing radiative corrections to a correla- 
tion/Green’s function are evaluated using dimensional regularization and added to­
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gether in the sumgraph program. Independent loop divergences are removed by requir­
ing that poles in e cancel using a combined, multiplicative, renormalization constant,
r  =  z rr 0 , (8.52)
where,
Zr =  U  Zi , (8.53)
i
and
z * =  1 +  E ti • (8-54)
i
Multiplicative renormalization constants, Zi, describe divergent quantities and include 
factors 1/e and 1/e2, which, when multiplied with finite and infinitesimal contribu­
tions to a correlation T function describe divergences resulting from sub-graphs at the 
next order in perturbation theory. In fact, they coincide exactly with all divergent 
contributions stemming from sub-graphs at the next order in perturbation theory. By 
alternately adding and subtracting radiative corrections for a Green’s function at each 
different order in perturbation theory, and retaining integral expansions for correla­
tion functions to infinitesimal orders, 0 (e ” ), it is possible to consider independent loop 
divergences only.
Before proceeding to the results of the three loop calculation, it is necessary to 
make a few remarks about the renormalization of the quartic tensor coupling A“6"1. 
This interaction was identified as forming part of the most general counter term Ea , 
by the algebraic renormalization procedure. It is included so that the Lagrangian 
(8.2) is stable against all radiative corrections (renormalizable). For the present task, 
calculation of the anomalous dimension of the gauge invariant mass operator
(8.55)
using the MS renormalization scheme, the tensor coupling is only included where nec­
essary. At one loop order the operator anomalous dimension is extracted from the 
divergent part of a 2-point function that has no contribution from the tensor coupling. 
None of the Green’s functions used in the one loop calculation make any reference 
to Aai>c<i, and it may be regarded as being formally absent. At two-loops the 2-point 
function does include the quartic tensor coupling. However, it is possible to describe 
the operator anomalous dimension, and all other Green’s functions used to derive it, 
using a bare (tree level) coupling, A“bc<i. This particular approach is forced upon us 
by the special technical difficulties presented by any quartic interaction at higher loop 
orders, even when a tensor structure is absent. Only for the three-loop calculation is 
it necessary to have explicit knowledge of the one loop structure of the quartic tensor 
interaction and this problem was solved prior to starting this calculation, [59]. Its one
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loop renormalization is described using a tensor function
a^bed _ yabed _j_ a^bed“ (8.56)
where
zabcd _  —12 f%bcdCao2 +  48f°pbg f ¡ pdqa2 -  6XabcdCAa
^  obpqy cqdp _|_ yapbqycdpq _|_ a^pcqybpdq _|_ ^apdqybpcq^ (8.57)
Also, the one loop /3-function for the tensor coupling Aabcd was calculated to be, [59], 
P\bcd(a, A) =  i ( d - 4 ) A abcd -  6CAXabcda -  12C^/4a6cda2 +  48CAf t pbqf ^ a 2
_l_  ^ a^bpq^ cjxiq | yapbq^ cdpq _|_ a^pcq^ bpdq _|_ ^apdq^  bpcgj
+  0 (a 3,A3) (8.58)
8.6 Three loop results
The three loop MS results given here extend the one and two loop calculations pre­
sented in [58] and [59]. We begin with a consideration of the three loop corrections 
to the 2-point functions for the fields of standard Quantum Chromodynamics. That 
is, the gluon, quark and Faddeev-Popov ghost 2-point functions. The auxiliary fields, 
{B^,, f?“„, G“„,, G“ „}, and also the quartic tensor coupling, \abcd. in the massless part 
of the Lagrangian (8.2) are all objects associated with localization of the mass operator 
and subsequent algebraic renormalization. When the mass operator is absent, m — 0, 
it should be expected that any additional interactions between these objects and those 
of ordinary Yang-Mills theory play a completely passive role in the renormalization 
procedure of the original Yang-Mills/QCD objects. In other words, renormalization 
of the gluon, Faddeev-Popov ghost and quark fields, subject to the complete set of 
interactions in the massless Lagrangian, should be identical to those obtained using 
the ordinary QCD Lagrangian. Using the method of [71] described earlier, the explicit 
form of the MS renormalization constants required to cancel the poles in e from the 
three loop corrections to each 2-point are given by
ZA = 1 +  -  e
a2
+ —e
. U  -  i)C* ~lTr N>.
'59
3—2 
a3
+  — 
€
/ 13 _  a }
V 6 27
( r e - ^ - Y ) Ci - l c ATFNf -2 C FTFN,
3C(3) 167a C(3)a 11a2
16
9965
864
+ 0(g6 )
96 32
C(3)a2 7a3 \ 3
16 96 4
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+ ' - l f + f + ï ) ^ +6
2 o 76 o o 44 o o 
+  -N f TFC$ +  — NfTpCA +  - N f  TpCF
54
8C(3) N¡TrCpCa
7957 143a 13a2 7a3 ^  ,  /31
+ ^ r  + i s ) CÂ + U +aJ864 96
481 19a a 2 50
+ ( i t + Y  + T  INf7'FC* -  i  W *  -
+ ~3e®
7  493 + 47a a 2 a 8\
\144 + "48" + 6 "~"3“ J
,^ 1.3
22 5a a 2>,
+  0 (a 4) . (8.59)
Z* =  l +  ^ (-a Q r )  +  y 3>W/Cf  +  | c|  +  ( - Ç  -  o  -  Ç Î  Q rf3
■ ? [ (
, 3a a 
+ -Ö  ^  +  ^
a"C^Qr 4- ~^ ~Cp
o r  
+  — e
9155 23C(3) 263a C(3)a 13a2 C(3)a2 5a3 \ 2
432 + 8 96 4 32 "  8 “  48 ' F A
(  287
+ ( ^  -  4C(3>) C ¿C , -  \C ¡- +  ( f  +  N,TFCFCA
9 20 9 9
-  TV/Tf C I ' r2rr2'
27
N jlpCp
275
~36~
73a 3a2 , h! )
+  24 + ~4" + «j
3a ^ 3 8 o o-N fT p(
, 11 25a 9 a 3\ 2
+ + _r +a“ + t J CfÇ4
(47 \ / 2 N- -  -  a j  Nf TFCFCA +  (^  -  a j  A ^ C 2
+-
+
31a 3a2 a3^
"24  8 T2 /
3a'
cFc l -  ^C 3
( ~ ^ T  ”  t )  C* CA +  f  Nf TF ° F CA +  0 ( a 4) . (8.60)
Z ,  =
a "3 a" a 2 Y 95 t t \  » 5 '
1 + -  
e .4  ~ 4 .
+  —e . ( 96 +  3 2 j C A ~ ñ CATFNf.
+  “ 2 f-2
a“
+ —  
e
35 3a2 \ ^9 1^  _  '
~32 + -3T  ) CA + 2 CATFNf
(  15817 Ç(3)a C(3)a2 3Ç(3)
y 5184 8 32 32
17a
~9<r
a ¿
32
a J
64
z-,3
VA
/  15 \  /  97 7a \
+  ( _ _ . +  4C(3) ) TFNf CFCA +  -  3<(3) +  —  ) TFNf C'X
2 4 ,'
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-  fT ^ N f c A
a3
+  “ o
15587 5a 13a2
3456 +  96 + +
ct
128 48
Cl
+ Tf Ni cf Ca +  ^ - ± 10,TpNfCi -  — TpNjCA
a3
4— 3
f  2765 +  35a 9a2 5a3'. 3
+  384 128 128 * *
+
\ 1152
\
149
+  0 (a 4) (8.61)
The three loop MS renormalization constants, (8.59), (8.60) and (8.61) all agree with 
results previously obtained for Quantum Chromodynamics, fixed in an arbitrary linear 
covariant gauge. The presence of the auxiliary fields and tensor coupling in the massless 
part of the Lagrangian (8.2) has not affected the three loop renormalization properties.
For the (B ^ B ^ )  2-point function, the full MS renormalization constant necessary 
to render the corrections finite up to three loops is given by
Zb — 1 +  [3 — a] CA— h , 9a 3a2~ 1 ~ T  +  —
C X ^  +  2CATFN ,^
+
61 a2
12 °  ~8~
9 a2 a2C l -  +  2CATFNf -  - _\ abed \ acbd ^256Na e
13 47a 9a2
9 +  +  I T  "  Y  )  Ca +
~ N f f i C A +  4Nf TFCFCA + y 27 , 3J
3\
(J
+
+  I -
+
+
40
27J
919
f - t ) TfN&  + li TW CA
( 277 2a
121a 11a2
+  ——
„3
108 24
CA jabedyaebd
T 1
+
,3
NfTFCl
32Na 
CA
8NA
jabed japeq^  bqdp
+
+
256Na
1
3072A(4 
140
(1 +  a) \abcdxa
81
^^ abed^ aepq^  bpdq _|_ a^&ed^apc<?^ 6gcpj _
NfT$CA +  (16C(3) -  15) Nf TFCFCl
(t t  - 16«3> - m
(18193 9C(3) 271a 13a2 C(3)a2 5a3
+  l 1296 +  8 96 32 8 48 Cl
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e
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5 CA yabedy acbd ^
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€
192Na
1
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1
UNa
(8.62)
where the tensor
jabed    ja b e  jed e
Also, we have used the convention
\ abed
\ abed c_ ___
167T2
(8.63)
(8.64)
We note here that, in accordance with the Ward identity given by the algebraic renor­
malization procedure, the three loop corrections to the (G"„Gpff) 2-point function are 
rendered finite using an identical renormalization constant, Zq — Zg. An indepen­
dent verification of this result does not exist in the literature, a strong check on the 
correctness of the expression (8.62) is made possible by using the multiplicative renor- 
malizability of the Green’s function that is described by the vertex,
(A*Btpß raT) =  VZ^y/Z^Zg(Aa0fiBb0vpËc0aT) . (8.65)
The vertex ApB bpB^T is calculated using the M incer algorithm by making reference 
to a modified 2-point function in which the external momentum associated with the 
field BeaT is nullified (set equal to zero). Deriving 2-point functions in this way relies 
on the fact that there are no infrared divergent factors of the form l/(fc2)2 present in a 
Feynman integral where k is an internal momentum. Any possibility of such factors is 
identified by incorporating suitable count statements into the automatic F o r m  routine 
before the M incer algorithm is applied. These safety checks were incorporated into the 
algorithm used for this calculation where the modified 2-point function used to describe 
the Green’s function (8.65) was declared infrared safe. The poles for this vertex are 
extracted using the projector
d(d — 1 )p2
Calculating this vertex to three loops and applying the appropriate factors of (8.59) and 
(8.62), all remaining poles in e on the RHS of (8.65) are canceled by the renormalization 
constant
Z„ = l A a-e - t Ca + \TfNí
a2
+  —
€
- ? C 2 +  TFNfCF +  \TFNf CF
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2
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+ —e
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~ CA +  -T ¿N f -  - T f NjCa 
Nf TFCi
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+  -j-j-N¡Tf Cf Ca
c3  +  1415162
1 ,  79 ,  ,  22 o o
-N f TFC2 -  - N 2T2CA -  — N flpCp
27
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a3 
H—f 2057Cl -  ™ N f TFCl -  Nf TFCFCA108
110 o i 22 o o+  — NjT$CA +  — N?Tf Cf
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H— 3
6655 
' 432
C j + 605 9 9 55 9 9 20 9 ciV/TFC i -  --N jT pC A +  — NfTp +  0 (a4)
(8.66)
The expression (8.66) is consistent with previously established results, [12], [13], [72], 
[73], [75], [76], [77], [71], [78], and represents a strong consistency check on the correct­
ness of the expression (8.62), which is used in the next part of the calculation.
Explicit M§ renormalization of the gauge invariant mass operator
o  =  ( b % - b ; v) f ^  , (8.67)
considered as a mass insertion, is carried out using the modified 2-point function
(A“ OBbup) =  V z AV z BZ0 (Aaotl0 0Bboup) . (8.68)
Calculating three loop corrections and applying the appropriate factors from expres­
sions (8.59) and (8.62) poles in e on the RHS of the Green’s function (8.68) are canceled 
using the MS renormalization constant
Zq =  1 +
+
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-  +€
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The gauge invariant mass operator (8.1) has been inserted into the massless part of 
the Lagrangian (8.2) which we have quantized in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge. 
The important thing to notice about the expression (8.69) is that it is independent 
of the gauge parameter a. Again we have satisfied a strong consistency check on the 
correctness of our calculation.
8.7 Renormalization group functions
For our theory, fixed in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge, with gauge parameter a, 
the anomalous dimensions for the fields is given by
The quartic tensor coupling /3-function, fj q^TS, calculated to one loop in [59] was dis­
cussed earlier. The QCD /3-function is derived by observing that, to a given loop order, 
the bare and renormalized Yang-Mills coupling, ga and g, are related by the expression
ga =  tfgZ,9 ’ (8.71)
where, for our purposes, p describes the dimensionful parameter of the dimensional reg­
ularization process used to maintain a dimensionless coupling constant in d-dimensions. 
The bare, unrenormalized, Yang-Mills coupling is independent of p, and so /3(a) is ob­
tained by differentiating both sides of (8.71) with respect to p ^  such that
(8.72)
By defining the QCD /3-function using the relation
m =^  ,
it is elementary to show that
P(g) =  -tgZg lI H “
(8.73)
(8.74)
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As such, it is straightforward to implement (8.74) into a computer algebra program, 
such as M a p le or R e d u c e , using the expression (8.66) and deduce that the three loop 
QCD /3-function is given by
0(9) = ( d - 4 )2
'2857
11 '- C A - - T FNf a — y  C \  ~  Y CATF N f  -  4TF N f CF
54 c \ -
1415
~ w
158CZTFNf + ^ -C AT^Nf -  z_ lcATFNf CF+205
44— T^NjCp +  2TFNf C%
27
a3 +  0 (a4) (8.75)
This value is consistent with previously established results, [12], [13], [72], [73], [75], 
[76], [77], [71], [78]. For a theory fixed in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge, non-zero 
values for the gauge parameter, a, also undergo renormalization, such that
a =  Zaa0 (8.76)
The gauge parameter undergoes a renormalization analogous to a composite gluon 
field such that, Za =  ZA. As such the anomalous dimension for the gauge parameter is 
closely related to the anomalous dimension for the gluon field. We will discuss how ~fa 
enters into the expression for the gluon field anomalous dimension, j A. and demonstrate 
how the renormalization group functions represent a valuable consistency check on the 
residual poles in, 1/e2, 1/e3, • • •, calculated for higher loop order corrections by making 
reference to a specific two loop example in Yang-Mills theory. It is instructive to begin 
a consideration of the renormalization group equations by showing how, in the Landau 
gauge, the one-loop QCD /3-function dictates the correct form that must be taken by the 
residual pole, oc a2/e2, resulting from the two-loop correction to the gluon propagator. 
Recalling the explicit form of the two-loop expression for ZA in the Landau gauge,
Z A \a =0
1 +  £A1^ +  £A21^ +  £A22^ +  0(a3)
1 +  -
e
a2
+  — e
a2
f c A -  \ t f n ,
c;q ti
~ CA -  ^CaTf Nj -  2CFTFNf
13
—g CA +  CATFNf  
and the one-loop expression for the QCD /3-function,
0 { a )  =  ^d 0 ^  +  ba la
+ 0 (a3) (8.77)
11^ 4 ^  '~rCA -  -~TFNf
o »3 (8.78)
Given this, the explicit expression for the anomalous dimension of the gluon, indeed 
any QCD field is in fact very simple and given by,
l A(a, A) =  - J 2 nzAman .
1
(8.79)
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At one-loop order, only the infinitesimal piece of /3(a) is included and the renormaliza­
tion group functions are a trivial re-statement of the renormalization constant expressed 
as a finite quantity. At two-loop order and above, residual pole terms calculated using 
Feynman diagrams must satisfy a consistency condition dictated by the renormaliza­
tion group function and expressed using results from the previous order in perturbation 
theory. Described using pole and /3-function coefficients, the two-loop Landau gauge 
anomalous dimension for the gluon field is given by,
a2 /  . \
7.4(a) =  —  ( z ^ n  +  ZAiiCai -  2^ 22) -  az,411 -  2a2Z422 +  0 ( a 3) , (8.80)
where it is straightforward to see that in order to have a finite expression for 7.4(a), we 
require that,
ZA22 =  y 1 ( 2 .4 1 1  +  ba l) ■ (8 .81 )
For arbitrary linear covariant gauge, the anomalous dimension for non-vanishing values 
of the gauge parameter, alpha, is identical to that for the composite gluon field, or 
indeed just the gluon field, That is, to one-loop order,
7a (a ,a ) =  gala +  0 (a2) . (8.82)
In an arbitrary linear covariant gauge, the two-loop anomalous dimension for the gluon 
field, described using pole, /3-function and gauge parameter anomalous dimension co­
efficients, is now given,
7.4(a) a 2 (  2 , , , d z Aii—  ( z.411 +  A41l0al +  aga 1 —>----£ V oat
-azA n ~ 2a2Z422 +  0 (a 3) . (8.83)
Here we see that, for non-vanishing a, the one loop restrictions imposed on the two-loop 
residual pole of the gluon renormalization constant include the anomalous dimension 
for the gauge parameter. The functions of the renormalization group equation sim­
ply express the fact that bare, unrenormalized, objects, <j)0, have no dependence on 
the renormalized expressions, ar and ar, used to express their renormalized counter­
parts, 4>r. To a loop practitioner, they represent an invaluable check on manipulations 
with sums of Feynman diagrams that become more complicated at increasing orders in 
perturbation theory.
In the absence of an explicit tensor structure it is elementary, and at three loop order 
desirable, to calculate the anomalous dimension by defining the individual elements of 
(8.70) in a computer algebra package such as R e d u c e  or M aple and then expanding 
to the required order in the couplings. For the ordinary QCD objects this is what we 
did, leading to the results,
7a  (a) =  [(3a -13)C A +  8TFNf )^
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+  [(2a2 +  l i a  -  59) C 2 +  40CATFNf +  32CF2>A7] ^
+  [(63a3 +  297a2 +  1503a -  9965 +  (54a2 +  216a +  162)C(3)) C\
+  (-576a  +  14576 -  5184<(3)) C\TFNf + {  6912C(3) +  80)CACFTFNf
-  2i32CATpNf -  576CFTFNf  -  1408CFT^A72] ^  +  0 (a 4) (8.84)
2
7c(a) =  ( a - 3 ) C ^
+  [ - (3 a  +  95)C i +  40CATFNf ] —
+  [(81a3 -  162a2C(3) +  162a2 -  648aC(3) +  918a -  486C(3) -  15817) C\ 
+  (-1512a +  15552C(3) +  1552) C\Tf N}
+  (-20736C(3) +  19440) CACFTFNf  +  2240CATjN j] +  0 (a 4|8.85)
7v>(a) =  otCFa
2
+  [ (a 2 +  8a +  25) CACF -  6 -  8CFTFNf ]
+  [(90a3 +  108C(3)a2 +  351a2 +  216C(3)a +  2367a -  2484((3)
+  18310) C\CF -  (1224a  +  9184) CACFTFNf  +  423C$ +  8MCjTf Nf
+  (3456C(3) -  10296) CA($  +  640CF^A 72] ^  +  0 (a 4) (8.86)
The anomalous dimensions for the localization fields and mass operator objects, <f> 6 
{B^u, , O }, are derived using renormalization constants with an explicit dependence
on the quartic tensor coupling. It is not possible to evaluate such functions using 
computer algebra programs. Recalling the symmetry properties obeyed by the tensor,
^abed _ yedab
yabed ybacd (8.871
we observe that the quartic tensor coupling is differentiated using the formula,
d\abcd
Q\pqrS
I [ ôapôbq5crôds +  ¿a q^gcr^
8 L
+  5 aP5bqô ca5 dr +  ¿ a q ^ b p ^ s ^ r
+  5cp5dq5ar5bs +  Scq6dp6ar6bs
+  Scp5dq8as5br +  5cq5dp5as5br ] (8.88)
As might be expected, differentiating quartic tensor couplings in the carefully ordered 
renormalization constants destroys the structures that were introduced by the group
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theory algorithm. For example, using the product rule and (8.88) to differentiate a 
structure including three quartic tensor couplings,
O
_________  / \ a i a 2 fl3a4 \  <21*130,50,6 \  0205 a 4 Q>6 \
d\bib2b3b4, ^  ^ A )
_  2  A a i  “ 36163 ^ 16 2 0 3 6 4  _|_ 2 A ° i a36 i 63^01640362 _|_ ^^0 10 36 16 4 ^ 0 16 20 36 3
8 8 8 
_ |_ 2 A a i°3 6 i6 4  A a i 630362 _|_ ^ ^ 0 10 3 6 2 6 3 ^ 16 10 3 6 4  _j_ 2  A “ i  “36 26 3^ 16 4 0 36 1 
8 8 8 
_|_2 A “ l “ 36264 ^ 1 6 1 0 3 6 3  ^ ^ 0 10 36 26 4 ^0 16 3036 1 2.^02610462^02630464
8 8 4
_|_ 2 A “ 26l O462 ^02640463 _|_ 2 A a262 0  4 6 iA a2630464 _|_ 2  A a 26204&l A 02 64 a4&3
4 4 4
_ |_ 2 A a 5a 66l63 A 056206&4 _|_ 2 A » j  nG61 6 3 ^ 5 6 4 Otj62 _|_ 2  A QoaG61 64^n~,62Of,63 
8 8 8
_ |_ 2 A a 5066l64 A 05630662 2  A a 5 06 62 63 ^05 6 1 6 . ;  _|_ 2  A 0', 0(3 62 63 ^£5640061
8 8 8
_|_ 2  A 05036264 A 05&i 06 63 _|_ 2 ^ 5 0 6 6 2 6 4 ^ 5 6 3 0 3 6 1
8 8 (8.89)
results in a particularly long winded expression. Applying the tensor differentiation 
to all of the quartic tensor couplings in the three loop renormalization constants has 
the result that raw data used to construct the renormalization group functions is given 
by disordered products of tensor functions. To restore order, it is necessary to include 
a further group theory algorithm incorporating a further re-ordering and re-labelling 
process and more, carefully chosen, combinations of the Jacobi identities, (8.21) and 
(8.33). To be sure that the initial expressions for 7s(a , A) and 7o(a , A) do not become 
too complicated, it is important to give a group theory treatment to each component 
used to construct them before these are input into the formula (8.70). Fortunately, 
for the most difficult factors j - ,  4> € O}. it is necessary to consider only
the two-loop renormalization constants. Given this, the factors ^  are expanded using 
the two-loop renormalization constants in a symbolic manipulation program (Form) 
around,
a =  A =  0 (8.90)
to 0 (a 3; A3). This is done using a double Taylor expansion given by,
j ^pqrsJ _  =  x dZ4> I
Z q da la=A=0a — d\P1rs la=A=0
1 (d Z ± ^ ± \
2 y da da ia=A=o 
1 (  dZf dZl
d2Z,0l
+ -2 2 d\P1TS d\P'l’T's' la=A=0
da? la=A=0^
d2Z4>
d\pqrsQp'q'r's' |a=i\=0
^pqrs^p q r s
+
dZ0 dZ2\ d2Z,0 A
d\pv™ da la=A=o dadXP^8 ¡a=A=o J aXPqrs (8.91)
Each element of (8.91) was computed individually and inserted into the expressions for 
-X- using a short Form script. The terms differentiated by the couplings in (8.70) are
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computed using the full three-loop renormalization constants. The remaining elements 
of (8.70) are the one loop /3-function for the quartic tensor coupling, (8.58), and the two 
loop piece of the QCD beta function, (8.75). As individual elements of (8.70) are given 
in terms of tensor expressions, when multiplying three components it is important to 
avoid the use of repeated summed indices. Noting this, it was necessary to use three 
different index labels,
a\, ‘ ' ‘ > a4 i hi, ■ • ■, 64 and c\, ■ ■ ■, C4 , (8.92)
to ensure that no repetitions occurred. After all of the different elements have been 
combined, it is necessary to include a further wholesale re-labelling operation in a final 
group theory algorithm. Prom the above it should be clear that, unlike for the case 
with scalar couplings, for any theory with a tensor coupling deriving the correct form 
of the renormalization group functions can become very labour intensive.
Before giving the final expressions for the operator object anomalous dimensions, 
we show the full detail of the symbolic manipulation output for the mass operator 
anomalous dimension, 7q . In this output we have attached labels to all of the compo­
nents in (8.70), zopl ,zop21 ,zop22,zop31 ,zop32,zop33, identifying which parts come 
from the simple double and triple poles appearing in the three loop renormalization 
constant, and g lO .g ll,g a O ,g a l,g a 2 , for the infinitesimal, one and two-loop pieces of 
the /3-functions for the quartic tensor and Yang-Mills couplings respectively. Express­
ing the output in this way shows how results from lower orders in perturbation theory 
dictate the form that must be taken by the residual poles occurring at higher orders in 
perturbation theory, in great detail and to three-loop order.
gammaop —
+ ep~-2*a~3*Ca~3 * (
+ 6655/144*zop33*ga0
-  1331/36*zop22*gal
-  1331/48*zopl*zop22*ga0
+ 1331/108*zopl~2*gal
+ 1331/216*zopl~3*ga0
)
+ ep"-2*a~3*Ca~3 * (
-  605/512*zo33*ga0
+ 121/3*zo22*gal
+ 121/4*zol*zo22*ga0
+ 121/9*zol~2*gal
-  121/18*zol'3*ga0
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)
+ ep~-2*a"3*Nf'2*Tf“2*Ca * (
+ 55/3*zo33*ga0
- 44/3*zo22*gal
- Il*zol*zo22*ga0 
+ 44/9*zol~2*gal 
+ 22/9*zol'3*ga0
)
+ ep~-2*a'3*Nf''3*Tf'3 * (
- 20/9*zo33*ga0 
+ 16/9*zo22*gal
+ 4/3*zol*zo22*ga0
- 16/27*zol~2*gal
- 8/27*zol~3*ga0
)
+ ep~-l*Nca~-l * (
- l/1024*lambdar(Asi,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As5,As6)
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo32*gl0 
+ 1/1024*lambdar(As1,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(As1,As3,As5,As6) 
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo21*gll
- l/2048*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As2,As6)
*lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo32*gl0 
+ l/2048*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As2,As6) 
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo21*gll
- l/2048*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As3,As6)
♦lambdar(As2, As6,As4,As5)*zo32*gl0 
+ l/2048*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(As1,As5,As3,As6) 
*lambdar(As2,As6,As4,As5)*zo21*gll
)
+ ep~-l*a*Nca~-l * (
- l/96*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As5,As6)
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo32*gl0
- l/192*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As5,As6)
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♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo32*ga0 
+ l/164*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As5,As6) 
*lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo21*gll
- l/384*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As2,As6)
♦lambdar(As3,As5,As4,As6)*zo32*gl0
- l/768*ff4(Asl)As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As2,As6)
*lambdar(As3,As5,As4,As6)*zo32*gal 
+ l/256*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As2,As6) 
*lambdar(As3,As5,As4,As6)*zo21*gll
)
ep'-l*a*Nca~*Ca * (
+ 13/512*lambdar (Asl, As2, As3, As4) *lambdar (Asl, As3, As2, As4) 
*zo32*gl0
+ 13/1024*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4) 
*zo32*ga0
- 7/256*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo21*gll
- ll/1536*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zol*zo21*gl0
- ll/3072*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zol*zo21*ga0
)
ep'-l*a*Nca'*Tf * (
- l/384*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo32*gl0
- l/768*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo32*ga0
+ l/384*lambdar(As1,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(As1,As3,As2,As4) 
*zol*zo21*gl0
+ l/768*lëunbdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4) 
*zol*zo21*ga0
)
+ ep'-l*a“2*Nca'-l * (
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- l/16*ff4(Asi,As2,As3,As4)*ff4(Asl,As5,As3,As6)
*lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo32*gl0
- l/8*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*ff4(Asl,As5,As3,As6)
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo32*ga0 
+ 3/16*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*ff4(Asl,As5,As3,As6) 
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo21*gll
)
+ ep~-l*a*Nca''-l*Ca * (
+ 25/144*ff4(Asi,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4) 
*zo32*gl0
+ 25/72*ff4 (Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4) 
*zo32*ga0
- 15/64*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo21*gll
- ll/96*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo21*gal
- 11/192*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zol**zo21*gl0
- ll/96*ff4(As1,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zol*zo21*gl0
)
+ ep~-l*a~2*Ca'2 * (
- 121/12*zo22*ga0 
+ 121/18*zol*ga0
+ 121/36*zol'2*ga0
)
+ ep~-l*a~2*Nf*Nca“-l*Tf * (
- 5/144*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo32*gl0
- 5/72*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo32*ga0
+ l/24*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4) 
*zo21*gal
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+ 1/48*ff4(Asi,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4) 
*zol*zo21*gl0
+ l/24*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4) 
*zol*zo21*ga0
)
+ ep~-l*a'2*Nf*Tf*Ca * (
+ 22/3*zo22*ga0 
+ 44/9*zol*gal
- 22/9*zol~2*ga0
)
+ ep'-l*a"2*Nf~2*Tf'2 * (
- 4/3*zo22*ga0 
+ 8/9*zol*gal
+ 4/9*zol'2*ga0
)
+ ep~-l*a'3*Ca~3 * (
- 3989/96*zo32*ga0 
+ 3/16*zo21*gll
+ 847/72*zo21*gal 
+ 187/9*zol*ga2 
+ 847/96*zol*zo21*ga0 
)
+ ep~-l*a~3*Nf*Tf*Ca~2 * (
+ 757/24*zo32*ga0
- 121/18*zo21*gal
- 178/9*zol*ga2
- 121/24*zol*zo21*ga0
)
+ ep"-l*a'3*Nf*Tf*Cf*Ca * (
+ 121/6*zo32*ga0
- 22/3*zo21*gal
- 22/3*zol*ga2
- Il/2*zol*zo21*ga0
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)
+ ep'-l*a~3*Nf'2*Tf“2*Ca * (
- 6*zo32*ga0
+ 8/9*zo21*gal 
+ 40/9*zol*ga2 
+ 2/3*zol*zo21*ga0 
)
+ ep'-l*a~3*Nf"2*Tf~2*Cf * (
- 22/3*zo32*ga0 
+ 8/3*zo21*gal 
+ 8/3*zol*ga2
+ 2*zol*zo21*ga0
)
+ Nca~-1 * (
+ l/256*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4) 
*zo21*gl0
+ l/2048*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As5,As6) 
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo31*gl0 
+ l/4096*lambdar(As1,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As2,As6) 
*lambdar(As3,As5,As4,As6)*zo31*gl0 
+ l/2048*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As3,As6) 
♦lambdar(As2,As6,As4,As5)*zo31*gl0
)
+ a*Nca~-l * (
- l/32*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo21*gl0
- l/32*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo21*ga0
+ 9/256*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As5,As6) 
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo31*gl0 
+ l/384*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As5,As6) 
*lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo31*ga0 
+ 3/256*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As2,As6)
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♦lambdar(As3,As5,As4,As6)*zo31*gl0 
+ 3/512*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(As1,As5,As2,As6) 
*lambdar(As3,As5,As4,As6)*zo31*gaO 
+ 31/768*ff4(As1,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As5,As3,As6) 
♦lambdar(As2,As4,As5,As6)*zo31*gl0
)
+ a*Nca~-l*Ca * (
- 19/768*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo31*gl0
- 19/1536*lambdar(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo31*ga0
)
+ a*Ca * (
+ ll/6*zol*ga0
)
+ a*Nf*Tf * (
- 2/3*zol*ga0
)
+ a~2*Nca~-l * (
+ 19/96*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*f f 4(Asl,As5,As3,As6)
♦lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo31*gl0 
+ 19/48*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*ff4(As1,As5,As3,As6)
*lambdar(As2,As5,As4,As6)*zo31*ga0
)
+ a'2*Nca'-l*Ca * (
- 857/3456*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo31*gl0
- 857/1728*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo31*ga0
)
+ a~2*Ca'2 * (
+ 77/24*zo21*ga0
)
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+ a'2*Nf*Nca'-l*Tf * (
- l/432*ff4(As1,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo31*gl0
- l/216*ff4(Asl,As2,As3,As4)*lambdar(Asl,As3,As2,As4)
*zo31*ga0
)
+ a“2*Tf*Ca * (
- 2/3*zo21*ga0
)
+ a~2*Tf*Cf * (
- 2*zo21*ga0
)
+ a~3*Ca~3 * (
+ 361/32*zo31*ga0
)
+ a'3*Nf*Tf*Ca"2 * (
- 211/36*zo31*ga0
)
+ a"3*Nf*Tf*Cf*Ca * (
- 97/18*zo31*ga0
)
+ a~3*Nf*Tf*Cf'2 * (
+ zo31*ga0
)
+ a~3*Nf'2*Tf~2*Ca * (
+ 5/9*zo31*ga0
)
+ a~3*Nf~2*Tf~2*Cf * (
+ 22/9*zo31*ga0
) ,  (8.93)
where lambdar denotes the renormalized tensor coupling and all other factors have 
been introduced earlier. When the labels z and g are set equal to one, all divergent
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expressions cancel and we arrive at the final form of the, finite, anomalous dimensions,
7 s(o ,A ,a ) =  7G(a,A ,a)
=  (a — 3)CA +  
1
128AU '
:ga2 + 2 a - ^ ) C \ + l^ T FNf CAO /  o
+ y abed y acbd
+
5 3 39 2 271 18193
I d "  + 32a  32"a  432~
+ ( ^ - f ) c « 3, ) c :
+ ( j |  +  48C(3) -  ^ a )  TFNf C\ +  (45 -  48C(3)) TFNf CFCA
140,
"27
+  T fN 2CA a3 + ;C(3)
13
64
a^bedyaebd^  2
1
+  ^
^3 _  3 ^ g ^  I j^abedjopcq ybpdq fl2 _|_ 3C^4 yabedyacbd,
16 647V
1
20487^4
and for the gauge, a, independent mass operator,
jgA^icdx*cpqxbpd4 +  Aa6cdAapcAMpj +  0 (a 4;A4) , (8.94)
70 (a, A) a + Y ^ a -  \tFN} Ca -  2TFNf CF
 ^ j-abedy acbda  1
1 6 V
-Aabed \ acbd
256Na
+ 97,
0£1 Oil
32-CÌ -  -3g V TV fC i -  ~-TFNf CFCA +
+  |r|7V /CA +  ^ T jN fC p a3 + 19
327VA
1
“  AU 
1
+ T7-
1 r  n  857 r144 ^ A y  -  tttV .41152 /
abed acbd 2a —
jabed  jo-pcq ybpdq ^  2
1 9C^4 a5cc£, acbd 
-A  A  a512AU
4096AU
o i Q oc;ox jabedyapeq ybdpq _j_ jabedyapbqyepdq    ^  jrabedy acpqy bpdg
768 512 768
[3AabcdAacp9A6p<:!9 +  >abcd>aPc9>Mpj +  o (a 4;A4) . (8.95)
This concludes the treatment of three loop calculations using (8.2). In the discussion 
section that follows we will consider, briefly, the difficulties associated with deriving the 
vacuum expectation values for this model using the linear composite operator method.
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Chapter 9
Discussion
9.1 Complex width versus a real mass
The work presented here considered, separately, the related topics of gauge fixing and 
mass operators in Quantum Chromodynamics. The new calculations are carried out 
by making reference to the Lagrangians, (4.1) and (8.2), both of which represent an 
extension to the ordinary QCD Lagrangian. Each of these extensions have in common 
that they aim to provide a better understanding of Yang-Mills theory in the infrared 
sector, importantly, they both derive from the inclusion of a non-locality that is inserted 
into ordinary QCD.
The formalism used to develop each model is quite different. Starting with the 
Gribov-Zwanziger model, the extension to QCD considered here is introduced intu­
itively following the observation by Gribov, [20], that in order to have an analytical 
formulation of QCD consistent with the infrared sector, then the gauge fixing method 
of Faddeev and Popov must be improved. In the subsequent work by both Gribov and 
Zwanziger, attempts to derive an improved gauge fixing procedure rely on establishing 
strict criteria for the positivity of the Faddeev-Popov operator using degenerate pertur­
bation theory. Implementing these criteria into the functional measure for non-Abelian 
gauge theory represents a formidable task and relies on a great deal of formal reason­
ing. Zwanziger does arrive at an interpretation of the gap equation which appears to 
be suitable for use with gauge theories. This is achieved by adding to the QCD action 
a term, 72Si , where
Si =  ~2^4 J  d^d^ytr y, A )A „(y)j . (9.1)
Localization using standard methods results in an action which is proven to be renor­
malizable by exploiting the property of BRST invariance of the massless action, that is, 
when q2 =  0. It is appropriate to comment that, the BRST invariance of the massless 
action did not emerge from the purely intuitive arguments that were used to derive the
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restriction. In order to arrive at a BRST invariant massless action, it was necessary to 
add a term
%RSTterm) -  J d*xgfabcdvu)F(Dvc)b<t% , (9.2)
on an apparently ad hoc basis. That is, BRST invariance is not manifestly present in 
Zwanziger’s local implementation of a restriction to the first Gribov horizon.
In spite of these difficulties, the resulting local renormalizable action does contain 
all of the features of the original Gribov model fully incorporated into a QCD type La- 
grangian. Also, as was seen in chapters 4 and 5, it is particularly useful for performing 
loop calculations to test the predictions of the model formally using renormalization 
group equations. Specifically, gluon suppression has been demonstrated to one loop 
order, and the gap equation with resulting ghost enhancement and possible implica­
tions for a confinement mechanism at two loop order are all shown to be explicitly 
renormalizable within the MS scheme.
Turning now to the question of a dynamically generated gluon mass, we recall that 
the fundamental propagators which derive from the Gribov type propagator,
1 _  1 /  1 1
[(p2)2 +  Q 74] 2iv/Q 7 2 y [p2 -  i /^Ca i 2} [p2 +  i-JCa ! 2}
include what is commonly referred to as a complex width. Whilst it is in no way possible 
to consider that these propagators include a physical mass, the Gribov parameter, 7 , 
does have the dimension of mass. Addressing the issue of gauge fixing in the infrared 
sector has led to the appearance of a mass like term in the gluon propagator of QCD.
In the work that we consider here, to have a real gluon mass it was necessary to 
introduce a mass term into the QCD Lagrangian manually using a composite field. 
That is, the real mass terms considered in the second part of this thesis do not emerge 
from any obvious intuition about the correct way to interpret the quantization of pure 
Yang-Mills theory. Despite this, we obviously require that physically meaningful mass 
operators must be gauge invariant, as we saw in chapter 6, successfully establishing 
gauge invariance for such operators derives from the effectiveness of the gauge fixing 
procedure. Also, introducing mass terms into the QCD Lagrangian using composite 
operators does appear to be a natural extension when considered using the concept of 
dynamical symmetry breaking in asymptotically free field theories. This idea is most 
clearly introduced using the Gross-Neveu model, [23] a two dimensional fermion field 
theory with a quartic interaction that is renormalizable and asymptotically free. This 
model uses dynamical symmetry breaking as a mechanism for generating a fermion 
mass expressed in terms of the composite field ipip. Importantly, the resulting non-zero 
expectation value subsequently lowers the energy for the vacuum structure of the theory 
and so the presence of such a mass operator would appear to be energetically favoured. 
Since Quantum Chromodynamics is asymptotically free, it seems reasonable to extend
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the general arguments used in the Gross-Neveu model and consider the possibility of a 
dynamically generated gluon mass expressed in terms of a composite gluon field with 
general form (A“ )2. In order to show that such a mechanism is likely to occur in QCD, 
it would be useful to show that a non-vanishing gluon condensate had an expectation 
value which lowered the vacuum energy for QCD.
This would require a derivation of the appropriate form of the effective action for 
the Yang-Mills or QCD Lagrangian, fixed in a linear covariant gauge and incorporating 
the gauge invariant mass operator
O — min tr J d4x • (9-4)
The operator (9.4) was introduced as part of a wider review of mass operators in chapter 
6, where a non-local interpretation was derived by defining the absolute minimum 
gauge configuration AJ), (6.41). Also, due to gauge invariance of the operator, it can 
be expressed using a series of individually gauge invariant terms that depend on the 
Yang-Mills field strength tensor F°„, (6.49). The first, gauge invariant, term of this 
operator, is that which was considered in chapters 7 and 8,
Ox =  d4x F°„[(D2)~1]a b . (9.5)
In chapter 7 it was shown that the operator (9.5) has a local interpretation that may 
be added to the QCD Lagrangian without destroying renormalizability, albeit at the 
cost of adding two auxiliary fields and a quartic tensor coupling.
Expressing this operator using a local expression, not only enables exploration of 
renormalizability when added to the QCD Lagrangian, but allows the possibility to 
derive an effective action using the local composite operator method, [23]. In addition 
to drawing parallels between the possibility of a dynamically generated fermion or 
gluon mass, it is the local composite operator (LCO) formalism first used in the Gross- 
Neveu model that we wish to use to derive an effective action for the QCD Lagrangian 
incorporating a gluon mass operator. Exploiting the relative simplicity of the fermion 
model, we use it here to introduce the LCO method. The Lagrangian for the two­
dimensional Gross-Neveu model is given by
Lgn =  $($  +  J)ip +  ^g2($ip)2 , (9.6)
where {ip, ip} are fermion and anti-fermion fields, g is the coupling and J is the source 
term for the fields. When J =  0, the composite field ipip, vanishes along with its 
expectation value, and the the theory is multiplicatively renormalizable with coupling 
constant and wave renormalization constants. For J ^  0, there are new logarithmically 
divergent vacuum diagrams oc J 2. To have a renormalizable action incorporating the 
composite field ipip, coupled to a source J, it is necessary to introduce a new coupling
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constant (, [79],[80], such that
LGN =  ^  +  J )^  +  I 52(^ )2 + 1CJ2 ) (9.7)
where all the variables in (9.7) are understood to be described using bare quantities. 
Renormalization is carried out according to the prescription
V’o
Jo
qI
C oJl
=  Z l!2il)
- p
- 1»5 
-  /T e(C +  W 2 (9.8)
where Z2 corresponds to a mass renormalization, equivalent to a wave-function renor­
malization of the ipip operator. Now, it is possible to express the new coupling ( ,  as a 
unique function of the quartic coupling g, where an n-loop evaluation of ((g) requires 
an (n +  l)-loop evaluation of the renormalization group functions (3(g2), ^ (g 2) and 
S(g2), where
Kg2) =  (z +  2i2(g2) - P ( g 2) J ^ K  • (9.9)
Proceeding in this manner eliminates the independent coupling constant (  and the 
vacuum divergences become multiplicatively renormalizable,
C,(g2) Jf K ( g 2,f) =  Z(i(g2,e)((g2) . (9.10)
The associated generating functional W[J\ obeys a homogeneous renormalization group 
equation
+ /3 (52) ^  - 72(52) / ¿ 2xJ{ j )  w (J,g2^ )  =  (9-11)
Given this, the composite operator
A =  Z2^ - Z Q((g 2)J , (9.12)
has a finite and multiplicatively renormalizable expectation value and 2-point function,
(A)
GA(x,y)
5W[J]
5J
62W [J] 
SJ(x)SJ(y) ' (9.13)
The new composite operator A  differs from tpip only by a c-number term, and has an 
identical anomalous dimension. The corresponding effective action r (A ) , is defined by
T[A] =  W[J] -  J d2x J A  , (9.14)
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which obeys the homogeneous renormalization group equation
0 %+/3(ff2)+i2{g2) I  d2x A A ) r[A] = ° ‘ 9^'15^
Extending this model to a consideration of Yang-Mills/QCD which includes the non­
gauge invariant composite operator, \{A^ 2), in the path integral begins by defining 
the generating functional
e-w [J] =  J  j)A fl'DxpVxp'DcVc exp [ J d4x ( l 0 -  l-J A a0 2 +  J02) (9.16)
where L0 denotes the usual Yang-Mills/QCD Lagrangian and all quantities are bare. 
Two different calculations based on this approach obtain the two loop effective po­
tential for ( j (A “ )2) in Landau gauge Yang-Mills theory, [53], and QCD, [81]. These 
calculations suggest that a non zero condensate is energetically favoured leading to a 
dynamically generated effective gluon mass. Both results are identical in the pure gauge 
limit of QCD, Nf =  0. Also, this operator has been added to the Gribov-Zwanziger 
Lagrangian where it was shown that it did not destroy renormalizability, [39]. Results 
for the operator when incorporated into the Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian were incon­
clusive and it was not possible to show that a non-vanishing value of the condensate 
(^(A“ )2) reduces the vacuum energy for this model. However, it was observed that 
inclusion of a condensate does not affect the well known implications of a restriction 
to the Gribov region, that is, gluon propagator suppression and the ghost propagator 
enhancement.
The effective potential has also been considered in arbitrary linear covariant gauges, 
using a Lagrangian identical to (9.16) where propagators are derived with the value of 
the gauge parameter a left open, [82]. Results are consistent with those obtained in the 
Landau gauge, although, as expected for a non gauge invariant operator, the effective 
potential appears to have an explicit dependence on the gauge parameter. As such, it 
is only possible to regard any results obtained using the composite operator \Aail 2 as 
a testing ground concerning the possibility of a physically meaningful dimension two 
condensate in QCD.
In order to proceed effectively, it is necessary to derive the appropriate, localized, 
form of the inherently non local operator jA [A n, (9.4). As discussed, the first term in a 
non local expansion for this operator is given by F^v[(D2)~l)ahF^v. A local interpreta­
tion of this gauge invariant operator that may be added to the QCD Lagrangian without 
destroying renormalizability was described in chapter 7, and in chapter 8 its anoma­
lous dimension was computed to three loop order. Because the operator (8.1) is gauge 
invariant the advantages for studying this operator as an extension to the preliminary 
work described above for the non gauge invariant A2 are obvious. The rather involved 
form of the Lagrangian, (8.2), which results from incorporating F£l/[(D2)~1]abF^u into 
the QCD Lagrangian in a local, renormalizable, way means that implementing the local
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composite operator (LCO) method is likely to be very complicated. In particular, in 
[80] and [53], the calculational machinery employed to express the new coupling (,  that 
results from using the LCO method, as a unique function of the quartic/gauge coupling 
to n-loop order, required knowledge of the renormalization group functions for other 
variables to (n +  l)-loop order. A study of the appropriate form of the generating func­
tional W (J) for the effective action appropriate for use with the operator (8.1) has been 
carried out in the recent work, [83]. An actual computation has not yet been carried 
out, this is primarily due to the non-availability of all the (n +  l)-loop renormalization 
group functions required by the previously developed calculational machinery. If this 
is how the calculation of an effective action must proceed, the real stumbling block 
will be the two loop /3-function for the quartic tensor coupling \abcd. At present, as 
discussed previously, we only have knowledge of this to one loop order, and our three 
loop calculation, described in chapter 8, is the first time it has been properly checked 
in a loop calculation. If in the future it is possible to overcome these difficulties then a 
one loop calculation for the effective action should be possible, looking further ahead, 
the most rigorous, theoretical, check on the result will be a two loop calculation which 
will require knowledge of the three loop operator anomalous dimension.
In terms of a comprehensive study for the full operator  ^A ^ in, it is important to note 
that the individually gauge invariant terms in the non-local expansion (6.25) represent 
a leg rather than a loop expansion. That is, the more manageable first term (6.24) that 
we considered in chapters 7 and 8, does not furnish us with Feynman rules that are 
capable of describing a complete set of one particle irreducible diagrams describing the 
Green’s functions for the operator ^A(]lin to, say, one loop. However, the anomalous 
dimension for the complete non-local operator, using results from the localized first 
term described above and adding to these one loop contributions from the next term in 
the non-local expansion, (6.49), has been calculated in an arbitrary linear gauge to one 
loop in the MS scheme, [62]. The result is consistent with the anomalous dimension for 
the non-gauge invariant operator ^A2 in the Landau gauge.
9.2 Recent developments concerning the 
Gribov-Zwanziger approach
Returning now to a discussion of the Gribov-Zwanziger approach, it is important to 
note that in the light of what has been discussed above, any observations made using 
this formalism are subject to all of the limitations mentioned for the non-gauge invariant 
operator \A2. At the level of what we understand, a gauge fixed, infrared consistent, 
Yang-Mills theory considering only physically distinct gauge field configurations, that 
may be fully accounted for by a restriction in the path integral to the region contained
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inside the first Gribov horizon, is only possible in the Landau gauge. This limitation 
arose from the requirement that the Faddeev-Popov (FP) operator is required to be 
Hermitian in the process of identification and implementation of a meaningful Gribov 
region, both for the Gribov and the subsequent Zwanziger treatments. Only in the 
Landau gauge does the FP operator display this property.
Any analytical approach to the low energy behaviour in Yang-Mills theory must pay 
close attention to results obtained using inherently non-perturbative techniques such as, 
Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSE), and numerical lattice studies. Lattice simulations 
of gauge dependent quantities are known to suffer from the problem of Gribov copies, 
particularly in the infrared regime, although it is generally believed that the effects are 
quantitative rather than qualitative, [86]. Whilst the effects of the Gribov ambiguity 
on the gluon propagator are believed to be contained within the statistical error for 
the simulation, it is possible that implications for the ghost propagator can become 
pronounced in the infrared. Until recently there has been good agreement between data 
from numerical lattice studies and analytical results arising from the Gribov-Zwanziger 
action in the Landau gauge. That is
• an infrared suppressed gluon propagator vanishing at zero momentum
• an infrared enhanced ghost propagator.
From here onwards this will be referred to as the scaling solution. However, recent 
numerical studies, obtained at large volumes, obtain results different from that deriving 
from the Gribov-Zwanziger action, [84],[85],[86],[87],[88],[89]. In other words
• an infrared suppressed gluon propagator not vanishing at zero momentum
• a ghost propagator of fundamental type in the infrared in agreement with the 
ultraviolet ghost propagator seen in perturbative QCD
From here onwards this will be referred to as the decoupling solution. Despite the fact 
that, until now, all relevant numerical studies had agreed with the established scaling 
solution, a subsequent study using DSE methods produced results for the gluon and 
ghost propagators in qualitative agreement with the recent lattice data, [86]. Assuming 
that recent lattice results do reach into the far infrared region and that Gribov copies 
are under control, it is believed that the results can be reproduced analytically by 
introducing an additional dynamical effect into the Gribov-Zwanziger action in what 
has come to be known as the decoupling solution, [90],[91].
The fields 4> 6 are necessary to realize a local interpretation of
the horizon function
h o r iz o n  -  ‘ ( 9 ' 1 7 )
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In order to account fully for the non-local dynamics dictated by (9.17) it seems rea­
sonable that, at the quantum level, there might be non-trivial dynamics associated 
with the additional localizing fields. When one considers also that the Bosonic <p“b are 
coupled directly to the gauge field in the tree level action, we realize that dynamical 
effects in the <p“b sector may have dynamical implications for the gluon sector, which 
can in turn modify the behaviour of the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. This situation may 
be explored by considering the possibility of a dynamical mass generation for the <//£ 
fields. By introducing a local composite operator into the Gribov-Zwanziger action, 
[90], [91],
S
S4>4>
S g z + S fä
/ d 4*
/2j/j.abiab - ,ab, ,ab\ . „<Pß <t>n -  Uß ) +  p—
The BRST invariant operator
(9.18)
( «  -  « )
-,ab, ,ab\
fits quite naturally into the theory, the resulting action is renormalizable to all orders 
and does not generate any new types of divergence. Having, retrospectively, introduced 
an explicit mass term into the Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian, it should be expected 
that the additional term will affect the general form of the associated propagators. For 
the modified action, the gluon propagator is derived by referring to the quadratic piece 
E^ uacii where the authors chose to introduce an explicit mass M  for the fields, (0 “b, 
in the presence of the local composite operator  ^A2 with corresponding gluon mass m. 
In a preliminary study, the structure taken by the gluon propagator is examined by 
removing the auxiliary fields using their equations of motion in momentum space, such 
that
arGZ 
' quad
d<t>au
— 0
p>rGZ.quad
34>f =  0 (9.19)
leading to
<  =  <  =  p  . (9.20)
where M  represents the new mass term. Substituting these values for the fields, 
{0 “b, }, back into C(q\fad, inverting the resulting matrix and taking the Landau gauge
limit, a —> 0, the modified action results in a modified tree level gluon propagator where 
we choose to set the gluon mass equal to zero, m =  0,
(A ^ p U li-p )) p 2 +  M 2
[{p 2) 2 +  M 2p 2 +  CA q4]
PßPv xabu (9.21)
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From (9.21), we can immediately see that the tree level gluon propagator of the de­
coupling solution to the Gribov-Zwanziger Lagrangian enjoys the property of infrared
suppression and is non vanishing at the origin, consistent with the data collected in 
recent lattice simulations.
A one loop study of the Faddeev-Popov ghost propagator, again incorporating a 
retrospective mass term, M  for the fields « ,  is carried out by implementing the 
no pole condition, following the method of chapter 2, [20],[24], Recalling that for the 
ghost propagator we have, in terms of the no pole condition
g {k 'A ) a h~^A)’ (9-22)
where, again in the Landau gauge, and this time including the modified gluon propa­
gator (9.21)
cr(k, A) N  1 
N 2 — Ik 2 I
d4p (k - p ) uku 
(2tt)4 (k - p f W - p K ( p )>
Nk^kv r d4p 1 p2 +  M 2 (
k2 J  (2tt)4 (k -  p)2 [(p2)2 +  M 2p2 +  q 74] [ 6^ P»Pu\P2 J '
(9.23)
Repeating the original analysis results in a one loop correction to the ghost propagator 
where, for M 2 ^  0, the ghost propagator is no longer enhanced but behaves like l/k:2, 
also consistent with the decoupling solution.
FYom the perspective of confinement, in particular, the KugoOjima criterion, the 
decoupling solution is not consistent with this scenario. The modified Gribov-Zwanziger 
model now represents an improved Landau gauge fixing procedure, it may be used to 
derive propagators which, in the infrared, have a behaviour consistent with that ob­
served in recent lattice and DSE studies. The modified action appears to say less about 
confinement. Given this, it should also be noted that there are difficulties associated 
with lattice and DSE methods in the far infrared region. In particular, for lattice 
studies it is believed that the continuum limit is not fully under control and that DSE 
studies are delicate to boundary conditions. That is, for many, the respective merits 
or validity of a decoupling versus a scaling solution remains an open question. If it 
is established that the decoupling solution is in fact the correct picture, then deeper 
investigations are likely to require a consideration of Green’s functions described using 
propagators with a complex width and a real mass. As such, we believe that our inves­
tigations incorporating massive quarks into the two loop gap equation using a complex 
dilogarithm solution represent first steps in performing this type of calculation.
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Appendix A
Long Gribov derivations
In this short appendix we include the full detail for the explicit identification of a 
Gribov copy, and the derivation of the no pole condition for the Faddeev-Popov ghost 
propagator.
A .l  Generic Gribov copy
For the eigenvalue problem with potential Afl identified in chapter 2, the standard 
perturbation theory of quantum mechanics is applied to the expression
- d ^ d ^  +  [Cfl Aa^tp]) =  - ( d 2^>+ [C^dptfl +  d^a^jip]) =  e(C)ip + e{a)ip . (A .l)
We already know that there exists a solution, tfio, such that e(C)4>o =  0. Within 
perturbation theory, consideration of the eigenvalues for modes of the Faddeev-Popov 
operator with potential AM can be reduced to a consideration of the eigenvalue of the 
operator <9M[a^ , ■], for the zero mode of the Faddeev-Popov operator with potential C^. 
That is,
/ x =  (d > o I[%><£(>]) _  t r / d 4x (0 o ^ [a M,0 o])
(0o|0o) tr /  d4x( o^</>o)
The field A^ =  +  atl is transformed according to
A^ -> Afj, =  u'd^u +  u^A^u =  AM +  u^dpu +  [A ,^ u]) ,
taking u close to unity. A first order infinitesimal gauge transformation would give
Ap =  Ap +  Dp(A)a . (A.4)
In order for the transformed fields to satisfy an identical gauge condition we would 
require that
dfiDll(A)a =  —M (A )a  =  0 , (A.5)
(A.2)
(A.3)
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which has no solutions for non-zero a because the field Afi is not located on the Gribov 
horizon. We must retain terms of u up to second order
u =  1 +  a A ^cr2 +  0 (a 3) , d  — 1 -  a A ^a2 +  0(<r3) , (A.6)
and after a little algebra we arrive at
A'^  =  A^ +  D^{A)o -  ^[<7,8^0 +  [Ap,o\] +  0{cr3) , (A.7)
where Dfi(A)a — d^a +  [Afl, a\. Prom (A.7) we see that the condition for the existence 
of a Gribov copy; a pair of gauge transformed fields that satisfy an identical gauge 
constraint, is given by
dtiDfi(A)a -  ^ [ < 7,(^ 0- +  [A ,^<7]] =  0 , (A.8)
or, more definitely, in terms of the transverse field located on the horizon, CM, and 
associated zero mode of M (C ), 0o,
Dn(C)<(>o =  D^(A)a -  ^[a,d^a +  [A^a]) . (A.9)
Taking the divergence of both sides of (A.9), we obtain the condition to be fulfilled in 
order that A^ and A^ satisfy the same divergence condition d^A^ — d^A^. That is,
dflDll(A)a =  ^dfl[<7,d^(T+[Atl,a]] . (A.10)
By setting
a — <po A a
A^ =  CfiAa.fi , (A .11)
where, a and are respectively small with respect to (fro and A^, it is possible to 
analyze (A. 10) iteratively. It is useful to introduce the expansion parameter A,
a =  \<f)Q A A2<7
A^ — CfiAQfi , (A. 12)
which is set equal to one at the end. Inserting this parametrization into (A. 10) gives 
92 ^A0o +  A2<t)  +  dfi Cfi A \a,fi, A0o +  A2dJ 
=  | [A0o +  A2d , ( \4>0 +  A2d )]
|A0o A A2d , | +  A A 0 o  +  A2dJJ (A .13)
so that, up to terms of the order A4
A2<9M (dfid A [ C^, ct]) +  A2dfi [ aM, 0O] +  A [ aM, a]
A2 A3
=  y  [4>o , dfi4>o +  [C ,^ <t>0]\ A — d [0O, d^d A [C ,^ d]]
+  y 5M [<*> dn<t>0 +  [Cfi,0O]] +  y  dfi [00, K ,  0o]] +  0 (A 4) • (A. 14)
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In particular, to the first order A2, we find
dfiDfj(C)a +  d^  [ aM,0o] =  [</>o> D ^ C )^ }  , (A.15)
from which it follows that
tr J d4x ((frod^D^tya +  [a^cpo]) =  ^tr J d4x [0o, D ^ C )^ })  . (A.16)
Moreover, due to property d^D^C) =  _DM(C)c^, we have
tr J d4x<f>odflDfi(C)d — tr J d4x (d^D ^C )^ ) 5 =  0 . (A.17)
As a consequence, condition (A.16) reads
tr /  [«hi.^o]) =  ^tr J d4x((p0d  ^[0O, ¿ ^ (C )^ ] )  . (A.18)
It remains now to check on which side of the horizon l\ the equivalent field lies. Let 
us rewrite AM as
A^ — Ap +  D (^C)ct>o =  +  Dn(C)<po =  C  ^+  . (A .19)
As done before, we evaluate the shift e(a) of the eigenvalue of the Faddeev-Popov 
operator from zero. Treating the field
dfj, —  & fi +  T ^ j (C )< /> o  ,
as a perturbation, one obtains
e (ô )
_  (<^ o I d» a' 4^>o ])  =  tr /  d4x  (0odM [aM, <fo] +  [D ^ C )^ ,  <^0])
(4>0 4>o) tr f  d4x (<f>o4>o)
Furthermore, from (A.18), it follows
tr /  d4x (cpo^ n [ati, </>o]) , ,
W "  tr / * * ( * > * ) )  ~ ~ e [a }-
(A.20)
(A.21)
(A.22)
Thus, if A^, close to l\, is located in Co, e(a) >  0, there is an equivalent field, A^ — 
An +  Dn(C)(j>0, close to h, which is located in Ci, e(a) =  -e (a ) < 0. Also, it is worth 
mentioning that this derivation can be generalized to fields close to any horizon ln. 
This concludes the proof of the statement.
A .2 The no pole condition
We proceed with a characterization of the factor V(Co) by denoting Q(k\A) by the 
colour singlet Fourier transform of [—9^(9^ — / ai>cA“ )]_1,
Q(k;A) E
Sab
(A.23)
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and will require that G(k; A) has no poles for non vanishing momenta k. The expression 
for the connected, colour singlet, ghost two-point function is given by
E
5ab{ca(x)ca(y)) 
^  ~ 1
M j v A , V ^ c 5 ( d A ) ^ ^ e - ^ I dix^ D^
M  J VAtl5{dA)e-SYM Q{x, y; A) , (A.24)
where the gauge field A“ is a classical external field. Using Wick’s theorem it is possible 
to evaluate (ca(x)cb(y)) to second order in perturbation theory,
(ca(x)cb(y)) =  (cg(x)cg(y)
x [1 +  / d^ ( d ^ i x ^ r ^ A ^ y ^ )
+\ I  d^ ld^ 2
x ( ^ 1cSl(x1) ) /m”M ^(x1)cP(x1) ( ^ 2c?(x2) ) r rtA;;(a;2)4 (x 2)]) ,
(A.25)
where cg(x) and Cg(y) represent free ghost fields. Wick contraction reduces this expres­
sion to products of free field ghost two-point functions,
(ca(x)cb(y)) =  (cg(x)cg(y)) -  J  d1r1/ m”pA^(x1)(cS(x)c^(x1) ) ^ 1 (% (x M (v ))
+  J  d ^ d r  2f rnnpA^(x1) f qrtA l(x2)
x (eg (x)eg (X!)} (iff (x 1)4  (x2)) dvX2 (4  (x2) cjj (y)} .
(A.26)
Denoting the free field ghost two-point function in terms of the free ghost propagator 
(cg(x)cft(y)) =  SabG0(x -  y),
(ca(x)cf>(y)) =  6abG0(x -  y) -  J d V 0 o (*  -  x ^ G o i x i  -  y ) / bnaA "(x 1)
+ J d4xid^r2
xGo(x -  x ^ G o i x i  -  x2)dvX2Go(x2 -  y ) / t" aA” ( x i ) /hrtAJ)(x2) .
(A.27)
Finally, for G(x,y;A) we obtain
G (x,y;A) =  Go(x -  y) -  J dAXlGo(x -  x l )d^1G0(x1 -  y ) f anaA "(Xl)
1
+ N ^ i
x J d4x id 4x2 (Go(x -  x^d^Goixi ~ x2)
X d"X2Go(x2 -  y ) f tnaA™(xi)fartArl/(x2)) ,
(A.28)
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because of the antisymmetry of the structure constants 
G{x,y;A) r  / , naGo(x - y ) -
x J d4x id 4x 2<7o(z -  xi)d^Go(xi -  X2)dx2Go(x2 -  y )A °(xi)A *(x2) ■
(A.29)
It now remains to take the Fourier transform of (A.29) in a finite volume V  given 
by a four dimensional hypercube, taking the thermodynamic limit, V —» oo, at the end. 
The Fourier transform of the fields <j> € {A “ , ca, ca} is given by
(A.30)4>a(x) =  - j =  Y ,  ^“ (9) exp{-iqx )  ,
V F  ?
in the thermodynamic limit
V  _» v  f  — t . (A.31)
V  J (27r)4
The Fourier transform of the free ghost propagator is given by 
(cS(x)cS(y)) =  t fJ v c V c i? 0{x )c% (y )ex p (-J d Ax<?d2ca^
=  ^ -y^  el(-qx+py^M [  X>cZ>ccfi(y)co(p) exp ( — ca(k)k2ca( - k ) j
=  . (A.32)
<7 *
This gives for Gq(x -  y),
G0( x - y )  = ^ Y , e'{x~y)^  (A -33)
9 q
We axe now ready to evaluate the Fourier transform of Gq(x , y; A). Using
g(k;A ) =  ^ J d Axdiyg(x ,y ,A ) , (A.34)
gives,
g(k\A) =  ^  J di xdAyeik(x~v'>g0(x -  y)
~ w ^ i v  I  d4xd4^d4x i ^ x^ ik[x~y)
X  [g0(x -  -  a;2) ^ 2a 0 ( x 2 -  y)A“ (xi)A £(x2)] .
(A.35)
Thus 
g{k; A) = j dAxdAyeix k^+q)e - iy{k+q)^
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+
na
75 E  J  d4xd4yd4^id4x2NX - 1 v*^  g,p,f,u,r
eig(fc+g)e-t3/(A;+Oeig1(p-(?+u)^a;2(/-P+r) 1 Pp ^  (u)Aa (r)
<7 7?^  ^
,2°(g+fc)o
+
1
9
AU 1
_/y2 _  1  y 5  X! Q^—k^ l—k^ (p—g+u)0^ (l—p+r)0 _2  2 ;2  Ap.(U)Av(r) 
A q,pyl,u,r Hi?
Na 1 1 —ku
k2 +  N ? - I V  k2 fc2 ^  p2 A°  ^ P k}A*lP +  fc)
i  | na 1 1 ~ K
k2 TV? -  1 F  fc2 fc2
1
A:2 1 +  —  — —  V+  ivA2 - i K f c 2 ^  ( p - f c ) 2 p)Av(p)
=  ¿ ( i  +  a « ;, / l ) ) ^ l ( 1 _ <r1f c A ) )  .
S(fc;A)
1 1
k2 (1 — a(k, A))
/7 * \ Na 1 1 4T--4 {k p)ukit . .
°(k’A) = Trt—TTTT? E  E  U2 (^-P) (^P)NX -  I V  k2
In the thermodynamic limit, 1/ —»■ oo,
0? -  fc)2
(A.36)
(A.37)
(A.38)
<7(fc,j4) N } -  1 Jfc2 /  (2tt)4 ( g - l j *  ^  9)A“ (i)  , (A.39)
and this concludes the derivation of a(k,A).
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